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Social media has become a valuable platform that enables public and private stakeholders to participate and interact in various
transport policies. Using a network-based perspective and a case study of bike-sharing pricing strategies in China, this paper aims
to quantitatively characterize the pattern and structure of multi-stakeholders engagement networks. Furthermore, this paper also
empirically examines the confirmation bias that might exist among participants. Dataset on retweets from the Chinese Twitter-
Sina Weibo is collected. Results reveal two types of important actors with unequal roles in terms of information diffusion: the
“network root” and the “network bridge.” -e former is mainly comprised of organizations and influential individuals who
dominate message sharing, whereas the latter is comprised of the general public with various occupational backgrounds who
control the efficiency and the scope of information spreading.-e result also reveals a hierarchical structure in both networks and
a community gathering like-minded individuals. -e empirical result also demonstrates the existence of echo chambers in the
transport participation network of governments and enterprises. Most echo chambers operate such that organizations or in-
fluential individuals amplify the views of the general public with more critical viewpoints. -ese findings of this study can assist
transport stakeholders in crafting more sustainable strategies based on the understanding of uneven patterns in online public
participation. Furthermore, this study sheds insights on how social media could be used to facilitate the collection of diverse
people’s opinions and the evaluation of multi-stakeholder engagement for major transport issues.

1. Introduction

Making appropriate policies or strategies is essential to the
sustainable development of urban transport. Traditionally,
transport policy-making processes are characterized by a
top-down approach that the public seldom has access to, for
example, hearings, expert consultants, or publications. It
causes ineffective communication between citizens, private
sectors, and administrative agencies as well as limited
transparent governance [1]. In recent years, with the
emerging of new mobility patterns and services, transport

governance may be undertaken by multiple stakeholders
who have various interests, usually requiring interdisci-
plinary and multiagent cooperation [2]. Consequently, it
highlights the differences in urban transport between the
concept of government-driven sharing and that of collab-
oration among multi-stakeholders, i.e., market regulators,
service providers, and transport system users.

Social media has been widely recognized as being able to
facilitate the engagement of experts, private sectors, civic
organizations, and the public as well as being able to create
large and diffused networks of relationships [3, 4]. Due to the
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potential role of social media in extracting peoples’ real
thoughts and addressing the complexity of stakeholder re-
lations in the transport field, scholars have explored its
applications on both bottom-up and top-down engagement
in urban transport [5]. However, this research remains in the
infant stage.

In recent years, more andmore private stakeholders (i.e.,
platform operators, service providers) have offered personal
and urban level mobility services and thus a method for
opinion collection that can be significant to business pro-
motion strategies. As such, the structure and characteristics
of public participation might be different in public and
private decision-making processes in the transport field.
However, few scholars have investigated the policy-making
participation network from a comparative perspective.

Most recently, a phenomenon of confirmation bias has
arisen from concerns about decision-making or information
processing: that is, the tendency to search for, interpret, and
recall information in a way that is consistent with existing
beliefs [6]. In social media, it is defined as an echo chamber
or filter bubbles [7]. -e presence of echo chambers leads to
information barriers around people and, thus, causes dif-
ficulties in sharing and understanding diverse viewpoints
and even reaching a solution. As such, it is necessary to
confirm the existence and the degree of confirmation bias on
the collected social media data before forming a conclusion
on transport policy issues. However, little evidence has
concerned echo chambers in transport policies and their
influence on the public and private sectors.

For those reasons, we considered it important to present
and analyze the pattern of participation networks in
transport policy-making led by governments (GCPN) and
enterprises (ECPN). -is study also aims to empirically
examine the existence of confirmation bias among partici-
pants in terms of personal attitude diffusion. Two topics on
bike-sharing pricing strategies resulting from government
regulations and business strategies are empirically studied,
by collecting the retweet data from the Chinese Twitter-Sina
Weibo. -e specific objectives are (i) to illustrate the pattern
and characteristics of the citizen involvement in transport
policies by public and private sectors, (ii) to simplify the
structure of participation networks and identify influential
actors/groups with key roles in information dissemination,
and (iii) to empirically examine the degree of confirmation
bias in transport policy participation networks. -e results
can help multiple stakeholders to improve transport policies
from a perspective of the nature of online public engage-
ment. Furthermore, results provide insights into the design
of evidence-driven policy research to avoid the potential bias
when using social media as a platform to gather opinions
and needs of people from different backgrounds concerning
transport issues.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Online Public Participation in the Transport Policy-
Making. Online platforms (e.g., social media, blogs, and
websites) have become a vital channel for public involve-
ment that may be supplementary to traditional or face-to-

face engagement opportunities [8]. Increasing theoretical
efforts and implementations have been devoted to the po-
tential of social media in understanding the complex in-
teractions between transport stakeholders and the public in
the transport domain [9, 10]. For example, transport poli-
cymakers and providers in the USA, like MTA Transit and
Metro-North Railroad in New York City, and DOTs in
Alabama, California, West Virginia, etc., use Facebook and
Twitter to inform travel information or specific events as
well as to connect the feedback from the residents, so that to
facilitate project improvements and misinformation cor-
rections [8, 11]. Furthermore, with the support of web-based
tools/toolkits and text mining techniques [12], ridesharing
agencies can optimize ridership, timeliness, efficiency, and
safety and also reveal the level of satisfaction with ride-
sharing services by monitoring social media [13, 14]. An-
other example is the adjustment of the No. 55 bus route in
Shanghai. -e transport agencies and local magazines dis-
seminated the message about the abolition of the bus route
on Weibo. Since a large number of citizens commented on
this message and expressed their nostalgia for the bus route,
the local government was pushed to interact with citizens
and completely change the initial plan [15].

To date, many methodologies like network science are
developed to demonstrate the complex participation net-
works involving multiple stakeholders [16]. Social Network
Analysis (SNA) is a method proposed by sociologists to
measure the positions and structural characteristics of re-
lationships between social actors [17, 18]. -e main research
topics of SNA in the transport field are summarized into
three categories: megaproject collaboration and manage-
ment [19, 20], multimodal transport network analysis
[21, 22], and participatory decision-making. Of very few
studies using SNA on transport policy issues, Dörry and
Decoville study the situated multilevel governance structure
of cross-border public transport provision by taking the
respective cross-border policy network in the Luxembourg
metropolitan region as a case [23]. Sun et al. use the SNA
method to refine multi-actor multicriteria analytical results
and further evaluate various low-carbon transport policies
[24].

According to the study conducted by Weiss et al. and
Mills et al., SNA can highlight which actors are important for
influencing policies or actions, or for facilitating information
and knowledge transmission [25, 26]. -erefore, this study
applies the SNA method to simplify the structure of par-
ticipation networks in terms of public and private policy-
making.

2.2. ConfirmationBias on SocialMedia andReal-World Policy
Networks. Confirmation bias is a psychological phenome-
non where humans tend to seek information adhering to
their preexisting opinion [27], which has become a widely
debated issue at both the scientific and political levels [28].
Recent studies have shown that information bias is domi-
nant in the social media environment [29, 30], where in-
dividuals are surrounded by people whose viewpoint agrees
with their own, also known as echo chambers or filter
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bubbles [7]. Major social media like Facebook and Twitter
presents clear-cut echo chambers on controversial topics
[31]. -is configuration could cause the spreading of bias
knowledge [32, 33], hamper the democratic deliberative
process by altering the way facts are perceived [34], and even
lead to a loss of common understanding [35]. Several studies
develop the theoretical definitions and mechanisms of echo
chambers [31]. For instance, Jasny, Waggle, and Fisher
propose a more formal operationalization of echo chamber
components, which comprises two processes of an “echo”
and “chambers” and at least three types of actors-speakers,
receivers, and mediating actors [36]. Cinelli et al. introduce a
definition and method of echo chambers based on the co-
existence of two main ingredients: opinion polarization
concerning controversial topics and homophilic interactions
between users [31].

From the policy network perspective, echo chambers are
questioned to affect evidence-based policy-making as they
can hinder policy learning and consensus building [28]. It
has been demonstrated that organizations and individuals
tend to obtain information from those with similar beliefs to
theirs while ignoring information from sources that chal-
lenge their beliefs [36, 37]. Recent studies also provide
empirical evidence of the effects of echo chambers on policy
networks using survey data. For example, Jasny et al.
compare two datasets on the US climate politics at two
points in time and find that echo chambers continue to play
an important role in the information sharing among policy
elites working on climate issues [38]. Wagner and Ylä-
Anttila find that echo chambers are present in the rela-
tionship between the information-seeking behaviors of
policy actors in Irish policy networks; also, they reveal that
policy forums could help alleviate the effects of echo
chambers if organizations with different views were to
participate and to use the opportunities that forums provide
to learn from those outside their networks [28].

Due to the complexity of disciplinary issues emerging in
shared transport and the essentiality of information sharing
among multiple stakeholders, the phenomenon of echo
chambers is potentially influencing the policy-making in
urban transport. -erefore, there is a need to test the ex-
istence of echo chambers in public and private policy-
making and further to emphasize its applicability and ef-
fectiveness in the analysis of various transport policies.

3. Background and Research Methods

3.1. Case Information on Bike-Sharing Pricing Policies in
China. -e dockless bike-sharing service was introduced to
China since the establishment of the Ofo platform in 2014.
-e system consists of government regulators, platform
operators, bike associations, and bike-sharing users [39].-e
number of bike-sharing users increased significantly within
the first two years. However, due to the lack of sustainable
business strategies and management, leading bike-sharing
enterprises like Ofo have faced serious financial problems
since the end of 2018. Millions of riders who placed deposits
demanded their bicycle refunds, causing widespread con-
cerns and debates among the public and government

authorities on deposit-related issues of emerging travel
services in China [40].

In response, the Ministry of Transport (MOT) in China
formally has included the deposit issue in government su-
pervision and published tighter controls soon. In March
2019, an administrative measure of user deposit in emerging
transport was issued to gather advice from the public, fol-
lowed by the final version of the implementation guidance
that was released in May 2019 [41]. -is document specifies
the behaviors of service providers including the schedule of
refunding user deposits and the way of deposit management.
Soon after, several bike-sharing enterprises including
Bluegogo, Mobike, and Hello announced their pricing in-
crease strategies. More andmore enterprises also employed a
higher level of bike-sharing fares in the next months. -e
outline of bike-sharing pricing strategies in China is shown
in Figure 1.

-erefore, this study chooses these two topics on Weibo
to understand the citizen participation in public and private
decision-making, corresponding to the fact that “Chinese
governments have issued an administrative measure of user
deposits in emerging transport services” and “many enter-
prises have launched the price increase in bike-sharing
services.”

3.2. Research Methods. -e analytical framework of this
study includes the collection of retweet data onWeibo, SNA-
based measurement, and echo chamber examination, which
is depicted in Figure 2.

3.2.1. Data Collection. A data set of Weibo retweets on the
abovementioned two topics was collected on July 8, 2019. It
consists of two sections: messages/retweets and informa-
tion of participated users. A snowball sampling method was
used to complete the sample of participants and their
messages in this study. -is data collection method has
been employed in the analysis of social networks and social
dynamics [42]. For each topic, the initial samples were top-
50 most-read messages on Weibo (called the initial mes-
sages). -en, messages forwarded from the initial messages
by users were picked (called the first layer of retweets).
Similarly, retweets of deeper layers were further searched
until no new retweets were founded. -e data set of par-
ticipant information was gathered from their homepage on
Weibo addressed by their usernames shown in the retweet
records. Available features such as job, education, and
identity verification were extracted. -e verification setting
on Weibo enables businesses, celebrities, etc. to show their
credibility and trust, generally correlated with their
numbers of followers and influence. -e participants were
correspondingly divided into three categories: influential
individuals, organizations/companies, and the general
public. Finally, a total of 2335 and 2845 participants who
published 2469 and 2938 Weibo messages related to two
topics were included in this study.

-e next step was to reconstruct the forwarding/for-
warded relationship among participants by parsing the
content of retweets. -rough identifying unique user IDs
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and the retweet identifier (“//@” on Weibo) in the message
dataset, direct/indirect interactions and corresponding in-
formation flow started from the initial participants were
obtained. To map and analyze the data sets, an adjacency
matrix, a square matrix used to represent a finite graph, was
used to represent the relational data among the pairs of
vertices (participants) [43]. -e number of each cell ri,j in
the matrices was denoted as 1 for two participants (i.e., i in
the row and j the column) who were directly linked in the
forwarding/forwarded structure and denoted as 0 otherwise.
A rule was applied here: that is, simplifying the multiple
forwarding/forwarded between the same pair of users into
one.-us, the value of ri,j was binary, in which edges among
participants were dichotomized as 1 or 0.

3.2.2. Network Classification and Measurement. Given this
unweighted directed graph, the network was formalized as a
collection of participants as nodes and their forwarding/
forwarded relationships as edges using the SNAmethod. For
example, there was a directed edge from actor A to actor B
when B forwarded a message from A, which is consistent
with the direction of information flows within networks. As
this study focuses on comparing the participation networks
of public and private sectors, datasets were further classified
into two examined networks: citizen participation network
led by governments (represent as GCPN) and enterprises
(represent as ECPN). As such, a total of 2390 edges (nonzero
cells ri,j) in GCPN and 2873 edges in ECPN were analyzed.
Descriptive analysis characterizes both the overall structure

On March 19, the MOT issued the
Administration Measures of User Funds

in Emerging Transport Business
(SOLICIT OPINION DRAFT). 

On May 16, the MOT and other five departments
jointly issued the Administration Measures of
User Funds in Emerging Transport Business
(TRAIL IMPLEMENTATION) and will be

effective on June 1. 

The Bluegogo
adjusted its charging
rules on March 21. 

The Mobike announced
its price increase and will

be effective on April 8.

The Hello announced its
price increase and will be
effective on April on 15. 

China media reported that riding a
shared bicycle is more expensive

than taking a bus after price
increase. 

Feb 2019 Mar 2019 Apr 2019 May 2019 Jun 2019

July 8, 2019
data collection

Government policies

Enterprise strategies

The officer of MOT announced that
the government will accelerate the
deposit management measure in

bike-sharing in the State Council’s
press conference.

Figure 1: Overview of deposit-related policies of bike-sharing in China.

(ii) Participant information

Analysis on characteristics of overall
participation networks 

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vii)

Average node degree
Network density
Average path length
Network diameter
Main component fraction
Graph centralization
Power-law distribution

Empirical examination of confirmation bias in social networks
(i)

(ii)
Classification of attitudinal opinions
Examine the existence of echo chambers

Data collection of retweet dataset on Weibo

Initial 1st layer 2nd layer

…
(i) Messages/retweets

…
…
…
…

Measurement on influential
participants and hierarchical
structure

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Degree centrality
Betweenness centrality
Core-periphery structure

Figure 2: Research analysis framework in this study.
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and the individual performance of network nodes. -e
indicators used are as follows [44]:

(i) Average node degree, which refers to the average
number of edges per node in networks. It includes
in- degree and out-degree which indicate the
number of forwarded messages to and from each
participant.

(ii) Network density, which measures the tightness of
nodes that are calculated as the proportion of edges
that are exiting in the network to the largest number
of possible edges. Its values vary between 0 and 1.
-e greater the density of networks, the more the
contacts among participants.

(iii) Average path length, which refers to the average
number of steps along the shortest paths for all
possible pairs of nodes. It measures information
efficiency on networks.

(iv) Network diameter, which refers to the shortest
distance between the two most distant nodes in
networks. It determines an upper bound of the
distance between any pairs of participants who can
exchange information.

(v) Main component fraction, which refers to the
proportion of main components (or giant com-
ponents). It is a node group with the largest number
of interconnected nodes that emerged in networks.

(vi) Graph centralization, which refers to the degree to
which the centrality of the most central node ex-
ceeds the centrality of all other nodes in overall
networks. It varies between 0 and 1, which quan-
tifies the variation of individual nodes’ importance
and the distribution of node positions in networks.

(vii) Power-law distribution, which refers to the cu-
mulative probability of nodes whose degree is larger
than or equal to k (represented as D(k)), to assess
the unevenness of specific network indicators (e.g.,
out-degree). -e distribution is formulated as fol-
lows [45], where α is the law’s exponent and C is a
constant:

D(k) � C · k
− α

,

ln D(k) � ln C − α ln k.
(1)

Concerning the different roles of individual nodes and
the hierarchical structure in each participation network,
indicators of degree centrality and betweenness centrality, as
well as k-core decomposition, were selected to identify in-
fluential participants/groups in terms of information dis-
semination. Degree centrality (DC) refers to the number of
edges that a node has, which is a primary measure of the
importance of nodes [46]. In a forwarding/forwarded net-
work, a relatively high out-degree centrality indicates that
the corresponding actor has more channels of information
exchanges with other participants and is thus at a more
central position in the entire network (i.e., “network root”).
Betweenness centrality (BC) is another measure to capture

essential nodes based on the shortest paths. It is calculated as
the number of these shortest paths that pass through target
nodes [47]. In terms of participation networks, a specific
person with a high BC means that they played a significant
role (e.g., “network bridge”) in allowing information to
travel from one part to another in the entire network.

-e k-core decomposition is an alternative degree-based
method to conduct hierarchical structure analysis, graph
visualization, and community detection in complex net-
works [48]. -e k-core indicates the maximal subgraph in
which every node is adjacent to at least k nodes. An integer
index, ks, is assigned to each node to represent its location in
networks; the largest value is denoted as kmax (called k-core
index). Each layer that contains nodes of degree k is called
k-shell. In this sample, participants with low or high ks are
correspondingly located at the periphery or the core, also
indicating the importance of nodes in the entire network. It
should be noted that nodes with a high degree may or may
not have a high ks.

3.2.3. Echo Chamber Identification Algorithm. -is study
employs an operationalization of the components of echo
chambers proposed by Jasny,Waggle, and Fisher [36]. Given
the network formalism in Section 3.2.1 (represented in
Figure 3(a)), two characteristics of echo chambers in par-
ticipation networks are specified. An “echo” occurs when
two participants share the same opinion on the policy. -e
attribute is indicated as the shading of the nodes in
Figure 3(b). A “chamber” is formed when the information
from the same source eventually reaches the same target via
multiple different paths. For example, a transitive triad is the
smallest example of a “chamber” where messages pass from
participant A to participant C through a directed edge, but
also indirectly through participant B as B forwards the
message from A and then C forwards the message to B (see
Figure 3(c)).

-us, echo chambers can be demonstrated once the
chamber is configured around participants holding the same
opinions (see Figure 3(d)).

Considering the feature that retweets are more likely to
be passed from a few network elites to a large number of
users, this study developed a more effective identification
algorithm to find echo chambers quickly from online par-
ticipation networks.

(i) Step 1: search participants that forward information
from multiple sources, for example, find out C who
receives messages from at least two sources in
Figure 3

(ii) Step 2: select the structure where connections be-
tween any two sources exist, that is, to find out a
like-shaped transitive triad

(iii) Step 3: test the uniqueness of participants in the
structure, and then find out the transitive trail that
has three distinct participants—a “chamber”

(iv) Step 4: determine the presence of an “echo cham-
ber” by checking whether the participants in
chambers hold the same viewpoints
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4. Communication Patterns in
Transport Policy-Making

4.1. Descriptive Analysis of Network Characteristics of Par-
ticipation Networks. Descriptive analysis of the network of
GCPN and ECPN was firstly calculated with UCINET 6.665
and then visualized through its embedded drawing package
NetDraw [49]. To present the key structure in two studied
networks, Figure 4 visualizes the simplified networks where
marginal nodes with low out-degrees (i.e., have few con-
nections with other network actors) are removed. Different
node sizes are proportional to out-degrees of the nodes (i.e.,
the number of forwarded messages from each participant),
and different node shapes are used to distinguish the identity
of participants in transport policy networks, with squares
indicating organizations/companies, diamonds indicating
influential individuals, and circles indicating the general
public.

-e network of GCPN engages 157 participants who
include 49 organizations/companies and 13 influential in-
dividuals (see Figure 4(a)), while there is a total of 140
participants and a smaller proportion of verified participants
in ECPN, i.e., 24 organizations/companies and 3 influential
individuals (see Figure 4(b)). -e results show that topics
related to bike-sharing business strategies were more at-
tractive to the general public than topics related to gov-
ernment regulations. In other words, in this case, companies
can use the Weibo platform to obtain more opinions and
feedback from ordinary users from the online communi-
cation and participation process. Besides, a similar pattern
can be discovered in both networks of GCPN and ECPN in
that the entire network was sparse whereas individuals were
centralized within several groups (i.e., two major groups in
GCPN and three major groups in ECPN). In general, these
findings reveal the characteristic of more open and decen-
tralized policy participation than that of traditional top-
down policy-making [15].

-e network structure statistics were then calculated to
quantitively characterize the pattern of networks of GCPN

and ECPN (see Table 1). -e values of average degree and
network density are very close in the two studied networks,
which reach 1.02 and 4.43e− 4 in GCPN and 1.01 and
3.57e− 4 in ECPN, respectively. It reveals that both of the
network participants were weakly connected to others and
the majority shared information in a single path. -e values
of average path length in GCPN and ECPN are around 1.
Additionally, the values of network diameter are 4 in GCPN
and 5 in ECPN, and the main component fraction reaches
approximately 100% in two networks. -e result suggests
that the entire participation network on the issue of bike-
sharing pricing policies was a giant component, and the
depth of information dissemination reached around five
layers away from the initial messages. It demonstrates the
formation of virtual communities that were not limited by
geographical and time constraints, and these groups played a
significant role in citizen participation and communication
in terms of bike-sharing public and private policy-making.
Furthermore, the value of the out-degree graph centrali-
zation is 0.35 in GCPN and 0.29 in ECPN. We would
conclude that there was a tendency for the networks to
develop around certain prominent actors, which also can be
observed from the network visualization shown in Figure 4.
In other words, the power of participants varied rather
substantially, and the positional advantages were rather
unequally distributed in these two examined networks.

4.2. Uneven Power and the Different Positions of Participants.
To investigate the tendency of a substantial amount of
concentration in the network of GCPN and ECPN, two
indicators were selected to measure the power of each
participant (see Figure 5): the number of followers (denoted
by Df), which refers to the cyber power of actors on Weibo;
and the number of messages forwarded (out-degree, denoted
by Dout), which refers to the actors’ participation level.

-e result shows that the cumulative distributions
Df(see Figures 5(a) and 5(c)) and the cumulative out-degree
distributions Dout (see Figures 5(b) and 5(d)) decayed as a

A B

B forwards messages
from A, i.e., information

is transmitted from A to B.

(a)

A B

Transitive triad such that B and C
forward information from A, and C also
forwards information to B. �e smallest

example of a “chamber.”

(b)

A B

C

A and B agree so A’s information
echoes B’s understanding.

(c)

A B

C

A transitive triad where each
participant holds the same opinion

–an “echo chamber.”

(d)

Figure 3: Structural and attitudinal components of an echo chamber in participation networks.
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power-law scaling in GCPN and ECPN, suggesting the scale-
free characteristic [50]. -e pattern of Df indicates that the
cyber power of participants was uneven in terms of infor-
mation diffusion on the topics of bike-sharing pricing
policies. -e distribution of Dout suggests that the influence

of various participants was significantly different because the
messages of some actors were forwarded a greater number of
times than those of other actors. -at is, some participants
probably played key roles and influenced others as the
“networked power” (prominent participants) [51] in this

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Simplified network mapping of (a) GCPN and (b) ECPN.
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case. Taken together, these results provide quantitative ev-
idence on the existence of the unequal power in information
sharing of transport policies among various participants in
both two studied networks.

5. Networked Power and Their Roles in
Information Dissemination

5.1. Identifying Power Actors Using Centrality Measurements.
To further identify the networked power in forwarding/
forwarded networks of GCPN and ECPN, out-degree cen-
trality and betweenness centrality were calculated. To make
the results clear, the 15-top ranked participants in out-DC
and BC lists were selected to analyze their identities and
occupational backgrounds (see Figure 6).

In Figure 6(a), organizations/companies and influential
individuals occupy the top-15 ranked positions of out-DC in

GCPN and ECPN, while a more proportion of the general
public is presented at the top-15 in BC of both networks. -is
result suggests that verified actors who have the cyber power
onWeibo participated actively and were located at the central
position (i.e., the “network root”) in policy and private policy-
making of bike-sharing. In contrast, the result of BC shows
that the majority is the general public in this bike-sharing
policy network; they played as the “network bridge.” -e
results are shown in Figure 6(b) to help to investigate the
background of these influential participants. In terms of
“network root,” both networks in GCPN and ECPN reveal a
similar trend; that is, the majority were media companies and
journalists; whereas the “network bridge” in this case were of
diverse occupational backgrounds, such as officers from
public agencies, academia excepts, and the media.

As the conclusion proposed by Berry [52], it is difficult for
views based on a social network to play an important role in

Table 1: Statistics of network characteristics.

Indicators GCPN ECPN
Average degree 1.02 1.01
Network density 4.43e− 4 3.57e− 4
Average path length 1.16 1.07
Network diameter 4.00 5.00
Main component fraction (%) 100.00 99.89
Out-degree centralization 0.35 0.29
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Figure 5: -e distribution patterns in log-log graphs: (a) the number of followers (Df ) and (b) the number of messages forwarded (out-
degree (Dout)) in GCPN, (c) the number of followers (Df), and (d) the number of messages forwarded (out-degree (Dout)) in ECPN.
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decision-making processes without effective organization and
cooperation. In the bike-sharing policy networks, it probably
could be explained that organizations/companies and influ-
ential individuals established a large number of connections
with others in the online discussion, while more diverse social
actors were involved to help the information travel further
within the virtual community. -erefore, there is a need for
transport stakeholders to investigate and understand the needs
of people who play different roles and have diverse back-
grounds in public and private policy-making.

5.2. Exploring the Hierarchical Structure via K-Core
Decomposition. -e results of k-core decomposition reveal
the hierarchical structure and the subgroups containing in-
fluential participants, as visualized in Figure 7, where nodes
located at the most peripheral layer (0-shell) are removed.-e
colors of nodes are used to distinguish the different layers of
k-shell, red indicating nodes located in 3-shell and green
indicating nodes located in 2-shell.-e k-core index of GCPN
and ECPN is 3 and 2, respectively. -ere are 15 nodes in 3-
shell and 81 nodes in 2-shell of GCPN, while there are 61
nodes in 2-shell of ECPN, which indicates that a small
number of participants (i.e., 4.11% in GCPN and 2.14% in
ECPN) were tightly connected in the networks.

As seen in Figure 7, the network of GCPN presents
higher robustness than that of ECPN.-e partition of GCPN
had a three-layer structure (see Figure 7(a)), its 2-shell was
denser with nodes tightly connected in multiple paths,
whereas the 2-shell in ECPN is relatively separated or iso-
lated (see Figure 7(b)). -e result suggests that the partic-
ipation network led by governments provided more flexible
channels for actors to receive or transfer messages than that
led by bike-sharing enterprises. Correspondingly, it could be
explained that the aggregated opinions collected from the
network of GCPNwere closer to the thoughts of themajority
on Weibo, while opinions generated from ECPN were
probably influenced by their virtual communities.

Concerning the network of GCPN (see Figure 7(b)),
there was a community that contains fifty important nodes
in the core position. As the statement proposed by Zhao
et al. [15], an important characteristic of the social society is
that a group or community with similar values can be
created and represented a collective identity. To validate the
finding in this case, the content of messages and back-
grounds related to these fifty participants were further
investigated. -ere were 3 organizations/companies and
influential individuals located at the center; the other 12
were the general public; they forwarded messages from
three actors without posting any comments. -e results
reflect the same phenomenon found in Zhao et al.’s study;
namely, the participants located in this community
probably held the same or similar opinions on public
policy-making related to bike-sharing. Another finding is
that most of the participants within this 3-shell structure do
not appear at the top-15 list of out-degree centrality and
betweenness centrality, which indicates that participants
may be of a high ks but a low out-DC or BC. It could be
explained that the core-periphery structure is another
measurement of the importance of nodes focusing on the
community level. -us, it is suggested to employ various
indicators or measurements to evaluate the structure and
characteristics of policy networks.

6. Empirical Evidence of Confirmation Bias in
Transport Policy Networks

6.1. Analysis of the Personal Viewpoints on Weibo. All the
messages in two networks of GCPN and ECPN were
reviewed and classified into three emotional opinions based
on positive, negative, and neutral attitudes. Most partici-
pants held one of three viewpoints (see Figure 8):

(i) -emajority (over the half ) forwarded the messages
showing a neutral attitude or without posting any
comments, i.e., 62.4% in GCPN and 55.0% in ECPN.
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Figure 6: Fifty-top ranked participants aggregated by (a) verification identity and (b) occupational background.
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-ey played a significant role in transmitting their
information in the communication process.

(ii) Approximately 20.3% of the participants in
GCPN expressed their pessimistic outlook on the
bike-sharing pricing regulations implemented by
governments. -ey worried that whether the

policy would be beneficial for refunding due to
the dilemma that enterprises faced serious fi-
nancial problems. At the same time, 33.7% of the
participants in ECPN were against enterprises’
increasing prices; they held that it is unreason-
able to ride bikes with paying a higher fare that is

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: -e core-periphery structure measured by K-core decomposition in (a) GCPN and (b) ECPN.
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even more expensive than that of subway or
buses.

(iii) A few of them showed their support or approval of
the issue. For example, 17.3% of participants in
GCPN appreciated the efforts paid by governments
to regulate the bike-sharing industry and thus
protect customers’ rights. In ECPN, only 11.3% of
the participants accepted the price increase of bike-
sharing enterprises.

In general, the distribution of opinions reveals an im-
portant characteristic of online public engagement: that is,
the majority will not express emotional views on public and
private decision-making for major transport issues. -e
percentage of people holding negative opinions is roughly
larger than that of positive opinions in the two examined
networks.

6.2. Examination of the Presence of Echo Chambers in
Transport Policy Networks. Results corresponding to each
step proposed in the identification algorithm are listed in
Table 2. It shows that there are five echo chambers and one
echo chamber found in GCPN and ECPN, respectively.
Generally, the result provides empirical evidence of the
existence of echo chambers in participation networks of
transport decision-making of public and private sectors.

However, the result shows that the proportion of echo
chambers within entire participation networks was quite
low, roughly at the same level in GCPN and ECPN (i.e., 3%
and 2%). It suggests a relatively low degree of the impact of
confirmation bias on online communication toward this
bike-sharing case. Another finding is that over half of the
chambers (i.e., 63%) in GCPN were satisfied with the atti-
tudinal components while very few (i.e., 14%) in ECPN. It
could be explained that due to the professional nature of
transport governance, the general public is usually limited in
participating in the discussion and expression of govern-
ment policies. -us, the participants in echo chambers of
ECPN were more likely to agree with the views of influential
actors, probably by the means of forwarding their messages
without comments on social media.

In contrast, the transport service fare is the topic more
closely to people’s daily life; the business strategy adopted by

bike-sharing enterprises attracts more debates among resi-
dents. Correspondingly, the echo chamber provided a space
needed for viewpoint exchange and free debates on the
Internet.

-e locations of echo chambers discovered in networks
of GCPN and ECPN are visualized in Figure 9. -e legend of
node colors is changed here to indicate the opinions of each
participant, which consists of the legend in Figure 8. All of
the echo chambers are distributed in 2-shells; in other words,
these participants involved in echo chambers were impor-
tant actors in the hierarchical structure of transport policy
networks as well.

As shown in the figure, there were three echo
chambers configured around neutral attitudes (labeled as
(i), (ii), and (v)), two echo chambers with negative atti-
tudes (labeled as (iii) and (iv)) in GCPN (see in
Figure 9(a)), and one echo chamber configured around
neutral attitudes in ECPN (shown in Figure 9(b), labeled
as (i)). Additionally, the mechanism of involved partici-
pants’ identities and the path that echo chambers operate
can be observed in the figure. In Figure 9(a), the echo
chamber of neutral attitudes in GCPN existed in the
information flow between organizations/companies (e.g.,
court departments) or from organizations/companies
(e.g., nationwide news media) to the general public,
whereas the echo chamber of negative opinions was
presented in the message diffusion from influential in-
dividuals (e.g., famous journalists) to the general public.
In contrast, as seen in Figure 9(b), an echo chamber with
neutral attitudes was configured around an organization/
company (e.g., nationwide news media) and two general
participants. Furthermore, there is a phenomenon that
happened in GCPN; namely, echo chambers in policy
networks of this case were overlapped among participants
in two echo chambers; see examples with labeling (i) and
(ii) in Figure 9(a).

-e above results could be explained; the networked
power with greater influence and readership on social media
was probably becoming the actors that echo/amplify others’
viewpoints and understanding of major transport issues.
Furthermore, according to this case, echo chambers were
more likely to be configured around participants with
pessimistic or neutral attitudes on bike-sharing pricing
policies.

Without comments
62.4%

Support the policy
17.3%

Not optimistic about
the policy

20.3% 

(a)

Without comments
55.0%

Accept price
increases

11.3% 

Against price
increases

33.7% 

(b)

Figure 8: Different opinions in (a) GCPN and (b) ECPN.
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Zhian Wang
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user_esd
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Figure 9: Illustration of the existence of echo chambers in the structure of (a) GCPN and (b) ECPN.

Table 2: -e summary of echo chamber identification in participation networks.

Count GCPN ECPN
Step 1: multiforward participants 75.00 57.00
Step 2: like-shaped transitive triads 10.00 20.00
Step 3: chamber structure 8.00 7.00
Step 4: echo chambers 5.00 1.00
Percentage (%) GCPN ECPN
Echo chambers within networks 0.03 0.02
Echo chambers within chambers 0.63 0.14
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7. Conclusion and Discussion

-is study aims to qualitatively characterize the patterns of
two participation networks in public and private policy-
making and further empirically examines the presence of
echo chambers in terms of information dissemination.
Besides, the study provides a new network-based analytical
framework focusing on the behavioral logic in the explo-
ration and the collaborative interactions among multi-
stakeholders related to transport policies. To summarize, the
main conclusions are remarks from the findings that are
listed as follows:

(i) -e descriptive analysis results provide evidence
that multiple actors, especially the general public,
share information in GCPN and ECPN. However,
the participation networks are sparse and affected
by a small component of participants with greater
cyber influence and do not cover all crucial roles
than others in information diffusion.

(ii) -e results suggest that when characterizing the key
actors in information diffusion of both networks,
organizations/companies and influential individ-
uals (i.e., media companies, and journalists) con-
tribute more actively as the “network root” to be at
the central position, whereas the general public
coming from various occupational backgrounds are
more prominent as the “network bridge” to transfer
the information further.

(iii) -rough the k-core decomposition method, the two
studied networks exhibit the core-periphery struc-
ture as a small number of participants build a
community with similar views but different
backgrounds.

(iv) -e opinion analysis result reveals that the majority
of participants will not express emotional view-
points in transport policies. Furthermore, there is a
general tendency that people are more likely to hold
negative attitudes on social media.

(v) -e empirical results demonstrate the existence of
echo chambers in both GCPN and ECPN, although
its prevalence proportion is relatively low. Besides,
echo chambers are configured around participants
with critical opinions related to transport policies,
and they generally happened such that organiza-
tions or influential individuals echoed the views of
the general public.

-ese findings also have several managerial and policy
implications. First, this study demonstrates the potential of
using social media as a channel to investigate public par-
ticipation among multi-stakeholders on major transport
issues. Various measurements and indicators (e.g., network
centrality, core-periphery) from the network perspective can
be applied to analyze the relationship among actors. Second,
it emphasizes the possibility of confirmation bias in
transport policy networks that might be caused by the multi-
stakeholders with diverse interests and their complex in-
teractions. Policymakers and service providers should collect

a more complete sample of people’s views or consider di-
verse platforms in public engagement. -ird, once the im-
pact of confirmation bias is confirmed, it is suggested to
conduct a further exploration based on the content of
collected samples to improve the reliability of the result, such
as topic models and sentiment analysis.

As a presentative of emerging mobility services, the
service providers of bike-sharing are driven by complex
interests, including being more likely to obtain a large
number of user traffic instead of promoting travel services in
the short term, gaining a higher market share to increase
their valuation in the risk market, etc. Besides, its major
users have certain characteristics, including being younger
and willing to accept emerging techniques. -erefore, when
using social media as a platform of public participation,
bike-sharing policies may have a different/biased commu-
nication and participation process which is different from
other urban transport policies. With the emergence of more
new mobility services, the stakeholders may be more mo-
tivated and capable of intervening in transport policies. -is
is a topic that deserved continuous attention in the effective
collaborative governance of urban transport. Empirical
studies on a wider range of cases are needed to obtain a more
profound understanding.

Despite its contributions and practical implications, this
study still has several limitations. Its analysis is restricted to a
specific participation network for bike-sharing price strat-
egies, which may limit the generalizability of the empirical
results to urban transport, other policy, and cultural contexts
(e.g., different affecting or affected interest groups, the de-
gree of willingness to express opinions through Internet, and
participation channels available to the public). Further
cross-disciplinary and cross-cultural research studies could
be conducted to validate or expand the findings presented
here. Furthermore, limited by the focus of revealing the key
pattern of participation networks, this study only analyzes
the forwarding/forwarded relationship represented by the
single-directed, unweighted network. Further studies could
include complete interaction relationships and features
among participants included in the analysis.
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Continuous development of urban infrastructure with a focus on sustainable transportation has led to a proliferation of vulnerable
road users (VRUs), such as bicyclists and pedestrians, at intersections. Intersection safety evaluation has primarily relied on
historical crash data. However, due to several limitations, including rarity, unpredictability, and irregularity of crash occurrences,
quantitative and qualitative analyses of crashes may not be accurate. To transcend these limitations, intersection safety can be
proactively evaluated by quantifying near-crashes using alternative measures known as surrogate safety measures (SSMs). +is
study focuses on developing models to predict critical near-crashes between vehicles and bicycles at intersections based on SSMs
and kinematic data. Video data from ten signalized intersections in the city of San Diego were employed to train logistic regression
(LR), support vector machine (SVM), and random forest (RF) models. A variation of time-to-collision called T2 and post-
encroachment time (PET) were used to specify monitoring periods and to identify critical near-crashes, respectively. Four
scenarios were created using two thresholds of 5 and 3 s for both PETand T2. In each scenario, five monitoring period lengths were
examined. +e RF model was superior compared to other models in all different scenarios and across different monitoring period
lengths. +e results also showed a small trade-off between model performance and monitoring period length, identifying models
with monitoring period lengths of 10 and 20 frames performed slightly better than those with lower or higher lengths. Sequential
backward and forward feature selection methods were also applied that enhanced model performance. +e best RF model had
recall values of 85% or higher across all scenarios. Also, RF predictionmodels performed better when considering just the rear-end
near-crashes with recalls of above 90%.

1. Introduction

With a growing interest in using eco-friendly modes of
travel such as bicycling and walking, there is an increasing
trend in the number of crashes involving. Comparing to
vehicular modes of transportation, bicyclists and pedes-
trians are at an increased risk of fatal or severe injuries at
the time of the collision. Based on the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) report [1] in 2018,
857 bicycle fatalities occurred in the US roadways, which
was 6% more than the preceding year and the highest
number since 1990. Bicyclist fatalities had increased from
1.9% of total road crash fatalities in 2009 to 2.3% in 2018.
Intersections are considered as hot spots when looking at

traffic fatalities and injuries due to the complex nature of
interactions. +e presence of mixed traffic flow specifically
makes intersections more important resulting in a large
number of traffic incidents and collisions. According to
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), an average
of 2.5 million crashes occur every year at intersections.
Traffic Safety Facts published by NHTSA in 2018 indicates
that 29% of pedalcyclist fatalities happened at intersec-
tions. Road-user movements possessing distinct con-
flicting patterns could lead to a large number of crashes at
signalized intersections [2]. +erefore, it is crucial to
understand the dynamics of interactions between bicy-
clists and motor vehicles by looking at their critical
conflicts.
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In general, direct or indirect techniques can be used to
perform safety analysis [3]. Direct techniques hinge on
historical crash data to evaluate the degree of road safety.
Traditionally, crash frequency and crash severity have been
used as metrics for safety evaluations. Crash data help in
identifying high-risk locations, current conditions, neces-
sary safety improvements, and safety evaluation of road
users [4, 5]. However, unpredictability and irregularity of
crash occurrences in the real environment result in the
inefficiency of quantitative and qualitative crash determi-
nation. Due to the possibility of erroneous or inconsistent
reporting, crash data are unreliable [6]. When it comes to
improving intersection safety, crash data have several lim-
itations. First, as roadway crashes are rare events, it takes a
long period of time for meaningful crash data to be available.
+is is more so the case when a specific crash type is being
studied (e.g., a crash between bicyclists making left turns
from an approach and vehicles going through the inter-
section from the opposite approach). Moreover, changes
such as design improvements and demand increase could
occur during such long periods, potentially impacting safety
evaluation outcomes. Second, reporting of crash events
largely depends on the type of road users involved and the
severity of crash events and is also found to be unevenly
distributed [7]. Specifically, vulnerable road users are heavily
underreported, thus making it unreliable and less accurate to
use crash data for safety evaluation. +ird, although crash
data specify the occurrence of the event, it has a limited
scope of information regarding the cause of the crash that
includes precrash movements, distinct road-user behavior
patterns, and other situational aspects [7]. Last, crash data
analysis is a reactive approach in which remedial measures
can be incorporated only after the occurrence of crashes, and
hence, critical locations are identified after observing mul-
tiple fatalities and injuries, and countermeasures are
implemented after the fact [8].

Given these shortcomings, indirect safety indicators
have been studied [7, 9–11]. Traffic conflict technique (TCT)
was proposed [12, 13] that utilizes conflicts (i.e., near-
crashes) as a substitute for actual crashes [14, 15]. A traffic
conflict is an “observable situation in which two or more
road users approach each other in space and time to such an
extent that there is a risk of collision if their movements
remain unchanged” [16]. TCT concept classifies various
traffic events based on conflict severity level and represents
road-user interactions as a continuum of safety-related
events. +ese safety-related events range from slight con-
flicts, potential conflicts, and severe conflicts [17, 18]. +e
severity and frequency of these conflicts are typically
quantified by measures known as surrogate safety measures
(SSMs). Critical near-crashes are detected if an SSM value
crosses a critical threshold [19].

Frequency estimation of near-crashes using SSMs has
been conducted in the past and still is ongoing research.
Various SSMs have been used, and among them, time-to-
collision (TTC) and postencroachment time (PET) have
been widely used to evaluate safety at signalized intersec-
tions. At an instant t, TTC is defined as the “time taken by
the two road users to collide, provided the collision course

and speed difference are the same” [20]. Considering the
trajectories of two road users, the relative time-to-collision
(RTTC) is estimated as the difference in time taken by the
first and second road users to reach a predicted trajectory
intersection point (TIP). TTC is considered as a special case
of RTTC where the RTTC value is zero (i.e., both users reach
TIP at the same time resulting in a collision). As RTTC
decreases, the conflict is considered more critical. However,
a low value of RTTC could also arise from cases when two
objects that are far away from the TIP have close arrival
times to the TIP.+erefore, RTTC alone could not be a good
indicator of critical near-crashes. To address this issue,
Laureshyn et al. [7] proposed T2 as the predicted time taken
by the latest road user to reach the conflict points. A low
value of T2 indicates time remained for the second road user
to perform braking or do an evasive maneuver to prevent or
mitigate potential collisions. PET is defined as the “time
between the departure of the encroaching vehicle from the
conflict point and the arrival of the vehicle with the right of
way at the conflict point” [14, 21]. Unlike TTC and RTTC,
PETprovides a single value for every road-user pair crossing
the path of each other. As PET is calculated based on an
observed TIP (as opposed to “predicted TIP” in the TTC
case), it is considered as a tangible indicator of how critical
an interaction is based on what actually occurred as opposed
to what was predicted.

Since SSMs can be used to identify unsafe events pro-
actively, it is of interest to develop models to predict whether
an interaction is going to be safe. Timely prediction of near-
crashes could be used in countermeasures such as changing
the signal settings to avoid or mitigate crashes or warning
approaching road users about potential collisions in a
connected environment. However, there are a limited
number of studies on this topic, especially for vehicle-bicycle
interactions. +e goal of this research is to develop models
for bicyclists at signalized intersections to predict critical
bicycle-vehicle near-crashes. Kinematic features such as
velocity and acceleration as well as the SSMs were used in the
model development process. +e prediction models were
developed using logistic regression (LR), support vector
machine (SVM), and random forest (RF) methods. +e
remainder of the paper is organized as follows: past studies
are reviewed in the literature review section. Next, data
preparation tasks are described. Subsequently, scenario
development using different SSMs is explained followed by
the model development section. Finally, the model results,
conclusions, and potential future research are discussed.

2. Literature Review

Modeling crash probability and severity has long been
studied among researchers and practitioners. Conventional
safety performance functions (SPFs) estimate the crash
frequency of a road segment or intersection as a function of
explanatory variables describing the characteristics of
roadway design and environment, vehicles, and humans
[22, 23]. Due to the rare and sporadic nature of crashes,
statistical count models such as Poisson and negative bi-
nomial (NB) and their variants are frequently used for
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analyzing explanatory variables and predicting crash fre-
quency [24–26]. Besides statistical count models, artificial
intelligence models have also been proposed for crash fre-
quency prediction [27–29]. Typical SPFs consider design
features such as speed limits and intersection type as well as
aggregated measures like annual average daily traffic
(AADT) to identify hazardous locations and missing in-
formation about individual driver behavior. However, it was
found that variations in traffic dynamics across individuals
could be a potential contributing factor to the crashes, which
can be utilized to predict the occurrence of crashes in real
time [22]. Explanatory variables related to traffic dynamics
include speed, flow, and occupancy obtained from real-time
traffic data [30].

Several studies were conducted considering traffic dy-
namics data along with crash data to predict crash likelihood
at different road types and intersections in real time. Oh et al.
[30] defined a 5-minute period right before a crash as a
disruptive traffic condition and a 5-minute period 30
minutes before the crash as a normal traffic condition. Using
the two traffic conditions, an SPFmodel was developed using
the nonparametric Bayesian approach to assess the likeli-
hood of crashes in real time. It was found that the standard
deviation of speed was the most reliable indicator to develop
an accurate SPF. In the real-time application of this model,
traffic dynamics were continuously monitored in 5-minute
intervals to estimate the crash likelihood after each interval.
If the likelihood of crash was above a certain threshold, the
driver would be alerted to either reduce/increase the speed to
minimize the overall speed variation. Similarly, Hossain and
Muromachi [31] developed a Bayesian network model using
traffic data collected from an expressway over 16 months to
predict crashes in real time. +is study considered 5-minute
aggregated average speed and cumulative flow as the main
predictive variables. Five minutes before a crash termed as
“precrash traffic conditions” and corresponding average
speed and cumulative flow were used to predict the prob-
ability of crashes. To improve the performance of the SPF, a
hybrid model combining support vector machine and k-
means clustering algorithm was developed that promised
better crash predictions [32]. Traffic flow data for 5–10
minutes before the occurrence of a crash were considered in
this study. Speed, volume, and traffic flow difference between
upstream and downstream and average traffic flow were the
predictive variables considered in this study. To extend the
analysis to signalized intersections, Yuan and Abdel-Aty
[33] developed a Bayesian conditional logistic model to
predict real-time crashes within the intersection and also at
the entrance of the intersection.+ismodel obtained the best
results when traffic data were taken from the 5- to 10-minute
time period before the crash. In addition to real-time traffic
data, signal timing and weather conditions were considered
in order to predict crash likelihood.

Most crash prediction models utilize historical crash
data that have some limitations, as described earlier. In order
to overcome these limitations, crash surrogates, also called
“near-crashes” or “traffic conflicts,” have been proposed to
see if they can serve as reliable indicators of safety. El-
Basyouny and Sayed [34] developed SPFs based on traffic

conflicts at signalized intersections and found a significant
proportional relationship between traffic conflicts and
crashes. In a similar study, Sacchi and Sayed [35] developed
SPFs from traffic conflicts for each crash type. Some efforts
[36–38] focused on developing crash probabilistic frame-
works that estimate collision risk based on road users’ hy-
pothetical future movements and the traffic conflict concept.
For example, Fu et al. [36] used a distance-velocity (DV)
framework to study secondary pedestrian-vehicle interac-
tions at nonsignalized intersections. +e framework used in
this study incorporates road-user kinematic and SSMs data
with driver reaction time to assess the safety of interactions
between road users. Several studies investigated the rela-
tionship between crashes and near-crashes. Parker and
Zegeer [39] showed a statistically significant linear rela-
tionship between crashes and near-crashes. He et al. [40]
used the safety pilot model deployment (SPMD) to study the
statistical relationship between SSMs and crashes and found
that modified time-to-collision (MTTC) performed better
than deceleration to avoid a crash (DRAC) and TTC.

Many studies proved the benefits of the extreme value
theory approach that estimates the risk of crashes (extreme
events) based on the risky interactions between road users
[41–44]. In a recent study, this approach was used to predict
crashes at a signalized intersection based on traffic conflicts
extracted frommicroscopic traffic simulation and real-world
data [45]. +e result showed a high correlation between
simulated and actual field traffic conflict and a promising
result for crash estimation using field conflict. Zheng and
Sayed [46] compared four SSMs, including TTC, PET,
modified time-to-collision (MTTC), and deceleration to
avoid a crash (DRAC), to estimate crashes at signalized
intersections and found that the MTTC produced the most
accurate result. Guo et al. [47] evaluated the use of near-
crashes to assess the safety and showed a positive correlation
between causes for crashes and near-crashes. Similar ana-
lyses were conducted by [48, 49] confirming a positive
correlation between crashes and near-crashes.

Although SSMs have been used in numerous studies to
evaluate the safety or investigate their correlations to actual
crashes, there is limited research on using SSMs to predict
near-crashes, as summarized in Table 1. Some studies used
regression analysis to estimate the frequency of near-crashes
over a time period. For example, Essa and Sayed [52, 54]
developed a safety performance model to predict traffic
conflicts in each cycle at signalized intersections using a set
of explanatory variables such as traffic volume, queue length,
and platoon ratio. Ma et al. [53] developed amodel to predict
an hourly conflict risk index (HCRI) for expressway di-
verging areas using variables such as traffic volume and
speed in the mainline and the ramp areas. HCRI was cal-
culated based on rear-end and lane changing conflicts
identified by TTC.

Other efforts have been done on predicting and classi-
fying the upcoming near-crashes between a pair of road
users in real time. Utilizing near-crash data from SHRP2
NDS datasets, Osman et al. [51] applied several supervised
machine learning models to predict rear-end near-crashes a
few seconds before they happen. +e standard deviations of
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the vehicle kinematics data such as acceleration, yaw rate,
speed, and pedal position during a monitoring period before
the conflicts were used as independent variables to identify
the upcoming unsafe events.+e time before a traffic conflict
was divided into two periods: the turbulence horizon, which
is the time to monitor and record the kinematic data, fol-
lowed by the prediction period, which is the time for the
model to predict the outcome before the conflict. Results
from sensitivity analysis showed 1 second as optimal pre-
diction horizon length and 3 seconds as turbulence horizon.
+is study concluded that near-crash prediction models are
highly efficient in predicting most instances of near-crashes
with minimum false predictions. Formosa et al. [50] com-
bined highly disaggregated traffic data taken frommotorway
incident detection and automatic signaling (MIDAS) with
various SSMs including TTC and PET calculated from in-
vehicle sensors data from an instrumented vehicle using
centralized, integrated data architecture to develop a real-
time traffic conflict detection and prediction method using
deep learning methodology. A total of 26 input variables
were used consisting of six widely used SSMs, the mean and
standard deviation of ego vehicle’s speed and speed variance
between lanes and traffic variables by lane such as speed,
density, flow, headway, and occupancy. +e safe traffic
dynamics and traffic conflicts were identified using time
headways between the probe vehicle and the leading vehicle
for rear-end and lane changing conflicts. It was found that
TTC varied by speed, weather, and traffic density. +e best
deep neural network model provided an accuracy of 94%.
However, this study is limited to lane change and rear-end
type of conflicts.

2.1. Identification of Critical Events. Although SSMs provide
a means to quantify near-crash events, there is a necessity to
distinguish such events as critical or noncritical by con-
sidering a threshold value for the SSM of interest. Studies on
predicting critical near-crashes took different approaches to
distinguish between critical and noncritical near-crashes.
Formosa et al. [50] considered several criteria for time
headway, lateral distance, and speed of following and leading
vehicle to identify critical lane changing and rear-end
conflict. Essa and Sayed [52] used a range of threshold values
for TTC, modified time-to-collision (MTTC), and deceler-
ation rate to avoid a crash (DRAC) to label near-crashes, and
they reported the result for all of these variations. Ma et al.
[53] recruited a group of students to watch the video and
find critical near-crashes. +en, they used a 85-percentile of
TTC value as the threshold for this SSM. +ere has not been
a consensus among researchers to use consistent threshold
values. +is could be due to various factors such as type of
the road, different driver behaviors in different locations,
type of conflicts, and type of SSMs used [55, 56]. Mahmud
et al. [57] provided a review of 38 common SSMs and their
thresholds. To find the optimal SSMs threshold, a recent
study [58] investigated a range of thresholds for SSMs and
chose the ones that maximize the correlation coefficient
between crash data and risk associated with SSMs. Sayed
et al. [59] included only bicycle-vehicle interactions that had

TTC value less than 3 s in their safety evaluation. In another
study, the TTC and PET threshold values were considered as
1.5 seconds for interactions between vehicles (including
taxis), lorries (including bus), pedestrians, and bicyclists
[60]. Considering vehicle-bicycle interactions, Zange-
nehpour et al. [61] used both TTC and PET threshold values
less than 5 seconds and less than 1.5 seconds for labeling
them as conflicts and dangerous conflicts, respectively. In
some studies [62, 63], conflicts between vehicles and bicycles
were classified into more than two categories; conflicts were
categorized as very dangerous interactions for PET ≤ 1.5
seconds, dangerous interactions for 1.5 seconds<PET< 3
seconds, mild interactions for 3.0 seconds<PET ≤ 5.0
seconds, and no interactions for PET> 5 seconds. Table 2
summarizes some of the common SSMs threshold used in
previous studies.

3. Materials and Methods

+is study aims to develop amodel to predict critical bicycle-
vehicle interactions at signalized intersections. +e model
response variable is a dichotomous variable (critical or
noncritical) that was labeled using the PET value. In addi-
tion, this study utilizes T2 (a variation of time to the collision
as described earlier) to define a monitoring period during
which road-user kinematic data were extracted for predic-
tion model development. +e methodology of this study is
summarized in Figure 1.

3.1. Data Collection and Preparation. In this study, we used
video data collected from cameras installed at ten signalized
intersections in the city of San Diego. +e video data were
collected for a period of 24 hours for each intersection on a
workday (Tuesday, Wednesday, or +ursday) in the month
ofMay, June, or July 2018.+e original data were collected as
part of a previous study [65].+e ten signalized intersections
utilized in the present study were chosen based on their
higher bicycle activities identified by manually reviewing
video recordings. +e ten data collection sites are shown in
Figure 2 and Table 3.

+e video data were then reviewed focusing on morning,
afternoon, and evening peak hours. Based on manual ob-
servation of the maximum activity of bicyclists, video data
were filtered further down to 5-minute clips to focus on
bicycle-vehicle interactions. A video data analysis was
performed on raw video data in order to extract the road-
users’ trajectory and transform it into the top-down view
(bird’s-eye view). +e detailed procedure of this process can
be found in [65], which discusses tasks such as data an-
notation, object detection, and trajectory extraction. Figure 3
shows an example of the annotation task that is essential in
identifying object trajectories. While the machine vision
modeling was not the focus of the present study, the outputs
from the machine vision models were used including the
road-users type and the location at each frame. Each frame
in this study is 1/30 of a second.

Vehicles and bicyclists were monitored as they interacted
with each other to calculate SSMs and kinematic features for
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each interaction. Several kinematic features including ve-
locity, acceleration, relative approach distance, and relative
approach velocity were computed for both vehicles and
bicycles at each frame. For each vehicle and bicycle that
interacted with each other, the TIPs were predicted utilizing
the velocities and headings of the two objects. Next, time
taken by each of the objects to reach the predicted TIP was
determined as the time to intersection (TTX1 and TTX2,
respectively). TTX and its derivatives are continuous vari-
ables, meaning that as long as the predicted path of two road-
users crosses each other, these values could be calculated.
Furthermore, PET was estimated by calculating the differ-
ence between the time frame when the first road-user

Table 2: PET and TTC thresholds used in previous studies.

SSMs +reshold under Studies

PET
1.5 [61–63]
3 [62–64]
5 [61–64]

TTC
1.5 [60]
3 [45, 59]
5 [61]

Step 1: Data 
collection

and preparation 

Step 2: Scenario
development 

Step 3: Model
development

Figure 1: Methodology framework.

Figure 2: Study intersections.

Table 3: Study intersections.

Intersection number Name of the intersection
1 College Ave & Montezuma Rd
2 5th Ave & Laurel St
3 Fairmount Ave & University Ave
4 Fifth Ave & B St
5 Sixth Ave & Broadway
6 Genesee Ave & Governor Dr
7 10th Ave & J St
8 Union St & Ash St
9 7th Ave & Robinson Ave
10 La Jolla Blvd & Pearl St
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departs from the observed TIP and the time frame when the
second one reaches the same observed TIP. Table 4 dem-
onstrates all features that were used in this study.

3.2. Scenario Development. Scenarios were developed using
two parameters: (1) PET values were employed to identify
“critical (C)” or “noncritical (NC)” near-crashes. Two
commonly used values of 3 s and 5 s were used to identify
critical near-crashes. A near-crash was labeled as critical
when the PET value goes below the defined threshold. Also,
near-crashes with no PETvalue or PETvalue higher than the
threshold were labeled as noncritical. (2) As shown in
Figure 4, T2 values were used to define monitoring periods.
+e end of the monitoring period (TE) was designated as the
first time the T2 value reaches below a defined threshold
during an interaction. Two thresholds of 3 and 5 s for T2
were utilized. +e interactions that did not have a T2 value
below the threshold were not considered as a near-crash. For
example, the T2 value of 5 seconds means that in an in-
teraction, the second road-user (farthest from the TIP) has 5
seconds to perform a maneuver to avoid a potential crash.
Stepping 1, 5, 10, 20, and 30, frames backward from the
monitoring period end points marked different starting
points (TS), resulting in five different lengths of monitoring
periods (1/30 s, 1/6 s, 1/3 s, 2/3 s, and 1 s, respectively). As a
result, four scenarios were developed for near-crash pre-
diction models using different PET (i.e., 3 and 5) and T2 (i.e.,
3 and 5) thresholds. Each scenario was examined for five
different monitoring periods. As illustrated in Figure 4,
kinematic features and SSMs such as RTTC were recorded
during the monitoring period until T2 reaches below the
threshold (e.g., 3) at TE. Kinematic data recorded at each
time frame during a monitoring period resulted in a series of
values for each feature. +erefore, statistical measures such
as mean and standard deviation were used to reduce mul-
tiple values into one. Due to sudden changes in speed and
travel direction, the value of SSMs was not present at all

frames during an interaction. +erefore, the last value of
these features recorded at the end of the monitoring period
was used. +e last recorded value of SSMs is also more
indicative of the severity of an interaction as it presents the
situation closest to the TIP. Table 5 shows all the 30 initial
features used in this study.

3.3. Model Building and Analysis. Predicting bicycle-vehicle
conflicts as “critical conflicts” and “noncritical conflicts” is a
classification problem. +ree popular supervised machine
learning classifiers of logistic regression, SVM, and random
forest were used to build vehicle-bicycle near-crash pre-
diction models. Logistic regression is a commonly used
machine learning classifier offering ease of implementation
and interpretation and fast computation. Also, it has been
extensively used in crash prediction literature and mostly as
a baseline model. Since the dependent variable in this study
is dichotomous (critical or noncritical near-crashes), we
used binary logistic regression to describe the relationship
between the dependent and independent variables. SVM is a
supervised machine learning classifier that can be used to
solve both classification and regression problems. +is
method plots each data point in the n-dimensional space
defined by the input features. +en, the algorithms find the
best hyperplane that could divide the classes with the largest
gap between classes. Depending on the kernel function,
SVM could perform linear and nonlinear classification
boundaries. SVM is suitable for cases with high-dimensional
input features, and it could perform well in facing the
outliers and extreme cases in binary classification, leading to
good generalization. Random forest (RF) is an ensemble
learning method that can be used for both classification and
regression problems. It generates several random decision
trees at training time and relies on the majority of votes
across these trees to predict classes for each observation. RF
performs well on imbalanced datasets, and since it generates
several trees on the subset of the data and combines the

Figure 3: Example of annotation output.
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Table 4: Prediction model features.

Features Description
Velocity Velocity computed for interacting vehicle and bicycle at every frame
Acceleration Acceleration computed for interacting vehicle and bicycle at every frame
Relative distance +e Euclidean distance between interacting vehicle and bicycle in the same frame
Relative velocity Rate of change of relative distance computed at every frame
TTXavg Mean of TTX1 and TTX2
RTTC Absolute difference between TTX1 and TTX2
T2 T2 is defined as the maximum value of TTX1 and TTX2

Direction of conflict
1: if the angle between two road users is between 0°and 15°, and 0: otherwise

1 indicates a rear-end type of near-crash. Otherwise, it could be sideswipe, lane changing,
or other types of near-crashes

Distance to conflict point Distance from the current road-user location and the predicted TIP

TE

TE

TS

TS

•

•

•

•

•

•

TTX: time to intersection

PTIP: predicted trajectory intersection point

T2: max (TTX1, TTX2)

TS : start of monitoring period

TE : end of monitoring period

TS - TE : length of monitoring period

Monitoring period

Monitoring period

TTX2

TTX1

TE is the first instant that 
T2 reaches below the 

defined threshold

PTIP

Figure 4: Scenario development parameters.

Table 5: Input features.

Kinematic features

(i) Mean of object 1 velocity, max of object 1 velocity, min of object 1 velocity, and the standard deviation of object 1
velocity
(ii) Mean of object 2 velocity, max of object 2 velocity, min of object 2 velocity, and the standard deviation of object 2
velocity
(iii) Mean of object 1 acceleration, max of object 1 acceleration, min of object 1 acceleration, and the standard
deviation of object 1 acceleration
(iv) Mean of object 2 acceleration, max of object 2 acceleration, min of object 2 acceleration, and the standard
deviation of object 2 acceleration
(v) Mean of relative distance, max of relative distance, min of relative distance, and the standard deviation of relative
distance
(vi) Mean of relative velocity, max of relative velocity, min of relative velocity, and the standard deviation of relative
velocity

SSM-related
features T2, RTTC, TTXavg, object 1 distance to conflict point, object 2 distance to conflict point, and direction of conflict
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output of all the trees, it reduces overfitting and variance
problems.

In this study, logistic regression and SVM were
implemented using the Python scikit-learn library. +e
random forest classifier was implemented using the Bal-
ancedRandomForestClassifier in the Python imbalanced-
learn package. In this implementation of random forest,
random undersampling of the majority class (noncritical
near-crashes) was performed on each bootstrap sample.
+is classifier was chosen to address the issue of imbal-
anced data in the prediction model.

3.4. Model Evaluation. Model performance was evaluated
using stratified 5-fold cross-validation with 20 repeats. +is
approach is appropriate for small-sized datasets and helps
eliminate bias and overfitting in model training [66]. In this
implementation, the dataset is split into 5 stratified folds
with the same ratio of positive and negative cases, and each
time one of the folds is used as a test set, and the remaining
folds are used for training. +is process is repeated 20 times,
which provides a more robust model assessment.

To evaluate our models, several performance metrics
were used, such as AUC (area under the curve), overall
accuracy, recall, and F2. AUC is the area under the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve that measures the
ability of a classifier to correctly distinguish between classes.
+e F2 is a variation of the F-score measure, which calculates
the harmonic mean of precision and recall, as shown in
equation (1). A high value of the F-score indicates a high
balanced classifier performance. In F2 calculation, higher
weight is given to recall because correctly identifying the
minority class (i.e., critical near-crashes) is more important
than incorrectly classifying a noncritical conflict as critical.
Other metrics such as the overall accuracy alone may not be
suitable for model evaluation as they result in poor classi-
fication performance for the minority class. +erefore, we
opted to use F2 as the primary metric for comparing results
between different classifiers, though other metrics were also
used for comparison:

F2 �
1 + 22  × precision × recall

22 × precision + recall
. (1)

4. Results and Discussion

A total of 324 vehicle-bicycle interactions were identified
with a T2 of less than 5 s. Of these events, 85 cases had PET
values less than 5 s, and 58 cases had PETvalues less than 3 s.
Considering the T2 threshold of 3 s reduced the number of
events to 174 interactions, of which 56 had a PET value of
less than 5 s and 46 had a PET value of less than 3 s. +e
decrease in the number of cases is due to the fact that a
smaller threshold would naturally result in fewer
observations.

Figure 5 shows the F2 performance of all scenarios of
near-crash prediction models. +e balanced random forest
surpassed SVM and logistic regression in all scenarios. Due
to the random undersampling of the majority class on each

bootstrap, the balanced random forest performed better on
the imbalanced data. Also, it could be seen that for inter-
actions with T2 less than 5 s, models using 10-frame mon-
itoring periods had higher performance, while for
interactions with T2 less than 3 s, 20-frame monitoring
period models performed better. By increasing the moni-
toring period length, there are more data available for the
model, which potentially could help to predict near-crashes
more accurately. However, by increasing the length of the
monitoring period, data from way before the near-crash
occurrence are added to the model, which could negatively
impact the model performance. +erefore, a small trade-off
between model performance and monitoring period length
is noticeable, showing models with monitoring period
lengths of 10 and 20 frames performed slightly better than
those with lower or higher monitoring period lengths.

Table 6 shows the detailed result of the best near-crash
prediction model for each of the four scenarios.

In order to reduce overfitting and improve model per-
formance, a sequential backward and forward feature se-
lection was performed. +ese methods were implemented
using the Python Mlxtend package [67]. In the backward
feature selection, the algorithm starts with all of the features,
and then in each step, one feature that after elimination
maximizes the model performance is removed. Also, in each
step, algorithms try adding previously removed features
back to the feature subset to see if they could increase the
performance. +e algorithm went through all 30 features in
this study and identified the best subset of features with the
highest F2 performance in the balanced random forest using
the same cross-validation technique. +e forward selection
utilizes a similar procedure, except that it starts, with zero
features, and features are added in each step. In case both
forward and backward feature selections reach the same
result, the feature subset containing fewer variables is se-
lected for model training to reduce overfitting. Figure 6
shows the best performance obtained from feature selection
for each of the scenarios.

Table 7 shows the detailed result of near-crash prediction
using the selected subset of features. As can be seen from the
table, feature selection significantly improved model
performance.

Changing the T2 threshold from 5 to 3 s resulted in F2
improvements, as shown in Table 7. Events with smaller
values of T2 present situations where road users are closer to
the TIP. +erefore, the improvements could be attributed to
the fact that as road-users move closer to the TIP, their
behaviors are better reflected in their kinematic and SSM-
related features. Furthermore, lowering the T2 threshold
results in exclusion of less severe interactions and improves
the data imbalance, which in turn could improve the model
performance.

Lastly, the prediction models were investigated only for
the rear-end type of near-crashes. Rear-end near-crashes
were identified as interactions with the direction of conflict
of one, which almost constitutes half of the interactions in
each scenario. Table 8 shows the best results obtained in each
scenario for rear-end near-crashes after the feature selection.
Comparing Table 8 with Table 7, the near-crash prediction
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models perform better in almost all of the metrics when
considering rear-end interactions alone. +e increase in
performance could be due to the fact that, in rear-end near-
crashes, the interacting road users are on the same or

adjacent lanes traveling towards the same direction.
+erefore, the future trajectories of these road users aremore
predictable. In contrast, in other types of near-crashes, such
as crossing or sideswipe interactions, it is more challenging
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Figure 5: F2 performance of all models. (a) PET� 5 and T2 � 5; (b) PET� 3 and T2 � 5; (c) PET� 5 and T2 � 3; (d) PET� 3 and T2 � 3.
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Table 6: Result of the best near-crash prediction models using all features.

Scenarios Monitoring period Classifier Accuracy AUC Recall F2 Precision
PET� 5 and T2 � 5 10 RF 0.698 0.784 0.778 0.691 0.488
PET� 3 and T2 � 5 10 RF 0.657 0.776 0.824 0.636 0.338
PET� 5 and T2 � 3 20 RF 0.684 0.768 0.745 0.686 0.537
PET� 3 and T2 � 3 20 RF 0.675 0.785 0.806 0.699 0.478

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

0.64
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Figure 6: Continued.
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Table 7: Result of the best near-crash prediction models after feature selection.

Scenarios Monitoring period Classifier Accuracy AUC Recall F2 Precision
PET� 5 and T2 � 5 10 RF 0.708 0.807 0.87 0.755 0.501
PET� 3 and T2 � 5 10 RF 0.651 0.802 0.906 0.681 0.346
PET� 5 and T2 � 3 20 RF 0.744 0.829 0.845 0.774 0.597
PET� 3 and T2 � 3 20 RF 0.714 0.814 0.91 0.783 0.514

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
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Figure 6: Best result achieved using the forward and backward feature selection in each scenario. (a) Monitoring period� 10, PET� 5, and
T2 � 5; (b) monitoring period� 10, PET� 3, and T2 � 5; (c) monitoring period� 20, PET� 5, and T2 � 3; (d) monitoring period� 20, PET� 3,
and T2 � 3.
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to predict the road-user movements. +e sudden changes in
the direction of travel and yielding for traffic when making
turns or crossing add more uncertainty to the prediction
problem.

5. Conclusions and Future Works

+ere has been an alarming rise in the number of crashes
involving bicyclists at signalized intersections. +is study
adopted a proactive safety assessment approach to predict
critical bicycle-vehicle near-crashes at signalized intersec-
tions a few seconds before they occur. Kinematic data of
interacting road users and SSMs during a monitoring period
were used to develop prediction models to distinguish
critical from noncritical events. Video data collected from
ten signalized intersections in the city of San Diego were
used in this study. Critical interactions between vehicles and
bicyclists were labeled using two PET thresholds of 3 and 5 s.
Different monitoring periods were also defined using two T2
thresholds of 3 and 5 s as well as five different monitoring
period lengths from 1/30 to 1 second. Near-crash prediction
models were developed and compared using three machine
learning classifiers of SVM, logistic regression, and random
forest.

In almost all metrics, the balanced random forest
provided higher prediction performance compared to SVM
and logistic regression and, therefore, was identified as the
best classifier. While all four scenarios of near-crash pre-
diction models performed fairly well with recalls above 70%
and F2 above 60%, two feature selection methods of
backward and forward were adopted to reduce the over-
fitting and improve the model performance. +ese two
algorithms were implemented in order to find the subset of
features with the highest F2 and with the same cross-
validation as for model training. +e feature selection
significantly improved the recall and F2 metrics to above
85% and around 70% across all four scenarios, respectively.
Also, the AUC metric for all the models was above 80%
after feature selection. Predicting rear-end near-cashes
recall values were further improved to above 90% in all the
scenarios, suggesting better prediction performance can be
achieved when only a certain conflict type is taken into
account. +e results also showed that when the end of the
monitoring period is defined with a T2 threshold of 5 s, 10-
frame monitoring periods led to the best prediction per-
formance. When a T2 threshold of 3 s was used, 20-frame
monitoring periods resulted in the best performance.
Monitoring periods smaller or larger than 10 and 20 led to
lower prediction performance in all scenarios. +is sug-
gested a small trade-off between the monitoring period
length and the prediction performance.

+e models developed in this study could be utilized in
intelligent transportation management centers focusing on
proactive safety applications.+emodeling framework used in
this study could also be extended and applied to conflicts
involving other road-user types (e.g., vehicle-scooter). In a
connected environment, these models can inform proactive
safety planning in real time by identifying where and when
critical conflicts occur between road users. Developing ac-
curate near-crash prediction models for all types of interac-
tions is challenging. Typically, cyclists move faster than
pedestrians, and their movements are generally more un-
predictable than vehicles. Moreover, many bicyclists tend to
participate in dangerous and sudden maneuvers while passing
the intersection.+e emerging transportation technology such
as automated vehicles, as well as newer modes of trans-
portation such as electric bicycles and scooters with unknown
behavioral impacts, would also add to the complexity of the
prediction problem. Future research may focus on extensive
data collection for all road-user types and at different geo-
graphical locations in order to obtain representative interac-
tion samples.+e present study focused on developing models
using kinematic data only. However, it should be noted that
other factors such as geometric design, traffic signal schemes,
and weather could also play important roles in identifying the
severity of near-crash events. While this study adopted SSM
thresholds recommended by previous studies, it should be
noted that any SSM and threshold should be validated as there
is no consensus among researchers on what metrics or
thresholds are the right ones for unsafe event identification.
Future research may focus on including other environmental
and design characteristics in near-crash identification and also
incorporating more metrics and thresholds as well as quali-
tative analysis to conduct validation and sensitivity analysis
studies. Future work could also entail investigating multiple
conflict severity classes, other methods, and features.
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Table 8: Result of the best near-crash prediction models for rear-end interactions after feature selection.

Scenarios Monitoring period Classifier Accuracy AUC Recall F2 Precision
PET� 5 and T2 � 5 10 RF 0.766 0.802 0.936 0.841 0.614
PET� 3 and T2 � 5 10 RF 0.767 0.873 0.92 0.787 0.516
PET� 5 and T2 � 3 20 RF 0.802 0.865 0.953 0.87 0.671
PET� 3 and T2 � 3 20 RF 0.844 0.922 0.941 0.878 0.734
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)is manuscript focused on analyzing electric vehicles’ (EV) charging behavior patterns with a functional data analysis (FDA)
approach, with the goal of providing theoretical support to the EV infrastructure planning and regulation, as well as the power grid
load management. 5-year real-world charging log data from a total of 455 charging stations in Kansas City, Missouri, was used.
)e focuses were placed on analyzing the daily usage occupancy variability, daily energy consumption variability, and station-level
usage variability. Compared with the traditional discrete-based analysis models, the proposed FDA modeling approach had
unique advantages in preserving the smooth function behavior of the data, bringing more flexibility in the modeling process with
little required assumptions or background knowledge on independent variables, as well as the capability of handling time series
data with different lengths or sizes. In addition to the patterns revealed in the EV charging station’s occupancy and energy
consumption, the differences between EV driver’s charging time and parking time were analyzed and called for the needs for
parking regulation and enforcement.)e different usage patterns observed at charging stations located on different land-use types
were also analyzed.

1. Introduction

Electric vehicles (EVs) produce fewer emissions that con-
tribute to climate change and smog than conventional ve-
hicles and help the United States achieve a greater diversity
of fuel choices available for transportation. )e evolution of
EVs has advanced frommodels best suited for commuting or
traveling short distances to vehicles that can travel more
than 200 or even 300 miles per charge.

Proper planning of the EV charging infrastructure and
scientific determination of their locations are critical to
promoting EV ownership and usage. Modeling efforts can be
found in the literature, such as the electric vehicle infra-
structure projection (EVI-Pro) model developed by the
National Renewable Energy Lab to address the fundamental
question of how much charging infrastructure is needed in
the United States to support Plugin-EVs (PEVs) [1]. )e
model generated a quantitative estimate for a US network of

nonresidential (public and workplace) EVSE that would be
needed to support broader PEV adoption. He et al. studied
how to optimally locate public charging stations on a road
network, considering drivers’ spontaneous adjustments and
interactions of travel and recharging decisions [2]. A bilevel
programming model with the consideration of EV’s driving
range was proposed in [3], with the upper level to optimize
the position of charging stations so as to maximize the path
flows that used the charging stations, while the user equi-
librium of route choice with the EV’s driving range con-
straint was formulated in the lower level. Other research on
EV charging station locations can also be found in [4, 5] and
many others.

Another approach to supporting the planning of
charging infrastructure was to perform analysis of EV-re-
lated data, with the goal of identifying charging behavior
patterns and inferring the scenarios of when and where
people need to charge their vehicles. For example, the
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driving data in Denmark was analyzed to extract the in-
formation of driving distances and driving time periods
which were used to represent the driving requirements and
the EV unavailability.)e Danish National Transport Survey
data were used to implement the driving data analysis [6].
)e analysis of charge event data in Ireland for public
charging infrastructure, including data from fast-charging
infrastructure, and additionally a limited quantity of
household data was performed in [7]. Sun et al. studied
driver’s charging timing decisions, in which a mixed logit
model with unobserved heterogeneity is applied to panel
data extracted from a two-year field trial on battery electric
vehicle usage in Japan [8]. )e analysis over the real-world
dataset can also be found in [9, 10] and others.

)is manuscript focused on performing analysis over the
5-year real-world charging event log data, from a total of 455
charging stations in Kansas City, Missouri (KCMO), with a
functional data analysis (FDA) approach. )e EV charging
equipment recorded which vehicle was charged at which
charging station, at what day and time. Such charging event
log data contained many significant pieces of information
for understanding EV charging patterns and user behavior.
)e goal of this research was to provide theoretical support
to the EV infrastructure planning and regulation, as well as
the power grid load management. We argue that compared
with the existing research over the real-world charging event
data, the proposed FDA modeling approach had many
unique advantages over the prevailing discrete-based anal-
ysis models and led to some important insights that were
difficult to model or discover with the other approaches.

Commonly, time series data (such as the EV charging log
data used in this research) were treated as multivariate data
because they were given as a finite discrete time series
[11–13]. )is usual multivariate approach completely ig-
nored important information about the smooth functional
behavior of the generating process that underpins the data
[14]. For example, in our context, the vehicles’ charging
process was continuous and so was the time-dependent
occupancy of a particular charging station. Additionally, in
the previous research, performance measurements need to
be defined by the researchers to extract useful information
from the raw dataset, before any meaningful analysis can be
performed. However, they were usually defined arbitrarily,
based on the researcher’s experience in the field. Instead of
assuming a variety of explanatory variables, which was
difficult or even impossible to enumerate and collect data
for, FDA is much more flexible with little required as-
sumptions or background knowledge on independent var-
iables. Last not but least, time series data often has different
time intervals or different lengths which are hard to deal
with by other tools. In our context, some charging stations
were more frequently used and might have thousands of
charging records while others might only have a few hun-
dred. It was thus impossible to apply principal component
analysis (PCA) to the charging log dataset directly because of
the dimension inconsistency.

)e basic idea behind FDA is to express discrete ob-
servations arising from time series in the form of a function
(i.e., to create functional data) that represents the entire

measured function as a single observation and then to draw
the modeling and/or prediction information from a col-
lection of functional data by applying statistical concepts
from multivariate data analysis [15]. With this said, this
manuscript firstly represented the EV charging dataset with
a continuous functional form, then performed function
principal component (FPC) analysis to identify the main
contributing principal components (PC), and analyzed the
dataset from different perspectives to understand EV
owner’s charging behavior patterns.

)is research aimed to provide theoretical support to
the EV infrastructure planning and regulation, as well as
the power grid load management. To achieve such goals,
the focuses were placed on three aspects. (1) )e first aspect
is the variability analysis of the daily usage patterns of all
EV charging stations, in which the 24-hour occupancy of all
charging stations in one day was treated as one continuous
curve. Such analysis can provide insights and directly
support the planning of new EV charging infrastructures.
(2) )e second aspect is the variability analysis of the daily
energy consumption of all EV charging stations, in which
the total energy consumption of all charging stations in one
day was treated as one continuous curve. Such analysis was
important from the power grid load management per-
spective. (3) At the station level, the usage pattern vari-
abilities were analyzed, in which one station’s usage over
the entire observation period was treated as a continuous
curve. )is analysis revealed insights on the usage pattern
differences at the station level and was combined with the
land-use information for better EV charging infrastructure
planning and management purposes.

)e remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
)e charging event log dataset used in this research is firstly
presented in Section 2. Section 3 presents the analysis
methodology, including the data smoothing, variable cal-
culation, and the functional principal component analysis.
)e analysis results are shown and compared in Section 4.
Section 5 concludes this research.

2. Data

)is section presents the real-world charging event log data
used in this research. )e data was collected from 455
charging stations between January 2014 and November 2019
in Kansas City, Missouri (KCMO). )e dataset included a
total of 226,652 charging records from 4,921 users. Most of
the stations were concentrated in the downtown area of
KCMO. )e spatial distribution of charging stations was
shown in Figure 1, in which Figure 1(a) showed an overview
and Figure 1(b) zoomed in to the downtown area.

In the collected dataset, each row contained the infor-
mation of a charging event and had a total of 30 columns/
attributes. Table 1 showed the sample data from the dataset,
in which only the most critical and relevant information was
displayed. )e complete dataset included information of the
following three categories:

(1) Charging station information: including a unique
station ID, station name, address and zip code where
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the station was located at, MAC address, latitude and
longitude of the station, and type of the charging
ports which included level 1, level 2, and DC fast
charge

(2) Electric vehicle attribute: including a unique ID of
the electric vehicle and zip code where this electric
was registered in (which is usually the zip code of the
driver’s home)

(3) Charging event data: including the start date and
time of the charging event, end date and time of the
charging event, charging time which is equal to the
end time minus start time, total duration which
included not only the time spent on charging but also
the time spent on parking afterward, start state of
charge (SOC), end SOC, energy charged, Green-
house Gas (GHG) saving, and information on how
was the charging event ended (e.g., terminated by

customer or server). Duration is the total time that a
station is occupied, which is one of the most sig-
nificant properties we are interested

3. Methodology

)is section presents the analysis methodology used in this
manuscript, including a brief overview of the function data
analysis approach, charging pattern definition, and func-
tional principal component analysis.

3.1. FDA Method Overview. To process “curve-liked” data
that are continuous in nature, such as the time-dependent
charging station usage rates of this manuscript, one ad-
vanced and popular method is functional data analysis [16].
Apart from the commonly seen multivariate data analysis
approaches, the proposed FDA approach considered EV

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Locations of the charging station in KCMO. (a) Overview. (b) Downtown.

Table 1: Sample Charging Event Log data.

Station name Start date End date Time duration (hh :
mm : ss)

Charging time (hh :
mm : ss)

Energy
(kWh) Latitude Longitude User ID

KCPL/@JE DUNN
PG125C

9/18/2018
14 : 27

9/18/2018
15 : 50 1 : 23 :15 1 : 23 : 02 5.934 39.1011 94.5763 756927

KCPL/@WOLF PG-
129A

9/18/2018
6 : 57

9/18/2018
15 : 39 8 : 42::04 2 :15 :18 6.766 39.0999 94.5791 1533491

KCPL/@LOOSE
PRK-121A

9/18/2018
15 : 09

9/18/2018
15 :10 0 : 00 : 30 0 : 00 : 00 0 39.0346 94.5947 598567
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charging usage as a function of time; thus, all the EV
charging events that were sampled in different scales, from
different charging stations built at different time periods,
and used with different frequencies with different data sizes,
were all modeled uniformly by functions. In other words,
under the functional data analysis approach, each charging
pattern to be defined in Section 3.2 was treated as one
functional data. By applying basis expansion techniques
such as B-spline expansion denoted in (4) [17, 18], each
charging pattern can be modeled and expressed in a func-
tional form.

y(t) � 
M

j�1
βjφj(t), (1)

where y(t) is the original function, φj(t) is jth basis
functions, and βj is the coefficient of the corresponding basis
function.

With such a data analysis approach, all charging patterns
which were sampled in different scales can be uniformly
expressed in the same functional form. Additional benefits of
such an approach also included the reduction of unnecessary
noise in raw data by basis expansion smoothing. Based on
this model, all the information from the raw data can be
projected to M basis coefficients βj. Obtaining the basis
coefficients can be done through an ordinary least square
(OLS) regression. )is process is also known as B-spline
smoothing. Section 3.3 will further describe the basis ex-
pansion and modeling process.

3.2. Charging Pattern Definition. )is subsection defines the
three charging patterns to be analyzed, corresponding to the
three analyses performed in the numeric analysis section.

3.2.1. Daily Usage Occupancy. Daily usage occupancy was
defined to measure the 24-hour time-dependent usage oc-
cupancy within a single day, by aggregating the charging
events at all charging stations.

A binary variable uj, d(t) was firstly defined to denote the
usage condition of a charging station j in hour t at day d. If
the charging station was used for at least once, uj, d(t) � 1,
else 0.

uj, d(t) �
1, the stationwas in use,

0, otherwise.
 (2)

Next, the 24-hour time-dependent occupancy for each
day can be calculated by aggregating all charging station’s
usage, so that in the end, one curve was generated to rep-
resent the daily usage occupancy of each day.

ud(t) �
1
J


j

uj, d(t), (3)

where ud(t) means the average occupancy of time t at day d,
and J means the total number of stations on day d. Note J is
day-dependent, so J � J(d).

3.2.2. Daily Energy Consumption. As shown in Table 1, the
energy consumption ei,d associated with each charging event
i at day d was recorded and thus was directly available. First,
ei,d was proportionally assigned to each hour, so that

ei,d
′ (t) �

ei,d

li,d
∗ li,d(t), (4)

in which ei,d
′ (t) was the proportion of energy con-

sumption ei,d in hour t, li,d was the duration of charging
event i, and li,d(t) was the proportion of li,d in hour t.

Next, the 24-hour time-dependent energy consumption
for each day can be calculated by doing aggregation over all
charging stations, so that in the end, one curve was generated
to represent the daily energy consumption of each day.

ed(t) �
1
J


i

ei,d
′ (t). (5)

3.2.3. Station-Level Occupancy. Similar to the daily usage
occupancy calculation, to analyze the difference between
stations, aggregations can be performed over the days. For
each station j, its aggregated occupancy at time t was
denoted as uj(t) and calculated as follows.

uj(t) �
1
T


d

uj,d(t), (6)

where uj,d(t) was calculated from (2), and T denoted the
total number of days in the analyzed time period. In the end,
one curve was generated to represent the aggregated usage
occupancy of each charging station.

3.3. Data Smoothing. )is subsection focuses on how to
represent the charging patterns defined above as curves.
Since ud(t), ed(t), and uj(t) are all time-dependent, they can
be represented by (t, ud(t), ed(t), and uj(t)). Based on
B-spline expansion, these discrete points can be modeled by
a continuous function:

ud(t) � 

M

j�1
αi,jφj(t) � αi,1 αi,2 . . . αi,M 

φ1(t)

φ2(t)

. . .

φM(t)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
� αT

i ϕ(t),

ed(t) � 

M

j�1
βi,jφj(t) � βi,1 βi,2 . . . βi,M 

φ1(t)

φ2(t)

. . .

φM(t)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
� βT

i ϕ(t),

uj(t) � 
M

j�1
ci,jφj(t) � ci,1 ci,2 . . . ci,M 

φ1(t)

φ2(t)

. . .

φM(t)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
� c

T
i ϕ(t).

(7)

An example of B-spline expansion was depicted in
Figure 2, where a smoothed function (solid black curve) was
represented as a summation of B-spline basis functions
(dashed black curves) to model the raw daily usage occu-
pancy data (red diamond). )e heights of these basis
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functions were determined by the basis coefficients αT
i , βT

i ,
and cT

i . Such basis expansion method was advantageous in
terms of transferring a high volume of data points into
several basis functions’ coefficients without losing the
original pattern [11].

To obtain the basis coefficients αT
i , βT

i , and cT
i , the least

square regression model was constructed as follows. ud(t)

was used as an example to avoid repetition, but the method
presented hereinafter was directly applicable to ed(t) and
uj(t) as well.

u SSEi � 

Ki

k�1
ud(t) − αT

i φ ti,k  
2
. (8)

To simplify the notations for the lease square model,
some matrix-formed data were introduced as follows:

ud(t) �

udi(1)

udi(2)

. . .

udi(k)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

Φi �

φ1 ti,1  φ2 ti,1  · · · φM ti,1 

φ1 ti,2  φ2 ti,2  . . . φM ti,2 

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

φ1 ti,Ki
  φ2 ti,Ki

  · · · φM ti,Ki
 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

(9)

where udi(k) was a vector that contained raw data points in
day i. Φi was a Ki ×M matrix; each column was the basis
function value at all the time points. By reconstructing these
usage occupancy data, the least square model can be re-
written in a simple quadratic form:

u SSEi � udi −Φiαi( 
T

udi −Φiαi( . (10)

)us, the basis coefficients for day i can be estimated by

αi � ΦT
i Φi 

−1
ΦT

i udi. (11)

)rough the B-spline model and least square regression,
all three charging patterns defined above were converted
into the basis coefficients. )e functions can be obtained by
ud(t) � αT

i φ(t); ed(t) � β
T

i φ(t), and uj(t) � cT
i φ(t).

3.4. Functional Principal Component Analysis. After data
smoothing, functional PCA was enabled as a powerful tool
of the FDA approach to explore the curve’s underlying
features. In multivariate data analysis, PCA was commonly
used to convert a large number of variables to some
comprehensive variables that are much less in quantity but
account for the highest variability. )e mathematical so-
lution of this problem was similar to finding the eigenvalue
and the new variables were the functional principal
components (FPCs).

In the FDA approach, the analyzed function contained
information of a set of specific variables at enormous time
points in a time interval. As a result, the work was con-
fronted with the curse of dimensionality if the time was seen
as the independent variable in the functional case. Conse-
quently, the functional PCA method can be applied for the
purpose of dimension reduction. In [19, 20], FPCA was
employed as a data dimensionality reduction technique in
the modeling of traffic flow patterns, which inhibit similar
functional characteristics observed in EV charging. )e
approach was similar to the multivariate case. )e depen-
dent variable xi(s)(s ∈ T) was relative to xij in multivariate
case.

fi �  β(s)xi(s) �  βxi, (12)

where β(s) was the weight value andβk(s) denoted the weight
function of kth principal component. )e variance function can
be represented as Var(f) � (1/N) 

N
i�1 ( βxi)

2.
Let fk denote the kth principal component, where

k � 1, 2, . . . , K, so the relationship is Var(f1)>Var(f2)>
. . . >Var(fK).

To calculate the first principal component, we just need
to solve the following optimization problem:

max
1
N



N

i�1
 β1xi 

2

s.t.

 β1(s) 
2
ds �  β1 

2
� β1

����
����
2

� 1,

(13)
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Figure 2: Illustration of B-Spline expansion.
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and the kth principal component can be calculated by the
following optimization problem:

max
1
N



N

i�1


βk

xi 
2

s.t.

 βk
 

2
� 1;  βkβk− m

� 0, m � 1, . . . , k − 1.

(14)

)e covariance of x(s) and x(t) can be calculated by

v(s, t) �
1

N − 1


N

i�1
xi(s)xi(t). (15)

)e weight function of functional principal components
β(s) is needed to satisfy the following secular equation:

 v(s, t)β(t)dt � λβ(s), (16)

where λ was the eigenvalue and λk/
N−1
k�1 λk meant the

proportion of variability which the kth principal component
accounted for. )e left side of (6) was an integral transform
V of the weight function β(s) with the kernel of the
transform v defined by

Vβ(s) �  v(s, t)β(t)dt. (17)

)e covariance operator was denoted by V. )erefore,
(17) can be expressed as

Vβ(s) � λβ(s). (18)

Equation (1) can be calculated through several methods,
and we can calculate the FPC score fi through (12).

4. Numeric Analysis

In this section, the numeric analysis was performed with the
goal of understanding the EV owner’s charging behavior
patterns. )e focuses were placed on three aspects: (1)
variability analysis of the daily usage patterns of all EV
charging stations, (2) variability analysis of the daily energy
consumption of all EV charging stations, and (3) at the
station level, the usage pattern differences analyzed.

4.1. Daily Usage Pattern Variability Analysis. To analyze the
time-dependent usage pattern variabilities, the time-dependent
occupancy of each day was calculated by aggregating all
charging stations, so that in each year, a total of 365 curves were
obtained, with each curve representing the occupancy of a day.
Function PCA was then applied to extract the FPC from the
dataset. It was observed that FPC1 accounted for 94% of the
variance, and FPC2 accounted for 3%. When combined to-
gether, they reflected 97% of the data’s variability and were kept
for further analysis.

Figure 3 showed a way to look at the two FPCs and how
they supported the unique analysis that FDA enabled. X-axis
represented the time (0–24 hours in a day), and Y-axis
represented the percentage of charging stations that were
occupied at that time. )e blue curve in both subfigures (a
for FPC1 and b for FPC2) stood for the mean occupancy of
all charging stations, while the green and red curves stood
for the functions adding and subtracting one functional
principal component. For example, in Figure 3(a), the green
curve was generated by adding one FPC1 to the mean
function represented by the blue curve, and the red curve
was generated by subtracting one FPC1 to the mean
function.

)e first principal component focused on daytime
between 7 am and 5 pm, which corresponded to the time
that public charging stations were busiest in the day,
especially workdays. )erefore, the first FPC essentially
distinguished between working days and nonworking
days. )is observation was directly supported by Figure 4,
in which almost all weekdays (blue dots) were located on
the right-hand side of the plot, indicating a higher FPC1
score (X-axis), while almost all weekend days (red dots)
were located on the left-hand side of the plot with lower
FPC1 score. A few exceptions were identified in the plot
and turned out to be the holidays, such as Labor Day and
Independence Day, so these were nonworking days as
well.

)e second FPC accounted for only 3% variability and
mainly captured the variance in the evening time from
midnight to 6 am and again from 6 pm tomidnight.)e days
with higher usage after 6 pm and before 6 am and with
slightly less or average usage in the daytime would receive
higher scores. However, due to the dominance of FPC1, the
effect of FPC2 was rather limited.

Figure 5 presented the monthly and yearly charging
usage patterns. )e X-axis was the score of FPC1 and the Y-
axis was that of FPC2. Figure 5(a) showed the monthly
pattern with the colors standing for 12 months, respectively.
No clear monthly pattern was observed.

Figure 5(b) showed the yearly pattern with the colors
standing for years from 2014 to 2019. Dots in 2014 were
almost invisible due to the low data size and overlap with
pink color.)e observation led to a clear pattern that as time
went by, the scores of both FPC1 and FPC2 increased
significantly. )at meant that for the days with a higher
FPC1 score, the occupancy continued to increase at an ever-
increasing speed, while for the days with higher FPC2 scores,
its morning and evening usage also increased significantly.
)is interpretation was in line with the rapid increase of EV
ownership in Kansas City at a 78% year-over-year growth
rate [21] and emphasized the needs for more charging in-
frastructures in the region.

Figure 6(a) shows the clustering result of the data. To
make sure that similar data sizes are studied, data from 2016
to 2018 are selected for clustering. Compared with
Figure 6(b), the result indicates that the data points in 2015
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have a lower FPC1 score and FPC 2 scores and are obviously
separated from the other data points. However, the differ-
ence between 2017 and 2018 is less significant, which means
that they have a similar occupancy pattern.

4.2. Daily Energy Consumption Variability Analysis. )is
section aimed to analyze the energy consumption vari-
ability caused by EV charging, which had a significant
impact on the power grid and was helpful for grid load

management. Similar to the analysis above in Section 4.1,
the time-dependent energy consumption of each day was
calculated by aggregating all charging stations, so that in
each year a total of 365 curves were obtained, with each
curve representing the energy consumption of a day.
Function PCA was then applied to extract the FPC from the
dataset. It was observed that FPC1 accounted for 81% of the
variance, and FPC2 accounted for 5%. So when combined
together, they reflected 86% of the data’s variability and
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Figure 3: Effect of the first 2 FPCs on daily occupancy. (a) Left: the first FPC. (b) Right: the second FPC.
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were kept for further analysis. )e results were shown in
Figure 6.

FPCA analysis of energy consumption resulted in some
very different patterns when compared with daily occu-
pancy. FPC1 mostly captured the variance of energy con-
sumption during the morning peak between 7 am and 11
am. During this time range, the green curve increased
dramatically, representing the days with a higher FPC1
score, and the required energy to charge EVs in the morning
would be higher. On the other hand, FPC2 mostly captured
the variance of energy consumption during the evening peak
between 4 pm and 9 pm. In other words, if a day was ob-
served to have a higher FPC2 score, its impacts on the power
grid in the evening hours would be significantly increased.

A comparison between Figures 3 and 6 led to some
interesting conclusions. While Figure 3 indicated that

from an occupancy perspective, the peak hour during the
day started from as early as 7 am and did not end until 5
pm, Figure 6 suggested that the impact on the power grid
became low after 11 am.)is suggested that some vehicles
did not leave the charging stations after they were fully
charged, under which circumstances, the charging sta-
tions continued to be occupied (and thus unavailable to
the other EV drivers), but from a power grid perspective,
they did not require any energy. To validate such in-
terpretation, the team went on to compare the charging
event duration and the time EV actually spent on
charging. )e finding was as follows: while 40% of EVs
left the charging stations within 1 minute after they are
charged, the remaining 60% of EVs continued to park at
the charging stations for various durations, and among
them, two-thirds (or 40% of the entire population) would
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Figure 5: FPC scores for (a) monthly and (b) yearly pattern.
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even occupy the charging stations for at least an hour.
While the discrepancy between EV owner’s daily activity
and the time needed for charging was understandable, the
longer-than-reasonable parking behavior effectively re-
duced the availability of charging stations to the other EV
drivers and, in our view, called for the need for parking
regulation and enforcement.

4.3. Station Occupancy Variability Analysis. Different from
the above analysis performed from the daily perspective,
this analysis in this section examined the occupancy at the
station level. So, each curve represented one charging
station’s 24-hour occupancy rates with all days aggre-
gated, and a total of 455 curves (representing a total of
455 charging stations) were derived. Function PCA was
then applied to extract the FPC from the dataset. It was
observed that FPC1 accounted for 85% of the variance,
and FPC2 accounted for 8%. So, when combined to-
gether, they reflected 93% of the data’s variability and
were kept for further analysis. )e results were shown in
Figure 7.

In the morning before 6 am and in the evening after 5
pm, stations with higher FPC1 scores were utilized more
often than average, while in the daytime, their utilization
rates were lower. On the other hand, stations with higher
FPC2 values were utilized more often than average in the
first half of a day (before noon) but were used less often in
the second half of a day (afternoon).

An intuitive guess was these patterns might be at-
tributed to the differences in the land-use patterns. As
such, all 455 charging stations were mapped to five
categories of land-use types: (1) recreational, which was

meant to be used for the enjoyment of the people who
used it, such as arts center and theater; (2) commercial,
which was designated for businesses, warehouses, shops,
and any other infrastructures related to commerce, such
as plazas, hotels, and hospitals; (3) transport, which was
built for the structures that help people get from one
destination to the other, such as airport; (4) industrial
such as the plant and industrial parks; and (5) residential,
such as apartments and condominiums. )en, the scores
of FPC1 and FPC2 were plotted in Figure 8, in which
Figure 8(a) had all land-use types together, while Figures
8(b)∼8(f ) stood for commercial, residential, industrial,
transportation, and recreational.

No clear patterns can be found in Figure 9(a), in
which charging stations of all land-use types were plotted
together. However, when they were separated, some
conclusions can be drawn. (1) For charging stations that
were built on residential (Figure 9(c)), transport
(Figure 9(e), and recreational (Figure 9(f )) areas, the
majority of the dots in those subfigures had positive FPC1
scores. In other words, charging stations in these three
categories shared a common pattern that they were used
more often in the evening than in the daytime. Con-
sidering the nature of activities happening at these lo-
cations, this interpretation was consistent with what was
observed in the real life. (2) FPC1 values for commercial
(Figure 9(b)) and industrial (Figure 9(d)) areas were
mixed and thus inconclusive to identify clear patterns. (3)
Charging stations in the recreational area, in general, had
negative FPC2 scores, meaning that they were used more
in the second half of the day than before noon. Again, this
seemed to be in line with our understanding of human
behavior patterns.
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Figure 7: Effect of the first 2 FPCs on daily energy consumption. (a) Left: first FPC. (b) Right: second FPC.
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Figure 8: Effect of the first 2 FPCs on station occupancy. (a) Left: the first FPC. (b) Right: the second FPC.
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5. Conclusions

In this manuscript, the focus was placed on analyzing the
electric vehicle’s usage behavior pattern with a functional
data analysis approach, specifically, based on functional
principal component analysis. Compared with the tradi-
tional discrete-based analysis models, the proposed FDA
modeling approach had unique advantages in preserving
the smooth function behavior of the data, bringing more
flexibility in the modeling process with little required as-
sumptions or background knowledge on independent
variables, as well as the capability of handling time series
data with different lengths or sizes. 5-year real-world
charging event log data from a total of 455 charging stations
in Kansas City, Missouri (KCMO), was used. )e daily
usage variability, daily energy consumption variability, and
station-level usage variability were analyzed, with the goal
of providing theoretical support to the EV infrastructure
planning and regulation, as well as the power grid load
management. In addition to the patterns revealed in the EV
charging station’s occupancy and energy consumption, the
differences between EV driver’s charging time and parking
time were analyzed and called for the needs for parking
regulation and enforcement. )e different usage patterns
associated with charging stations of different land-use types
were also analyzed.
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Since metropolitan cities are broadening as a result of urban sprawl, multimodal transportation systems have been adopted to
fulfill the connection between the suburban and urban areas. ,e transportation system is being revamped around the transit
center in the urban area to facilitate access to the downtown area from the suburbs. Studies are being conducted to improve the
accessibility of public transportation by using the concept of hub-and-spoke. In this study, we develop a coverage area index (CAI)
to assess the impact of a transit center on access to urban areas from the suburbs quantitatively. ,e concept of network centrality
and the kernel density function is used to evaluate the extent of the influence of a transit center. ,e smart card data in the Seoul
metropolitan area are used to analyze the CAI. Six transit centers in the Seoul metropolitan area are investigated to compare the
coverage area to the transit center.,e bandwidth of the kernel density function is set as 2 km considering the size and influence of
each region. We evaluate six transit centers using the CAIs in Seoul compared to the index characteristics with transit accessibility
(TA) index from previous studies.,e CAI is possible to identify the incompetent centers, alternative routes to solve the problems
of overcrowding on the centers, and areas with insufficient supplies of regional transit.

1. Introduction

As the population increases, urban sprawl can occur rapidly,
and it can impinge on the suburban areas. A hub-and-spoke
structure of the integrated multimodal public transit system
is adequate for covering large suburban areas with restricted
infrastructure and operation costs. Travelers who wish to go
downtown take regional express transit from suburban areas
to access a transit center near the downtown area, where they
can transfer to a city bus or an urban railway to take them
downtown. ,is system is cost-effective, but passengers may
be uncomfortable due to transfers if transit modes are not
well coordinated.

Transit centers serve as coordination points between
downtown and the suburban areas in a hub-and-spoke structure

network. To evaluate the functionality of transit centers, oper-
ators should investigate the area influenced by the centers. ,e
investigation will provide operators with information con-
cerning the expected boundary of influence when some actions
are implemented at the transit centers. Conversely, poor con-
nectivity of a suburban area to the transit centers means that
trips from the suburban area to downtown are inefficient.

Several studies have evaluated the effectiveness of transit
centers using a data envelope analysis (DEA) model [1, 2].
Some studies have developed an index of connectivity and
accessibility with variables like headway and transfer time
[3, 4]. In the planning phase, other studies have used ac-
cessibility and connectivity indices derived from the so-
cioeconomic indices of neighborhoods to evaluate transit
centers [5, 6], and they have used heuristic models to
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evaluate the locations of transit centers [7]. However, such
models have limitations that they do not consider the origins
and destinations of transferred travelers. To overcome this
limitation, we suggested developing an index using smart
card data to know the origin and destination of transit center
users.

,is study aims to develop a coverage area index (CAI)
for transit centers considering the center’s role which is to
facilitate the connection in the hub-and-spoke structure
of the regional transit system that connects the suburban
areas with the downtown area. ,e concept of between-
ness centrality is applied to the origin and destination of
actual trips, aiming to indicate the travelers’ preferences.
,e CAI is defined as the proportion of the number of
trips through a transit center to the number of total trips
taken from the suburban area to downtown. ,e kernel
density function is employed to aggregate discrete trip
chain data to traffic analysis zones. As the index usage, we
discuss a comparison of transit centers, transit supply, and
structure of the transit network.

Research on the assessment of transit centers includes
relative evaluation between centers with empirical data,
defining and measuring indices, using socioeconomic
factors to identify optimal hub locations during the
planning phase and developing indices using a network
centrality concept from social science. ,ere have been
several studies on the data-based evaluation of transit
centers using the DEA model. ,e relative efficiency of
individual centers was calculated through mutual com-
parisons of the centers’ defined inputs and outputs. DEA
model was employed with the inputs, e.g., the areas of the
hubs, the cost of operation, the number of staff members
required, and capacities of the hubs. ,e model’s outputs
were the number of transfers per day, average, and devi-
ations of the transfer times [1]. Another research employed
DEA model with the inputs, e.g., transfer time, number of
subway and bus lines, and waiting time of the hubs and
outputs of the model were number of transfer trips and
transfer rate [8]. In Kochi City, Japan, the same DEAmodel
was used with smart card data to evaluate transfers between
buses and trams. Headways and the number of lines were
used as input, and the number of transfers and the time
required for transfers was the desired outputs of the model
[2]. ,e DEA model was useful for assessing the efficiency
of the transit centers, but it was difficult to evaluate them in
conjunction with the surrounding area.

Accessibility and connectivity were common indices
used to evaluate the transit centers, and there were various
detailed definitions in each concept. From the first per-
spective, connectivity was regarded as an index for
evaluating the availability of transit. A study evaluated the
connectivity of nodes, lines, transfer centers, and net-
works using the connecting power calculated from the
headway and capacity of the transit lines [3]. From the
second perspective, connectivity was regarded as an index
for evaluating travelers’ experiences. ,ere was a study
that defined connectivity as the transfer time between
modes and that measured the index with empirical data
from a transit corridor in Auckland, New Zealand [4].

Both views treated connectivity as a function of capacity
and time, but not considered the spatial distribution of
trips.

Accessibility of the transit facility was evaluated based on
the population or the number of jobs within a small distance
from the facility [9, 10]. In the Transit Capacity and Quality
of Service Manual (TCQSM), the traffic analysis zones’
accessibility index was defined as the percentage of an area
within a certain accessing distance of stations among the
transit-supportive area [11]. A study measured the acces-
sibility of zones with a weighted average of several indices to
find services gaps [12]. Accessing distance and coverage of a
facility were often considered as a walking distance to access
the station, but some studies expanded the concepts of
accessing distance and coverage to other modes. One study
measured the accessibility of a station with a total area that
could be reached in a reasonable time by walking, riding a
bicycle, and using local bus services [13]. Another study
showed a transit center’s access zone with proper access time
to reach the center with multimodal transit [14]. Another
accessibility measure that considers the origin-destination
(OD) of trips was motivated by the gravity model of demand
forecasting [15]. ,ere have been many studies that mea-
sured accessibility using the supply of transit service, dis-
tance, and time. In contrast, there have been only a few
studies that focused on the transit center and the actual OD
pair.

At the planning level, the locations of transit centers were
optimized to maximize the network’s performance consid-
ering the center of mass as the optimal location of the hub.
,is approach had a limit in that it assumed that distance was
the only variable in the relationship between a transit center
and the coverage area [5]. In another approach, it was as-
sumed that the accessibility index is the neighborhood
population not overlapping with other neighborhoods. ,e
connectivity index was viewed as the number of connections
between nodes and areas with large numbers of travelers to
optimize the overall transit network [6].

Some approaches have used the network centrality
concept from network theory to evaluate transportation
networks. Several centrality measures were used to evaluate
traffic analysis zones in Seoul, Korea, with a kernel density
function to aggregate network nodes to zones [16]. Spe-
cifically, closeness centrality was used to represent the ac-
cessibility of transit nodes [17].

Studies used smart card data to assess the accessibility
of transit and acquire total ridership of the transit network.
,ere was a study that developed a platform using smart
card data and vehicle GPS data. ,e platform was designed
to visualize transit performance measures in several lev-
els—network, route, and stop level [18]. Another approach
of using smart card data was finding a relationship between
the data and demographics, land use, and transportation
factors to predict ridership or purposes of trips [19, 20].
Various data other than ridership can be obtained from
smart card data in Seoul where the departure and desti-
nation time and location were specified. ,ere were studies
used the travel time obtained from the data to assess the
competitiveness of transit network compared to other
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modes [21, 22]. ,ere was another approach using mobile
phone data to get the origin and destination of trips with
unknown modes. ,e origins and destinations, travel time,
and distance of the private car and public transit were
compared to define the accessibility index [23]. ,ese
studies presented some ways to assess accessibility by data-
driven approach, but they did not use the origin and
destination of transit trips. Evaluating transit centers, not
only origin and destination but also the transfer locations of
transit trips, also needed to be considered.

As indicated above, there are several ways to evaluate
transit centers, but there is no specific measure that can be
used to evaluate the pivotal role of transit centers as con-
necting nodes between suburban areas and the downtown
area with data from actual trips. ,us, if we understand the
connections in the transit center, our understanding of the
overall distribution of trips in the metropolitan area can be
improved. At the network level, centrality can be one of the
concepts that address connecting the role of a transit center,
but previous research does not concentrate on transit
centers.

2. Model Formulation

2.1. Definition of Coverage Area for a Transit Center. ,e
transit center was defined as a meeting point of different
modes and several routes and lines that function as effective
hubs working as a regional collection-distribution function
[7, 11]. ,e original concept of coverage was that “some-
thing can be understood as an area in which the influence of
such a thing can be perceived” [24]. ,e coverage of public
transportation facilities refers to the range of space ac-
cessible by walking or riding a bicycle. For a rail station in
the suburban area, the coverage can be extended to an
accessible zone with automobile access, such as drop off or
kiss-and-ride locations in a particular case [11]. In this
study, because the transit center is the location where many
travelers transfer from fast regional transit to city transit,
the access modes to stipulate the coverage of transit centers
were expanded to every mode, including regional buses.
From this perspective, the coverage area for each transit
center is the set of suburban zones which are easily ac-
cessible and strongly dependent on the transit center to
approach the central city area. ,e expanded concept of a
coverage area in a metropolitan area is shown in Figure 1.
Travelers departing from the suburban zones go through
transit centers in the route of a trip to the central city. ,us,
with a well-constructed hub-and-spoke structure, a large
portion of travelers transfers from the regional transit to
other modes at the transit centers. ,is phenomenon is
similar to the “betweenness” concept in network theory. To
analyze the expanded coverage, we developed a coverage
area index using betweenness centrality concepts. OD trips
were used to measure centrality instead of a transit network
topology because the topology was too complicated to
reflect travelers’ preferences. ,e kernel density function
was used to obtain correctly aggregated OD trip data from
smart card data.

2.2. Network Centrality. Network centrality is a measure to
evaluate the nodes of networks in social science and network
theory. ,ere are several kinds of centrality, e.g., between-
ness centrality, closeness centrality, and straightness cen-
trality [25–27]. Betweenness centrality is defined as how a
zone is located between all pairs of other zones. It is mea-
sured as the ratio of the number of shortest paths through
the zone to the total number of the shortest paths between all
pairs of zones. It is a suitable centrality measure to evaluate
the coverage area of transit centers because these centers’
role in transit network is the connection node between zones
in the coverage area and the downtown zones. Betweenness
centrality can be expressed mathematically as follows [16]:

CB(i) �
1

(N − 1)(N − 2)

∀j,k|j≠k

njk(i)

njk

, (1)

where CB(i) means betweenness centrality of zone i, N

means the number of zones, njk(i) means the number of the
shortest paths from zone j to zone k through zone i, and njk

means the number of the shortest path from zone j to zone k.
To apply the definition for the coverage area, trip chain

data are used instead of the shortest-path data. ,e term of
“number of the shortest paths” is substituted with the
number of trips due to traveler choice behavior to define
CAI.

2.3. Kernel Density Function (KDF). When aggregating ac-
tual trip data, boarded or alighted zones recorded in the
smart card data are not the actual origin or destination zones
of the trips because travelers walked or took other modes
without records to the neighbor zones to access transit. ,e
kernel density function (KDF) is used to apply this neigh-
borhood effect. ,e value of KDF is set by the type of
function and the bandwidth. In this paper, we use the simple
triangular kernel function. ,e influence of neighbor areas
decreases linearly with distance, and when the distance
exceeds the bandwidth, the influence became zero. KDF can
be formulated as

K dik | w(  �

1 −
dik

w
, if dik <w,

0, otherwise,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

where dik means the Euclidean distance between the cen-
troids of zone i and k (km) and w means the kernel
bandwidth (km).

,e bandwidth of KDF is the only variable that affects
the power of the neighborhood effect, but the optimal
bandwidth is not defined. In this research, we set the
bandwidth to 2 km, which is the median of the Euclidian
distance between adjacent zones in the Seoul metropolitan
area. ,is bandwidth is justified based on the case study.

2.4. Coverage Area Index (CAI). Inevitably, suburban zones
in a metropolitan area can be connected directly to only
some points of the central city because of the limitation in
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the infrastructure or the running cost. Given this constraint,
travelers have to transfer from regional transit to city transit,
such as an urban bus or the metro, and transit network
should be formed as a hub-and-spoke structure. Existing
accessibility indices for a transit center have rarely been
focused on the complexity of the transit network and
travelers’ choice behaviors caused by the structure of the
network.,us, this study uses actual trip data that reflects all
travelers’ personal preferences rather than using the shortest
path in betweenness centrality. Actual trip data allow us to
analyze the dependence of travelers from each suburban
zone on specific transit points by using the definition of
betweenness centrality inversely. Since actual trip data
represent current travelers’ travel behavior, it would be
suitable to analyze the current coverage rather than predict
the future or potential coverage.

From equation (1), the central city was considered as
zone j, and each zone in the suburban area was considered as
zone k. ,e number of shortest paths between zones j and k

was transformed into the number of trips between the
central city and each zone. ,e number of shortest paths
through a transit center, i, was transformed to the number of
trips between the central city and the zone that included a
transfer at the transit center. ,is was reasonable because a
route that is chosen for a trip indicates that the route had the
smallest general cost among the possible choice set.

,e coverage area index of zone i for transit center j

(CAIij) is defined as the ratio of the modified number of
trips through the transit center j to the total number of trips
taken from zone i to the central city. KDF is used to account
for the neighborhood effect and modify the original number
of trips. ,e definition of CAI is

CAIij �
TijC
′ + TCji
′

OiC
′ + DiC
′

, (3)

OiC
′ � OiC + 

k≠i
K dik|w( OkC,

DiC
′ � DiC + 

k≠i
K dik|w( DkC,

TijC
′ � TijC + 

k≠i
K dik|w( TkjC,

(4)

where CAIij means the coverage area index of zone i for
transit center j, OiC means the total number of trips to the
central city from zone i, Dic means the total number of trips
from the central city to zone i, dik means the Euclidian
distance between the centroid of zones i and k, TijC means
the number of trips from zone i to the central city through
transit center j, TCji means the number of trips from the
central city to zone i through transit center j, and K(dik|w)

means the kernel density function with distance dik and
bandwidth w.

CAI is the ratio, so it has a value between 0 and 1. When
the value is close to 1, most travelers from the zone to the
central city transfer to city transit at the center.,is indicates
that the zone is in the area covered by the transit center.
When the index is close to 0, almost none of trips from the
zone to the central city passed through the transit center. If
the central city is big enough to have more than one transit
center, the index can be measured individually for each
transit center.

We employ the two methods for network evaluation,
which are network centrality and kernel density function. To
evaluate the transit center, betweenness centrality is used to
define the geographical location from other zones, and
kernel density function is applied to catch the effective area
from the transit center. While betweenness centrality is
focused on one zone or node, CAI considers the trips be-
tween transit center and destination compared to other
transit centers. It is shown that comparing equations (1) and
(3), betweenness centrality is defined as CB(i) and CAI is
defined as CAIij. ,is characteristic gives CAI a unique
usage that not only evaluates transit centers but also tests
transit network of each zone with spatial distribution of CAI.

2.5. Evaluation of CAI Compared to Accessibility Index.
,e CAI usage was evaluated by the contrast of the CAI and
the accessibility measure presented in the previous study.
,e accessibility measure used in the study was defined as
the product of attractiveness at destinations and friction
between zones and destinations. ,is interpretation came
from the demand forecasting model with socioeconomic
conditions and transit networks [15], using parameters and
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Figure 1: An expanded concept of a coverage area of the transit center.
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variables from Sacramento, CA [28]. Because this study was
focused on Seoul, Korea, to reflect local characteristics, the
parameters and variables from Korea’s national demand
forecasting model were used [29]. ,e model was derived

from a national survey and used a gravity model to forecast.
To calculate TAwith themodel, some of the variables needed
to be modified while maintaining the TA’s fundamental
meaning. ,e definition of TA is

TAij � CATTj ∗ ZFRICij ,

CATTj � 2.296∗EMPj + 0.536∗ POPj + 0.443∗EMPSj + 0.801∗ STUj,

ZFRICij �
0.1093∗MTD1.58808

ij ∗ exp −0.2437∗MTDij , if MTDij < 13.0 km,

2.4043∗MTD−0.73839
ij ∗ exp −0.0190∗MTDij , if MTDij > 13.0 km,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(5)

where TAij means the transit accessibility between zone i
and center j; CATTj means the attraction of the transit
center j; ZFRICij means the friction of access between zone i
and the center j, which was defined as a combined model;
EMPj means the total number of employers in the zone of
transit center j (people); POPj means the population of the
zone of transit center j (people); EMPSj means the total
number of people working in service in the zone of transit
center j (people); STUj means the total number of students
in the zone of transit center j (people); and MTDij means
median travel distance by transit between zones i and j.

3. Case Study

3.1. Data Description. Smart card data in the Seoul met-
ropolitan area were used to obtain public transit trip chain
data, and the data covered almost 99% of trips by public
transit in Seoul. Travelers’ boarding time and station, arrival
time and station, modes used, the number of transfers, a
unique ID for each smart card, and a transaction ID for each
trip chain are recorded because users have to tag their card
both when they get on and off transit modes in Seoul. With
appropriate treatment using the transaction ID recorded in
the data, all trip chains between the suburban area and Seoul
and locations they passed through can be obtained. In this
research, 180 million trip data for five weekdays (May 16–19
and May 22, 2017) were used. Data for 2.5 million trips
(2.33% of total trips) were not used because they did not
include arrival time and station. After treatment, 15.77
million trip chains were obtained between suburban areas
and Seoul.

Six transit centers were selected for the case study. ,ey
serve as the destinations for most of the regional express
buses from the Seoul suburban area because they are ac-
cessible to the highway, and they are connected to the metro
lines in Seoul.,ree of them (Gangnam, Sadang, and Jamsil)
are in the southern part of Seoul near the Gangnam business
district, subcenters of Seoul. ,e other three (Seoul Station,
Cheongnyangni, and Hapjeong) are near the central busi-
ness district, the historical downtown of Seoul, in Figure 2.

About two million travelers transferred their modes
from regional bus to the city bus and subway or vice versa at
the centers each day. An average number of trips between
each zone in the suburban area and Seoul was 4,526.5 per

day, and 13.8% of the total trips (626.8 trips per day for each
zone) passed through the transit centers. According to the
percentage of trips, it could be shown that the transit centers
were prominent in the regional transit network of Seoul. ,e
average travel time and the travel distance of trips through
the transit centers were 49.4 minutes and 26.9 km. ,e
average travel speed of trips through the transit centers was
faster than the speed of total trips between the suburban area
and Seoul. ,e basic statistics of the result of the data
treatment is shown in Table 1.

3.2. Effect of the Bandwidth of KDF on CAI. Stations often
were located near the boundaries of the zones, and such
stations only counted as one zone even though people from
neighboring zones used them. In addition to this, smart card
data might not reflect the actual origin of the trip because
people often cross the neighboring zone of their origin to
access transit modes.,is effect was adjusted by applying the
neighborhood effect with KDF when aggregating discrete
smart card data to spatial zones.

,e median distance between centroids of neighbor
zones in the study area is 2.1 km, and the average zone size is
16 km2. We assumed that people would not cross more than
one zone to access transit. Sensitivity analysis on the
bandwidth was conducted based on value of 2 km. ,e
bandwidth of 0 km—without KDF, 2 km, and 5 kmwas used.
,emeasured result of CAI of Gangnam in part of the region
is shown in Figure 3. Without applying KDF, some adjacent
zones had significant differences in CAI. When the band-
width of the kernel function was 5 km, the index flattened in
a large area, and the power of adjacent zones increased. ,is
resulted in smaller differences in the index between adjacent
zones.

According to the sensitivity analysis, the proper band-
width of KDF depends on the purpose of the evaluation.
Short bandwidth is suitable for observing the differences in a
small view, such as the zone level. Conversely, long band-
width is suitable for observing differences in a broad view,
such as the regional or in-county levels. In this study, we
used 2 km for the bandwidth to observe a difference between
adjacent zones because we wanted to compare the difference
in CAI in zone level.
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3.3. Coverage Area of Transit Center Using CAI. ,e overall
coverage area of each transit center is shown in Figure 4.,e
coverage area was defined as the zone in which the biggest
CAI value was bigger than 0.05 and had more than 100 trips
to Seoul. Sadang covered the area in the southwest part of the
Seoul suburban area. ,e CAI for Sadang had the highest
value of 0.922 at Jangan.,is indicates that 92.2% of the trips
from the Jangan zone to Seoul passed through the Sadang
transit center. ,e Gangnam transit center is close to the

most important highway in Seoul, and it is the transit center
that is closest to the Gangnam district. ,ese characteristics
of the location led to the broad area that it covers.
Cheongnyangni and Jamsil are located in the eastern part of
Seoul, so their coverage areas are shown in the eastern part of
suburban Seoul. Seoul Station and Hapjeong covered the
west part of Seoul suburban area, but CAIs of each zone to
them were smaller than the value of other centers. ,is
tendency means that Seoul Station and Hapjeong were not

Table 1: Basic statistics of the obtained trip chain data between suburban zones and Seoul.

Division Total # of trips # of regional bus lines Travel time (min) Distance (km) Travel speed (km/h)
Total (697 zones) 15,775,018 51.4 23.0 26.8
Trips through the transit centers 2,184,397 49.4 26.9 32.7
Gangnam 741,220 59 50.9 30.3 35.7
Jamsil 389,536 35 45.4 23.3 30.8
Sadang 442,237 15 39.7 23.0 34.8
Seoul Station 367,146 34 58.7 29.6 30.3
Cheongnyangni 114,217 17 63.6 26.6 25.1
Hapjeong 130,041 18 47.8 24.4 30.6

Seoul city area
Transit centers

(a)

Subway lines
Business districts

CheongnyangniCentral business district

Seoul station

Hapjeong

Jamsil

Gangnam business districtGangnamSadang

(b)

Figure 2: Study area: (a) outline of the Seoul metropolitan area; (b) transit centers used in the analysis.

Without KDF Bandwidth 2km Bandwidth 5km

Transit center
Coverage area index 0.289 – 0.491

0.000 – 0.057
0.491 – 0.689

0.148 – 0.2890.057 – 0.148

Figure 3: Effect of kernel bandwidth to CAI of Gangnam in the southern part of the Seoul suburban area.
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functional as other centers and less important than other
centers.

Seoul Station and Gangnam show the most significant
difference in the public transportation network. As shown in
Figure 5, they had a similar distribution of TA, and they both
located in major business districts of Seoul, but their CAI
was very different from the centers. Gangnam had a highly
concentrated CAI in the southern part of Seoul. It means
that the transit network in the southern part of Seoul had a
hub-and-spoke structure centering on Gangnam. In con-
trast, the coverage of Seoul Station located in both southern
and northwestern parts of Seoul and CAI values of the area
was low. It means that Seoul Station was connected to the
board part of the Seoul metropolitan area, but the power of
the center was not strong enough to constitute the hub-and-
spoke structure transit network. ,rough this analysis, we
could discuss that transit lines connecting Seoul Station and
the southern part of Seoul should be adjusted to connecting
the center and northeastern part of Seoul to achieve the
effective hub-and-spoke structure of transit network cen-
tering Seoul Station. In terms of transit in downtown, it is
necessary to examine whether travelers arriving at Seoul
Station from a suburban area can travel to other parts of the
city adequately.

Consequently, CAI can identify transit centers with not
enough power as a hub in a hub-and-spoke structure; it
means the functionality of the transit center in the overall
network would not be sufficient. With Figure 4, three centers
with a lower CAI over their own coverage—Seoul Station,
Hapjeong, Cheongnyangni—would correspond to the case.
,e centers should be upgraded to be attractive to travelers,
such as speeding up regional buses with bus rapid transit or

making a convenient environment to transfer with a high-
quality in-door bus shelter and information system.

From a broad perspective rather than an individual
center, the coverage zones’ CAI of the transit centers in the
central business district (Seoul Station, Hapjeong, and
Cheongnyangni) were smaller than the index of the centers
in Gangnam district (Sadang, Jamsil, and Gangnam). We
can infer that the transit network near the central business
district was not forming a hub-and-spoke structure.
,erefore, to make the transit network of the district effi-
cient, it can be considered that the government should
reform the transit network or transit centers of the district to
forming a hub-and-spoke structure.

3.4. Evaluation of Index Performance. We compared CAI
and TA for three centers—Sadang, Gangnam, and Seoul
Station—of total six centers. Sadang was a hub that performs
well, and it had a well-defined coverage. Gangnam and Seoul
Station were located in two different subcenters of Seoul.
,ey had a similar distribution of TA, but their CAI shows
the difference between the two hubs. ,e trend shown in
Figure 5 indicated a significant difference between CAI and
TA. ,ere were some core zones in the suburban area with
high CAI values, but CAI decreased rapidly when the dis-
tance from the core increased. TA was shown to have its
highest value near the central city, and it decreased slowly as
the distance from the central city increased. ,e reason for
this difference in trends was that the friction of the TA index
was affected strongly by the Euclidian distance from the
transit center. In contrast, CAI was not strongly affected by
the distance between the zone and the central city. Due to

Seoul station

Code Zone

Shinhyeon

CAI

SE-1

SE-2

SE-3

Unseo

Munsan

0.173

0.158

0.101

Hapjeong

Code Zone

Tanhyeon

CAI

H-1

H-2

H-3

Papyeong

Seoknam 2

0.229

0.222

0.177

Sadang

Code Zone

Jangan

CAI

SA-1

SA-2

SA-3

Ujung

Namyang

0.922

0.919

0.917

Cheongnyangni

Code Zone

Ha

CAI

C-1

C-2

C-3

Gunnae

Sang

0.371

0.227

0.225

Jamsil

Code Zone

Pyungnae

CAI

J-1

J-2

J-3

Sudong

Hwado

0.513

0.500

0.485

Gangnam

Code Zone

Joongang

CAI

N-1

N-2

N-3

Daeone

Giheung

0.679

0.653

0.645

Figure 4: Areas influenced by each center and the three regions in each center that have the highest indices.
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Figure 5: Continued.
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CAI’s definition, the ratio of the number of trips was not
affected directly by the distance.

,is result showed the contribution of CAI. Almost all
zones near the central city are connected to city transit.
Travelers from those zones do not have to transfer at the
transit centers. Zones connected to a transit center with a
regional express bus line would have high CAI to the center
and would be affected significantly by the center’s renova-
tion even though they are far from the city. If the bus line
were terminated, the level of service would decrease dra-
matically. ,is kind of spatial dependency analysis can offer
new motives and insights into planners and operators. ,e
CAI and other accessibility indices, such as TA, have
complementary relationships.

4. Discussion

4.1. Measure of Transit Supply and User Preference. A zone
with high CAI of a transit center means a high percentage of
travelers between the zone and the central city was inte-
grated at the center. Except for the case where the total
number of trips was small, a route passing through the center
was the route most preferred by travelers when they chose a
route between the zone and the city. ,is means that the
zone is connected to the center with a high level of regional
services, such as an express bus line in the case of Seoul. If a
zone has a small CAI of a transit center, travelers from the
zone to the city will transfer to city transit at another center

or out of the city. ,e latter case implements a longer trip by
slower transit modes, such as the metro or a city bus.

Observing the result of CAI with the existing regional
transit network, especially the main corridor of express bus
lines, it was apparent why the index is what it is. Figure 6
shows that the zones with high CAI were connected closely
to existing express bus routes. Figure 6(a) shows that zones
in the southwestern part of the study area had a high CAI to
Sadang, i.e., 0.92. ,ey were connected to Seoul by express
bus lines to Sadang. Many express lines used highways, so
they were regarded as the coverage of Sadang. Figure 6(b)
shows that the Gangnam transit center had a broad coverage
in the southern part of the study area because Gangnam was
the nearest transit center to the Gyungbu Expressway, a
central corridor in the Seoul metropolitan area.

Accordingly, CAI can identify transit centers with too
broad coverage that can cause overcrowding of travelers and
vehicles in the center. For example, Gangnam of Seoul had
extensive coverage in the southern part of Seoul, as seen in
Figure 6(b). Contrarily, Jamsil did not adequately cover the
southeastern part of the area in Figure 6(c). In another view,
the coverage area of Sadang was too dependent on one
transit center, as seen in Figure 6(a). If there are severe
incidents on the road to Sadang, the areas would be isolated.
,e government should have other options to connect the
area to Seoul with other routes or modes. ,is observation
can suggest a solution for overcrowding in Gangnam, such
as changing the destinations of regional buses from the

0.40 – 0.60

0.00 – 0.03

0.60 – 1.00

0.05 – 0.20
0.20 – 0.40

0.03 – 0.05

CAI

(e)

2.40 – 3.50

0.00 – 0.35

3.50 – 5.00

1.00 – 1.50
1.50 – 2.40

0.35 – 1.00

TA

(f)

Figure 5: Comparison between CAI and TA of three transit centers: (a) CAI of Sadang; (b) TA of Sadang; (c) CAI of Gangnam; (d) TA of
Gangnam; (e) CAI of Seoul Station; (f ) TA of Seoul Station.
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Figure 6: A result of CAI with regional transportation (bus routes and highway): (a) Sadang; (b) Gangnam; (c) Jamsil.
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zones to Jamsil. With a proper supply of express bus lines,
trips from the zones to the central city can be dispersed.

4.2. Connectivity between the Centers and Suburban Area.
,e CAIs also can be used to evaluate the regional transit in
suburban zones by obtaining the sum of the CAIs for all six
centers (CAISUMs). If the CAISUMs of a zone are small,
it indicates that the zone is connected to the downtown
through another transit center or that there is no ad-
vanced regional transit connection to the transit centers,
meaning that the transit of the zone does not form hub-
and-spoke structure to downtown. To distinguish be-
tween the two cases, the CAISUMs of a zone should be
compared with the CAISUMs of the neighboring zones.
When a zone and its neighboring zones together have
small CAISUMs, it can be inferred that all of them are
connected to other centers. So, comparing the CAISUM
of a zone with those of its neighboring zones can be used
to identify where the structure of the transit network is
inefficient.

Figure 7 shows differences in the CAISUM of a zone and
the CAISUMs of the neighboring zones. We used various
bandwidths of KDFs to compare the CAISUMs. Differences
in the CAISUMwith bandwidths of 2, 5, and 10 km can show
the difference in the CAISUM compared to adjusting the
zones with a number. If a zone has a positive value of the
difference, it had a smaller CAISUM than neighboring
zones. When the railroad passes zones, the CAISUMs of the
zones were calculated to be a small value. ,e zones were
observed as having a lack of regional transit because trips
from the zones to the central city by railway did not require
transferring at the transit center, and the transfer between
metro lines is not counted in the smart card data. ,e
contribution of this analysis can be derived from the dotted
boxes in Figure 7. ,ese zones had lower CAISUMs than the

neighboring zones because they did not have any railways or
bus routes connecting to the transit centers. Trips between
the zones and the city were on city transit, which had a low
level of service and not forming hub-and-spoke structure
through transit centers. ,e contrast between Figures 7(a)
and 7(b) was the size of the view. Figure 7(a) was suitable for
finding the zone with an inefficient transit network in the
individual zone level, and Figure 7(b) was suitable for
finding the zones at the county level.

With this approach, TAZs with an insufficient service of
regional transit would be identified. Travelers from the zones
would experience low speed and a poor environment for
transfer when they travel to downtown. ,e government
should supply a regional express bus from the zones to
existing transit centers. If the area’s transit demand is too big
to handle in the centers, opening a new transit center to
connect subway and city buses with regional transit should
be considered.

5. Conclusion

In this research, the concept of coverage was expanded to
evaluate the integration and coordination of multimodal
public transit system. ,e coverage area index (CAI) was
defined as the ratio of the number of trips through the transit
center to the total number of trips from the zones to the
central city. Smart card data were used to conduct the case
study, and the kernel density function was applied to ag-
gregate the point-to-point origin-destination data into
zones. Six transit centers that connect Seoul and the
southern part of Seoul metropolitan area were selected to
measure the CAIs. ,e peak value of CAI varied between the
centers, from 0.173 for Seoul Station up to 0.92 for Sadang.
CAI can be used to compare the importance of transit
centers, to measure transit supply and travelers’ preference
and evaluate whether transit from a suburban zone to the

0.00 – 0.01

–0.55 – –0.02

0.01 – 0.02
0.02 – 0.38

–0.01 – 0.00
–0.02 – –0.01

Difference in CAISUM

Bus route
Railway
Highway

(a)

0.00 – 0.01

–0.59 – –0.04

0.01 – 0.03
0.03 – 0.65

–0.01 – 0.00
–0.04 – –0.01

Difference in CAISUM

Bus route
Railway
Highway

(b)

Figure 7: A difference in the CAISUMs between neighboring zones with regional transits (express bus routes and railway): (a) compared
with zones in 5 km; (b) compared with zones in 10 km.
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central city was integrated into intercity transit network of
the city.

Transit centers have the role of integrating transit modes
between downtown and the suburban area in the complicated
hub-and-spoke transit network in big cities. Some researchers
have considered the effectiveness, connectivity, and accessibility
of the transit centers, but they have rarely dealt with the in-
tegration or coordination of the overall transit network. We
developed CAI using the concept of betweenness centrality to
evaluate the role of the centers. With the CAI, a dependence of
suburban areas on the centers could be visualized. By com-
paring CAI and TA, we were able to evaluate CAI having the
independence of the distance from the city center. Since only
OD trip data were needed to measure CAI, it was not necessary
to directly compare the various alternative routes and modes.
,e characteristics of CAI had advantages when transit net-
works are too complicated to analyze in the metropolitan area.

CAI could be used for three purposes: finding coverage
of transit centers, measuring transit supply, and measuring
connections between the centers and suburban areas. With
the coverage of each center, we could find incompetent
centers that had narrow and vague coverage. It meant that
they could not function well as a hub, so the centers should
be more attractive to travelers. With the measured supply of
regional transit, alternative routes to solve overcrowding
problems of centers were implicated. With the measured
connection, areas with insufficient supplies of regional
transit were identified, and strategies to improve the con-
nection in the areas were suggested.

Given our conclusions and observations, future research
should take into account the rarity of Seoul’s smart card
dataset, which provided the trip chain data we used that
included the exact boarding and alighting stations for trips.
,e definitions suggested for coverage and CAI can be
applied to other types of trip data, such as the ODmatrix and
transit ridership data. However, these characteristics could
be limitations of the index because the index could not be
used to test scenarios in the planning level due to the absence
of future trip data. It can be further work to use the index
with predicted future trip data. By expanding the index with
the data, potential coverage areas that travelers can be users
of a transit center can be identified. ,is result would be
helpful for planners of a transit center and a transit network.
In future research, analysis of coverage of transit centers
could be assigned to different metropolitan areas to identify
zones that have inadequate regional transit. It can be further
work to use the index with the data of predicted future trips.
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Counting of passengers entering and exiting means of transport is one of the basic functionalities of passenger flow monitoring
systems. Exact numbers of passengers are important in areas such as public transport surveillance, passenger flow prediction,
transport planning, and transport vehicle load monitoring. To allow mass utilization of passenger flow monitoring systems, their
cost must be low. As the overall price is mainly given by prices of the used sensor and processing unit, we propose the utilization of
a visible spectrum camera and data processing algorithms of low time complexity to ensure a low price of the final product. To
guarantee the anonymity of passengers, we suggest orthogonal scanning of a scene. As the precision of the counting is relevantly
influenced by the precision of passenger recognition, we focus on the development of an appropriate recognition method. We
present two opposite approaches which can be used for the passenger recognition inmeans of transport with and without entrance
steps, or with split level flooring. +e first approach is the utilization of an appropriate convolutional neural network (ConvNet),
which is currently the prevailing approach in computer vision. +e second approach is the utilization of histograms of oriented
gradients (HOG) features in combination with a support vector machine classifier. +is approach is a representative of classical
methods. We study both approaches in terms of practical applications, where real-time processing of data is one of the basic
assumptions. Specifically, we examine classification performance and time complexity of the approaches for various topologies
and settings, respectively. For this purpose, we form and make publicly available a large-scale, class-balanced dataset of labelled
RGB images. We demonstrate that, compared to ConvNets, the HOG-based passenger recognition is more suitable for practical
applications. For an appropriate setting, it defeats the ConvNets in terms of time complexity while keeping excellent classification
performance. To allow verification of theoretical findings, we construct an engineering prototype of the system.

1. Introduction

In passenger transport, person flow monitoring has an in-
dispensable importance. In some areas of public transport,
passenger flow monitoring systems are employed to auto-
mate this task. One of the basic measures, which must be
provided by the system, is the number of transported
passengers. A precise counting of passengers entering and
exiting means of transport has a positive effect on public
transport surveillance, passenger flow prediction, transport
planning, transport vehicle load monitoring, station control
and management, and cost optimization [1, 2].

To ensure a robust and precise counting of passengers in
real time, a passenger flowmonitoring systemmust be based

on an appropriate imaging system and data processing al-
gorithms. In order to allow a mass deployment of such a
monitoring system, a low-cost final solution is equally
important. +e solution should also meet legal requirements
where passenger anonymity is of great importance. Spe-
cifically, identification of individuals according to their faces
must be avoided.

+e imaging system must ensure the acquisition and
processing of data, i.e., its basic components are a sensor and
a processing unit. In order to develop an inexpensive so-
lution, low price of both components is crucial. While the
lower price limit of the processing unit is mainly given by the
complexities of used data processing algorithms, the lower
price limit of the sensor is given by the used sensing
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technology. Radar sensors [3], laser scanners [4], 3D laser
scanners [5], or infrared sensors [6] are applicable for the
counting of passengers. All these sensors naturally guarantee
a high level of passenger anonymity. +eir main drawbacks
are high prices of the sensors and frequent errors in the
counting [7, 8]. For these reasons, cameras operating in the
visible spectrum of light are preferably used for the counting
of persons [9]. Conventional cameras (cameras operating at
wavelengths of visible light) are significantly cheaper,
compared to the previously mentioned sensors. +e cameras
can be combined with depth sensing devices [10]. +e fusion
of data can result in a more balanced trade-off between false
positives and false negatives [11]. On the other hand, the
depth sensing devices increase the final prices of sensors, i.e.,
utilization of a depth sensing device would increase the final
price of the imaging system.

+e automated counting of persons in a scene is usually
carried out in colour images or in sequences of colour
images. Many data processing algorithms aimed at precise
counting of persons in crowded scene images have been
presented [9]. Most of them are designed for overriding
installations of cameras. Cameras installed at public as well
as at private places usually look down on scenes from angles
that typically range between 40° and 80° (from the ground).
Considering low subject distances in transportation means
(a distance between a camera and a passenger), we conclude
that the anonymity of passengers is not guaranteed for such a
setup (i.e., data processing algorithms aimed at processing of
such images cannot be used for the counting of passengers).
Only orthogonally captured images (camera placed above a
scene, looking directly down on the scene) assure a high level
of passenger anonymity (Figure 1).

A data processing chain, aimed at counting of persons
in orthogonally captured images, is compounded of three
fundamental steps: person detection, multiperson tracking,
and person counting (Figure 2). In the first step, a pro-
cessed image is examined for the presence of persons. +e
following step is the tracking, where all persons detected
within the first step are matched with existing tracking
models of persons. In the case a person cannot be asso-
ciated with any existing model, a new tracking model is
initialized. +e last step of the chain is the counting. If a
person described by a tracking model leaves the scene,
which is usually defined by virtual lines, counting is trig-
gered [11]. Naturally, an integral part of this data pro-
cessing chain is an algorithm which splits video data
provided by a camera into individual images.

Accuracy and time complexity of the data processing
chain is primarily given by accuracy and time complexity of
the person detection. Person detection is a process of lo-
cation and recognition of persons in images. Within this
process, possible locations of persons (regions) are proposed
using an appropriate technique. +e regions determine
candidate object images, which are classified using an ap-
propriate object recognition system. +e proposition of
regions can be carried out using an exhaustive method such
as a sliding window [12] or using an advanced time-efficient
method such as a selective search algorithm [13]. In modern
object detection systems, both the location and the

recognition are carried out by a single deep neural network
[14–16]. +ese systems are characterized by high detection
accuracy but high time complexity.

As the analysis shows, a low-cost passenger counting
system should be based on a conventional camera (due to
low prices of visible light cameras). In order to guarantee the
anonymity of passengers, the camera must be placed above a
scene, looking directly down on the scene. For the data
processing, methods capable of processing orthogonally
captured images must be used. +e resulting data processing
chain must be robust and precise. To keep the low-cost
requirement, the time complexity of the methods should be
as low as possible. From this perspective, the detection of
passengers seems to be the weak link in the chain.

As the time complexity of the single deep neural network
detectors is high [14–16], we tend to implement a passenger
detector as a two-stage system. When using a robust and
time-efficient region proposal method such as selective
search algorithm [13], the accuracy and computational
complexity of the detector is mainly given by a used object
recognition method. In colour images, the recognition of
persons typically relies on optical flow features [11, 17, 18].
An alternative approach to the detection of persons is the
detection of their heads and shoulders [19]; however, a head
itself can provide a strong feature due to its almost circular
shape. +e counting of heads is typically used by counting of
persons in dense crowd images [20, 21]. Recognition of
heads in orthogonally captured images can also rely on the
optic flow analysis [22]. +e main disadvantages of optic
flow-based methods are their high computational com-
plexity and noise sensitivity [23].

Considering the importance of passenger recognition for
their counting, we focus on the development of a price-
competitive and time-efficient object recognition system. As
the system is aimed at recognition of passengers, we name it
“the passenger recognition system.” As the trend in object
recognition is still clearly heading towards convolutional
neural networks (ConvNets) [24, 25], we examine the
performance of ConvNets for passenger recognition. Usu-
ally, ConvNet-based object recognition systems have good
classification performance, but their time complexity is
typically high. For this reason, we propose a competitive
approach which is based on histograms of oriented gradients
(HOG) features [26] and on a support vector machine
(SVM) classifier. For an appropriate setting of parameters,
HOG-based object recognition can have good classification
performance while keeping low time complexity [27].

Recognition of passengers in orthogonally captured
images using the HOG features and the SVM classifier, based
on object images which comprise of heads and shoulders of
passengers, has proven useful in scenes without height
differences [19]. Modern public means of transport are
increasingly low-floor (i.e., there is no or negligible height
difference in the area of a doorway), but a substantial part of
operated buses, trams, trains, and trolleybuses are high-floor
[28–30]. Considering this fact, we conclude that the ro-
bustness of the HOG-based passenger recognition system
must be verified in the context of variable distances between
a camera lens and passenger heads.We also consider that the
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time complexity of the system can be reduced once the object
image contains only the heads of the passengers (omitting
the shoulders will result in smaller object images and
consequently reduce data processing time). We deduce the
suitability of such an approach from remarkable results of
HOG-based object recognition systems on similar tasks, e.g.,
for grape detection [31, 32] (see Figure 3; the round shape of
grapes is similar to the shape of heads).

Within this article, we study the classification perfor-
mances and time complexities of passenger recognition
systems. +e systems are aimed at recognition of passengers
in orthogonally captured images, where the recognition
quality is not adversely affected by the variable distance
between the passenger and camera sensor. +e passenger
recognition systems are based either on ConvNets or on
HOG features. Both approaches rely on the detection of
heads. In the case of ConvNet-based systems, we consider
ConvNets of various topologies. In the case of the HOG-
based system, we examine various settings of parameters.
We validate the theoretical results in a real-world applica-
tion. For this purpose, we develop an engineering prototype
of the system.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Engineering Prototype of the System. Two basic com-
ponents of the system are the sensor and the processing unit
(Figure 4). In our case, we use an industrial colour camera
Basler acA2500-60uc [34] as the sensor.+e camera is placed
in ameans of transport, at the ceiling near a door.+e optical
axis of the camera is perpendicular to the vehicle floor.
Considering the construction of means of transport, we
expect the average subject distances to be from 0.2m to 1m.
+e camera should monitor an area of about 2.4m× 2.0m.
With respect to these parameters, we equipped the camera
with a Computar M3514-MP lens [35]. +e output of the
camera (i.e., the input of the data processing chain) is a
sequence of RGB images.

We use the prototype for a data collection as well as for
the validation of the proposed recognition methods, i.e., the
prototype must be capable of processing acquired images in
real time. In order to allow testing of all proposed solutions
(including solutions based on ConvNets), we use a single-
board computer VOB-P3310. It offers an NVIDIA Tegra X2
(2.0GHz, 6 cores) CPU together with 8GB RAM and it

Figure 1: Examples of images orthogonally captured in a tram. Identification of persons in the images according to their faces is implausible.
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Figure 2: Overall diagram of a person counting system.+e system processes images streamed by a monocular camera. Each image is firstly
examined for a presence of persons. Positive samples are then associated with existing tracking models of persons. If sample is not associated
with any existing model, a new model is initialized. If a tracking model leaves scene, which is defined by virtual lines, counting is triggered.
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provides wide communication possibilities (USB 2.0, 3.0,
SATA, WiFi) [36].

2.2. Passenger Recognition. Candidate object images may or
may not contain complete heads of passengers (Figure 5).
According to this criterion, the images are classified either as
“head” or “not head” by a passenger recognition system.
Inputs of the recognition system are sized normalized RGB
object images of dimensions 51 × 51 pixels ([51, 51] px). Its
outputs are labels of the images, where labels “head” and
“not head” are allowed.

2.2.1. Passenger Recognition Based on ConvNets. In terms of
classification accuracy, the state-of-the-art object recogni-
tion systems are based on one of the successful deep
ConvNet architectures [37]. Mostly, they process raw image
data (i.e., no image preprocessing is usually carried out).
+ey consist of multiple layers arranged in a feed-forward
manner. Upper and lower level layers ensure feature ex-
traction and classification of object images, respectively. +e

feature extraction is usually carried out using convolutional
and pooling layers, where the convolutional layers are
typically combined with a ReLU activation function. +e
classification is generally ensured by a softmax activation
function.+e function processes data at the output of the last
network layer, where a fully connected layer is placed. +e
number of neurons of this layer corresponds to the number
of object classes [38].+emain drawback of the state-of-the-
art deep ConvNet architectures is their high computational
demands.

+e passenger recognition can be simply implemented as
a ConvNet of an appropriate architecture, where the net-
work ensures both feature extraction and classification
(Figure 6). As a low time complexity of the system is crucial,
we test the performance of five ConvNet architectures of
different complexities.

+e simplest architecture, Net1, consists of one con-
volutional layer (32 filters with 3 × 3 px kernels), one max-
pooling layer (2 × 2 px nonoverlapping pools), and two fully
connected layers of 512 and 2 neurons, respectively. +e
classification is carried out using the softmax function. In the

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Comparison of head (three images in (a)) and grape images (three images in (b)). For each category, we provide an original RGB
image, an image obtained by filtering of the RGB image using the Canny edge detector [33], and gradients obtained using a HOG descriptor
[26], respectively.

Communication
with parent

control system Processing
unit

Virtual line Virtual line

2.0m

Monocular
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Figure 4: Architecture of person flow monitoring system (side view). Crossing space between lines causes person to be counted.
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second simplest architecture, Net2, we replace the con-
volutional and the max-pooling layers by the sequence of
layers: convolutional layer (32, 3 × 3) + convolutional layer
(32, 3 × 3) +max-pooling layer + convolutional layer (64,
3 × 3) + convolutional layer (64, 3 × 3) +max-pooling layer,
where 2 × 2 px nonoverlapping pools are used at both
pooling layers. In both networks, we use ReLU activation
functions at the convolution and fully connected layers. To
reduce overfitting, we place dropout layers after each max-
pooling layer and after the first fully connected layers in both
networks. +e dropout rate is 25% and 50% for the max-
pooling and the fully connected layers, respectively.

+e remaining three architectures studied within this
article are the well-known LeNet-5 [39, 40], AlexNet [41],
and VGG-16 net [42]. +e networks are ordered according
to their complexities. +e LeNet-5 is the pioneering Con-
vNet of a relatively simple architecture. AlexNet is probably
the most cited deep ConvNet with a huge number of in-
dustrial and engineering applications. VGG-16 is a repre-
sentative of very deep ConvNets. As it consists of only 13 and
3 convolutional and fully connected layers, respectively, the
real-time processing of data by VGG-16 implemented in the
engineering prototype (Section 2.1) is still possible.

We train all the networks from scratch with initial
weights set randomly with normal distribution (mean� 0,
standard deviation� 0.05). In addition, we use transfer
learning (TL) for AlexNet and VGG-16 in order to test the
possibility of better performance [41, 42]. For both archi-
tectures, we fine-tune the last three layers of the pretrained
networks.

Due to a stochastic character of the training process, we
repeat the training a hundred times for each network and
training strategy. For each training, we randomly split up a
training set into training and validation subsets at the ratio 85 :
15. For each training subset, we run the training in a batch
mode for 100 epochs with batches of 32 images. We randomly
shuffle data in training subsets for each epoch. We use an
ADAM optimizer [43] with initial learning rate setup at 10−3

and exponential decay rates for the first and second moment
estimates setup at 0.9 and 0.999, respectively. +e optimizer
and setting of the hyperparameters are the results of a pilot
study. We minimize a binary cross-entropy function:

EConvNet � −
1
n



n

j�1
yj ln yj  + 1 − yj ln 1 − yj  , (1)

where n is the number of images in the training subset and yj

and yj are an actual and a predicted class of the j-th object
image, respectively. We validate each such trained network
on the corresponding validation subset using the cross-
entropy function (1).

2.2.2. Passenger Recognition Based on HOG and SVM.
Herein, we present a passenger recognition system devel-
oped using traditional computer vision techniques. A vision
pipeline of the system consists of three successive steps:
image preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification
(Figure 7). For the feature extraction and classification, we
use the HOG descriptor and SVM classifier, respectively. In
order to reduce the time complexity of the system, we
convert input RGB images to the grayscale format within the
image preprocessing. +e conversion is carried out
according to the ITU-R recommendation BT.601 [44]. +e
second step of the preprocessing is the unity-based nor-
malization of the grayscale images [31].

+e HOG descriptor encodes local shape information
from regions within an image into a feature vector [26]. +e
descriptor has five parameters: number of bins, orientation
binning, size of cells (in pixels), number of cells in blocks,
and number of overlapping cells between adjacent blocks. As
the size of cells significantly influences the final performance
of image recognition systems [27] (Figure 8), we study the

ClassConvolutional
neural network

Object
image

Feature extraction + classifier

Figure 6: Vision pipeline of the passenger recognition systems
based on ConvNets.

Figure 5: Detection of passengers in orthogonally acquired video data. Candidate object images proposed by a search algorithm (yellow
rectangles) are tested. Some of them are classified as “head” (red rectangles), which represents the locations of passengers.
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influence of this parameter on the classification performance
of the HOG-based passenger recognition system. Specifi-
cally, we consider cells of sizes [6, 6], [8, 8], . . . , [16, 16] px.
For the remaining parameters, we use a conservative setting
which has proven to be efficient: linear gradient voting into 9
bins linearly spread over 0 to 180 degrees, blocks of 2 × 2
cells, and 1 overlapping cell between adjacent blocks in both
directions.

Training of the SVM classifier is an optimization
problem which searches for a hyperplane with a maximal
margin from the training data [45]. In the case that the data
is not linearly separable, the data must be transformed into a
linearly separable problem using an appropriate kernel
function. For strongly nonlinear problems, selection of the
kernel function is crucial. Considering this fact, we test the
influence of various kernels on the performance of the
HOG-based passenger recognition system. Specifically, we
focus on the well-established linear, Gaussian radial basis
function (RBF), and polynomial kernel functions (we use
polynomial kernel with order equal to 2 and 3).

Performances of SVM classifiers are also influenced by
settings of their regularization constants. In the case that an
SVM classifier uses the RBF kernel, its performance is
further influenced by kernel width. In a pilot study, we have
found setting of the regularization constant at 1 to be op-
timal. We use a subsampling-based heuristic procedure to
find the optimal setting of the kernel width.

As classification performances of classifiers strongly
depend on the composition of training sets, we search for a
setting ensuring the best performance of the HOG-based
passenger recognition system.We carry out the search in the
manner described in Section 2.2.1. Specifically, we randomly
split up the training set into training and validation subsets
at the ratio 85 :15, and we train and validate the system on

the subsets. We repeat the training-validation process a
hundred times for each possible combination of kernel
function and cell size. We carry out the validation on
corresponding validation subsets using a loss function that is
given as a sum of misclassified observations, i.e.,

ESVM � 
n

j�1
I yj ≠yj , (2)

where I ·{ } is the indicator function.

2.3. Evaluation of Passenger Recognition. Two key aspects of
the presented passenger recognition systems are their
classification performances and their time complexities. A
common practice of the evaluation of the classification
performance is calculation of accuracy over a testing set (a
dataset independent of the training set). For the classifica-
tion of images into categories “positive” and “negative,” the
accuracy is given as follows:

accuracy �
|TP| +|TN|

|TP| +|FP| +|TN| +|FN|
, (3)

where |TP| is the number of correctly classified positive
images, |FN| is the number of misclassified positive images,
|FP| is the number of misclassified negative images, and |TN|

is the number of correctly classified negative images.
To evaluate the classification performance comprehen-

sively, we use three additional measures [31, 46]:

precision �
|TP|

|TP| +|FP|
, (4)

recall �
|TP|

|TP| +|FN|
, (5)
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Figure 7: Vision pipeline of the passenger recognition system based on the HOG descriptor and on the SVM classifier. +e conversion
combined with the normalization is aimed at reducing of time complexity of the system.

Figure 8: From left to right: the original object image [51, 51] px and images with highlighted gradients of HOG features for cell of sizes [16,
16] px, [8, 8] px, and [6, 6] px, respectively. +e length of white abscissae is related to the gradients in the image.
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F1 − score �
2

recall−1 + precision−1. (6)

To evaluate the time complexities of the systems, we
measure times that the systems needed to process the testing
set. To keep the results independent on the used hardware,
we operate with a relative computational time. For the j-th
evaluated system, its relative computational time is given as
follows:

Tj �
tj

max t1, t2, . . . , tk 
× 100, (7)

where tj is time the j-th system needs to process the data and
k is the number of all evaluated systems.

We carry out the evaluation of passenger recognition
systems using the best models obtained within the training
process (see Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). In the case of Con-
vNet-based systems, we use for each architecture, the model
with the smallest value of the cost function (1) obtained by its
validation. In the case of the HOG-based system, we use for
each setting the model with the smallest value of the cost
function (2) obtained by its validation.

2.4. Training and Testing Sets. Quality and composition of
the training and testing sets conspicuously influence the
overall performance of object recognition systems in real-life
applications. Data included in the sets should reflect as many
aspects of the real situation as possible. Considering this fact,
we base the sets on video sequences acquired in the means of
public transport and similar public places under various
light conditions, using the engineering prototype.

A set of candidate object images generated by a search
algorithm from a frame is imbalanced (often highly) [12, 13]
with a predominance of images without complete heads
(Figure 5). As conventional SVMs are not suitable for the
imbalanced learning tasks [47], the training and testing sets
must be balanced to get unbiased results. Considering these
facts, we create the sets manually to ensure the balance of the
classes in the sets.

Specifically, we perform four distinct video recording
experiments. +ey are set to simulate the real situation as
well as to comprehend the architecture of the assumed
person flow monitoring system (see Figure 4). All the ex-
periments include stairs and a group of persons walking
under the acquisition sensor. Men, women, and children as
well as people with and without a head cover (hats, scarves,
caps, and hoods) are included. Since the used camera lens is
focused manually (once for each experiment), the acquired
frames show certain blurring according to the specific
distance between the object and the lens. We varied loca-
tions, lighting conditions, number of frames, mean distance
between persons DPP (mean distance between a subject and
two other nearest persons), and minimal and maximal
distances between a head and the sensor, minDHS and
maxDHS, in each experiment (Table 1).

We cut out and size normalize 6020 unique object
images from the video data (dimension of the normalized
images are [51, 51] px). We label the images according to the

presence/absence of heads (Figure 9). We mix and divide the
labelled images into the training and testing sets according to
Table 2. We make the sets publicly available at [48]. +e sets
contain large-scale class-balanced data which make them
universally applicable (the sets can be used to design any
classifier including classifiers, which are not suitable to be
trained with imbalanced training sets).

3. Results

3.1. Validation of Passenger Recognition Systems. We train
and validate each proposed architecture (ConvNet-based
system) and each setting (HOG-based system) a hundred
times. To show the validation results, we use box plots.
Results obtained for the systems based on ConvNets are
shown in Figure 10. +e central lines in the graphs are
medians of the loss function (1); the edges of the boxes are
25th and 75th percentiles; and the whiskers indicate the
variability outside the upper and lower quartiles. +e data
are grouped according to the architectures and training
strategies (x-axis).+e values on the y-axis correspond to the
loss function values.

Figure 11 shows validation results obtained for the
HOG-based passenger recognition system using the loss
function (2). We use a separate graph for each kernel
function. Data in the graphs are grouped according to the
sizes of cells. Outliers are symbolized using stars.

3.2. Classification Performance of Passenger Recognition
Systems. In Table 3, we summarize evaluation results ob-
tained from the testing set using the measures (3)–(6). +e
results are grouped into two sections according to the ap-
proach they are based on. +e best results obtained for each
measure are in bold for both approaches.

3.3. Time Complexities of Passenger Recognition Systems.
We display relative computational times (7) as a bar graph
(the lower chart in Figure 12), where the time and evaluated
systems are on the y- and x-axes, respectively. Above each
result, we display the F1-score (6) of the system as a bar
graph (the upper chart in Figure 12), where the F1-score and
evaluated systems are on the y- and x-axes, respectively.

4. Discussion

+e main objective of the presented work is comparison of
the two well-established object recognition approaches for
the passenger recognition task. As the evaluation results
(Table 3) show, for the cells of size [10, 10] px and the
polynomial kernel function of degree 3, the classification
performance of the HOG-based system slightly exceeds the
classification performance of ConvNet-based systems. For
this setting, the HOG-based system has the highest values of
all four measures.+e ConvNet-based systems show the best
results for only one measure at a time (aside from LeNet-5
with highest accuracy and F1-score). Except for recall, the
HOG-based system also exceeds the ConvNet-based systems
in sizes of the performance measure values. Further, for this
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Table 1: Parameters of the video recording experiments. For each experiment, a location, lighting conditions, number of frames, mean
distance between persons DPP, and minimal and maximal distances between a head and the sensor, minDHS and maxDHS, are specified.
Note that individual persons can be present in multiple frames in different positions.

Location Light No. of frames DPP minDHS maxDHS

Outdoors Ambient, strong 1720 0.00–0.50 1.2 1.6
Indoors Ambient, strong 1700 0.25–0.75 0.6 1.8
Indoors Ambient, weak 1400 0.25–0.75 0.4 1.4
Indoors Artificial, weak 1200 0.50–1.00 0.2 1.0

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Examples of object images in the sets. +e first three images (a) are labelled as “head” while the remaining three (b) are labelled as
“not head.”

Table 2: Dataset.

Set Training Testing
Class “Head” “Not head” “Head” “Not head”
No. of images 2008 2012 1000 1000

Net1 Net2 LeNet-5 AlexNet VGG-16 AlexNet (TL) VGG-16 (TL)

10–3

10–2

E C
N

N

Figure 10: Boxplot representation of loss function values (y-axis) obtained by validation of ConvNet-based passenger recognition systems.
Architectures of the ConvNets and training strategy are at x-axis (TL� transfer learning, otherwise, the network was trained from scratch).
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Figure 11: Boxplot representation of loss function values (y-axis) obtained by validation of the HOG-based passenger recognition system.
Results are displayed in separate graphs with respect to used kernel function. In each graph, the data are grouped according to the sizes of
cells (x-axis).

Table 3: Evaluation of classification performance of ConvNet-based (first section) and HOG-based (second section) passenger recognition
systems using the measures (3)–(6).

Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
Net1 0.949 0.950 0.948 0.949
Net2 0.953 0.947 0.961 0.954
LeNet-5 0.956 0.946 0.966 0.956
AlexNet 0.947 0.921 0.977 0.948
VGG_16 0.928 0.903 0.958 0.930
SVM with RBF kernel function, cell size [6, 6] px 0.949 0.957 0.941 0.949
SVM with linear kernel function, cell size [6, 6] px 0.939 0.947 0.931 0.939
SVM, polynomial degree� 2, cell size [6, 6] px 0.946 0.946 0.947 0.946
SVM, polynomial degree� 3, cell size [6, 6] px 0.953 0.953 0.947 0.950
SVM with RBF kernel function, cell size [8, 8] px 0.949 0.952 0.945 0.948
SVM with linear kernel function, cell size [8, 8] px 0.938 0.941 0.934 0.937
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Table 3: Continued.

Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score
SVM, polynomial degree� 2, cell size [8, 8] px 0.947 0.951 0.943 0.947
SVM, polynomial degree� 3, cell size [8, 8] px 0.948 0.949 0.946 0.948
SVM with RBF kernel function, cell size [10, 10] px 0.956 0.964 0.947 0.956
SVM with linear kernel function, cell size [10, 10] px 0.943 0.946 0.939 0.943
SVM, polynomial degree� 2, cell size [10, 10] px 0.947 0.947 0.948 0.948
SVM, polynomial degree� 3, cell size [10, 10] px 0.959 0.957 0.961 0.959
SVM with RBF kernel function, cell size [12, 12] px 0.953 0.956 0.948 0.952
SVM with linear kernel function, cell size [12, 12] px 0.935 0.939 0.930 0.934
SVM, polynomial degree� 2, cell size [12, 12] px 0.950 0.955 0.945 0.950
SVM, polynomial degree� 3, cell size [12, 12] px 0.950 0.957 0.942 0.949
SVM with RBF kernel function, cell size [14, 14] px 0.929 0.925 0.913 0.919
SVM with linear kernel function, cell size [14, 14] px 0.919 0.925 0.913 0.919
SVM, polynomial degree� 2, cell size [14, 14] px 0.929 0.936 0.922 0.929
SVM, polynomial degree� 3, cell size [14, 14] px 0.921 0.920 0.923 0.922
SVM with RBF kernel function, cell size [16, 16] px 0.952 0.955 0.949 0.952
SVM with linear kernel function, cell size [16, 16] px 0.942 0.949 0.934 0.941
SVM, polynomial degree� 2, cell size [16, 16] px 0.948 0.951 0.944 0.948
SVM, polynomial degree� 3, cell size [16, 16] px 0.943 0.943 0.943 0.943
Note: best results are in bold.
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Figure 12: Relative computational times of the passenger recognition systems in comparison with F1-score of each system.
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setting, the HOG-based system has significantly lower time
complexity when compared to the ConvNet-based systems
(Figure 12). Considering all these facts, we conclude that the
HOG-based passenger recognition system, with polynomial
kernel function of degree 3 and cells of size [10, 10] px, best
fits the requirements for implementation into the low-cost
automated real-time passenger counting system. +is is in
agreement with an earlier study of passenger recognition
without the height differential [19].

+e well-established ConvNets such as AlexNet and
VGG-16 are expected to be a good basis of object recognition
systems. As the validation results (Figure 10) show, they
feature good learning ability, resulting in small loss function
values. A similar ability can be observed for the AlexNet.
From this perspective, the proposed networks Net1 andNet2
seem to be insufficient. However, their classification per-
formance evaluated on the testing set (Table 3) is comparable
with AlexNet- and LeNet-5-based systems (there is no clear
winner among these four networks). Surprisingly, the VGG-
16-based system has the worst performance in the category
of the ConvNet-based systems. +e most likely explanation
of this phenomenon is a relatively high learning capacity of
VGG-16 (compared to the other presented architects) that
may cause overfitting on the head recognition task. Con-
sidering the high time complexity of VGG-16 (Figure 12), we
conclude that, despite expectations, VGG-16 is not appro-
priate for the passenger recognition.

We also investigated possible benefits of the transfer
learning by the training of ConvNet-based passenger rec-
ognition systems. We observe a lower variability in the cost
function values for the networks trained using TL, when
compared to the networks trained from scratch (Figure 10).
Also, the medians of the cost function values are shifted
towards smaller values for TL. We conclude that a model
with a low cost function value can be more likely obtained
using TL than by its training from scratch.

+e size of cells has been reported to be the seminal
parameter predetermining the performance of object rec-
ognition systems which are based on HOG features [27].+e
experimental results presented in this article confirm this
finding. An incorrect setting of the cell size results in inferior
classification (compare results obtained for cells of size [10,
10] px and [14, 14] px in Figure 11 and Table 3). Also, the
time complexity of the HOG-based system strongly depends
on the setting of this parameter (compare, e.g., results for
cells of size [6, 6] px and [10, 10] px in Figure 12).

5. Conclusions

Presently, deep ConvNets are usually considered as the first
choice when developing an image recognition system. We
established that image recognition systems with equally
good classification performances can be developed using
traditional computer vision methods. When appropriately
designed and setup, such systems can beat ConvNets-based
solutions in terms of time efficiency which is particularly
important in real-world applications. +is is also the case of
the HOG-based passenger recognition system, where the
utilization of HOG features in combination with the SVM

classifier can result in time-efficient and accurate passenger
recognition. In this context, we showed that passenger heads
are sufficient for the precise while fast passenger recognition.
We also showed that the HOG-based system is highly
flexible, as it can be employed in both low-floor and high-
floor means of transport. Its implementation into a pas-
senger monitoring system is being currently developed,
allowing us utilization of a basic processing unit. Cost
savings on the unit is reflected in the final price of the person
flow monitoring system and thus supports its mass use in
means of transport all over the world.
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Most early research on route choice behavior analysis relied on the data collected from the stated preference survey or through
small-scale experiments. )is manuscript focused on the understanding of commuters’ route choice behavior based on the
massive amount of trajectory data collected from occupied taxicabs. )e underlying assumption was that travel behavior of
occupied taxi drivers can be considered as no different than the well-experienced commuters. To this end, the DBSCAN algorithm
and Akaike information criterion (AIC) were first used to classify trips into different categories based on the trip length. Next, a
total of 9 explanatory variables were defined to describe the route choice behavior, and and the path size (PS) logit model was then
built, which avoided the invalid assumption of independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) in the commonly seen multinomial
logit (MNL) model. )e taxi trajectory data from over 11,000 taxicabs in Xi’an, China, with 40 million trajectory records each day
were used in the case study. )e results confirmed that commuters’ route choice behavior are heterogenous for trips with varying
distances and that considering such heterogeneity in the modeling process would better explain commuters’ route choice
behaviors, when compared with the traditional MNL model.

1. Introduction

Analysis of the routing choice behavior provides theoretical
support for route guidance and traffic assignment. Most
early research studies on route choice behavior were based
on the data collected from stated preference (SP) surveys or
through small-scale experiments that were usually limited in
data size or number of participants. In the modeling process,
discrete choice models especially logit models were com-
monly used. )e differences among these models were
mainly reflected in the differences of data set, explanatory
variables, or the model structure. For example, McFadden
and Reid applied logit models to travel behavior analysis [1].
After that, based on the hypothesis that the random term of
route utility function follows the Gumbel distribution, Dial
constructed a discrete multinomial logit (MNL) model for
multimode selection [2, 3]. In order to address the

independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) issue of the
MNL model, various modified models were proposed, such
as the C-logit model and PS-logit model [4, 5], which were
built by adding a modification term in the utility function to
characterize the interactions among different routes. In
addition, according to the generalized extreme value (GEV)
theorem proposed by McFadden, some researchers pro-
posed CNL and PCL models [6, 7] to avoid the IIA as-
sumption of the MNLmodel. In general, these early research
studies on route choice behavior lacked real-world data and
were restricted by the algorithm complexity, and the
numbers of explanatory variables used were usually limited
as well.

With the rapid advancement of information and com-
munication technologies (ICT), GPS technology has made
significant progress, and the data collected by GPS devices
have been widely used in various transportation research,
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such as in travel time estimation [8–10], driving risk analysis
[11, 12], departure time modeling [13, 14], and many others
[15–17]. Such data have also been used to directly support
the route choice behavior analysis, and the data-driven route
choice models were qualitatively improved in terms of both
effectiveness and accuracy. For example, route choice be-
haviors and network information in Chicago were studied
using data collected using portable GPS devices, and path
size (PS) logit models for different travel purposes in dif-
ferent time periods were proposed [18]. Based on the same
method, Schussler and Axhausen collected travel data in
Zurich area and calibrated C-logit model and PS-logit model
[19]. Kim Mahmassani proposed a trajectory clustering al-
gorithm to analyze the spatial and temporal travel patterns in
a network [20], in which a framework for clustering and
classifying vehicle trajectory data was built. Additionally,
several medium-sized cities in Netherlands were selected as
research objects and an MNL model based on GPS data was
proposed to analyze the route choice behavior [21]. Li et al.
collected the GPS data of private cars in Toyota City, ex-
plored the effect of travelers’ heterogeneity on route choice,
and concluded that the route choice behavior is affected by
travelers’ age, gender, vehicle displacement, and O-D’s
characteristics [22]. However, the analysis focus was on the
traveler’s heterogeneity, as opposed to the differences on the
route characteristics. Bierlaire and Frejinger used the GPS
data in Swiss to study the behavior characteristics of long-
distance travel route selection and gave the estimation re-
sults of the PS-logit model and subnetwork model [23].
Miwa et al. used the taxi travel data of Nagoya City to analyze
the characteristics of dynamic route choice behavior, an
MNL model was built, and it was concluded that there are
differences in the route choice behavior at different O-D
distances [24]. Yamamoto et al. used the pedestrian GPS data
fromNagoya to build a nested logit model [25], and Hu et al.
used GPS data to analyze route choice behavior changes
under preplanned road closures [26].

)is manuscript focused on the analysis of route choice
behavior of general traffic, based on the massive amount of
trajectory data collected from the occupied taxicabs. Taxi-
cabs, especially those work with the e-hailing platform such
as Uber and Lyft, on the other hand, are mostly installed with
the GPS devices for dispatching and safety purposes.
However, most existing research studies based on the taxi
GPS trajectory data focused on the routing behavior of the
vacant taxi drivers, with the objective of minimizing the
search time for the next customer [27, 28] or maximizing the
profit [29–31], which was significantly different from regular
drivers. Our underlying assumption was that when a taxi was
occupied by customers, the taxi driver would seek to arrive at
the destination in the least amount of time or distance as
expected or required by the customer, similar to the ob-
jective of a commuter in his/her own car. Additionally, taxi
drivers usually had good knowledge on the roadway network
and traffic conditions, and thus their travel behavior can be
considered as very similar to, and no different than, the well-
experienced commuters.

Furthermore, this manuscript tested a hypothesis that
trips with different lengths may exhibit different

characteristics in driver’s route choice behavior. As opposed
to the common practice of developing and calibrating a
unified model to describe the route choice behavior of all
trips, the Akaike information criterion (AIC) was first used
to classify trips into different categories based on the trip
length. Next, a total of 9 explanatory variables were defined
to describe the route choice behavior, and a PS-logit model
was then built, which avoided the invalid assumption of IIA
in the commonly seenmultinomial logit model [24].)e taxi
trajectory data from over 11,000 taxicabs in Xi’an, China,
with 40 million trajectory records each day were used in the
case study. )e results confirmed the hypothesis that
commuters’ route choice behaviors are heterogenous for
trips with varying distances and that considering such
heterogeneity in the modeling process would better explain
commuters’ route choice behaviors.

)e rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the data used in this research, including the GPS
trajectory data and the traffic network. Section 3 discusses
the analysis methodology in depth, and Section 4 presents
the numerical analysis results. Section 5 concludes this
research.

2. Data Preparation

2.1. GPS Data Set. )e GPS trajectory data used in this
research came from the historical database of the taxi dis-
patch system in Xi’an, China. )e recording time was from
0 : 00 to 24 : 00, the recording interval was 30 s, and each
record contained license plate number, timestamp, longi-
tude, latitude, speed, driving direction, and loading state.
)e data set included data from over 11,000 taxicabs with 40
million trajectory records each day. Such a huge amount of
data can meet the needs of this research. )e following data
cleaning and preprocessing were performed:

(1) Removed the flawed data with missing values.
(2) Only kept the data with loading state being “5

(passenger).”
(3) Removed the data with driving direction beyond

0°–360°.
(4) Removed the data with key attributes being “0

(invalid).”

2.2. TrafficNetwork. )eOpenStreetMap (OSM) network of
Xi’an was downloaded and utilized for this research. Post-
processing efforts were made, including the removing the
duplicate or redundant roads and adding the length of road
segment and node information. Additionally, the road
segments were classified into seven categories, including
expressway, national highway, other highways, urban ex-
pressway, main road, secondary road, and neighborhood
street. )e research region is shown in Figure 1.

2.3. Hotspot OD Trips Extraction. Occupied trips between
frequent origin–destination (OD) pairs were extracted from
the database as the target data for analysis. We first identified
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pick-up and drop-off hotspots and then extracted the fre-
quent OD between these hotspots.

2.3.1. Identification of Drop-Off Hotspots. )is step aimed to
identify the areas with high density of drop-off events, with
the goal of providing the basis for hotspot ODmatching and
ensuring that there was a sufficient number of passenger-
carrying trips between the same OD pair (from pick-up to
drop-off).

According to the change of loading state between two
adjacent GPS data records, pick-up points and drop-off
points can be identified. Taking GPS data of taxi on 19 April
2017 in Xi’an as an example, from 40 million trajectory data
generated by 11,281 taxis, nearly 594 thousand drop-off
points in the research region were obtained. )e DBSCAN
spatial clustering algorithm [32] was adopted to identify the
drop-off hotspots. )e algorithm contained two parameters:
cluster neighborhood radius (Eps) and minimum density
threshold (MinPts). In this paper, the K-distance method
was used to determine the reasonable Eps. )e method
contained three steps:

Step 1: assuming that the drop-off points data set D �

Pi(x, y), i � 1, 2, . . . , n  contained n points, we se-
lected a drop-off point Pi(x, y) and calculated the
Euclidean distances between Pi(x, y) and
P1(x, y), P2(x, y), . . . , Pi−1(x, y), Pi+1 (x, y), . . . , Pn

(x, y), respectively. )en, they were sorted by Eu-
clidean distances in ascending order as d1

i , d2
i , . . . ,

dk−1
i , dk+1

i , . . . , dn
i in which dk

i indicated the K-distance
of drop-off point Pi(x, y).
Step 2: we calculated the K-distance of each drop-off
point in the data set based on Step 1.
Step 3: we sorted the K-distances of all drop-off points
in ascending order and plotted the K-distance figure. In
the figure, the K-distance of the inflection point was
defined as Eps of the data set.

Taking the drop-off points data set on Wednesday, April
19, 2017, as an example, we analyzed the data in different

lengths of time. We found that when the length of the time
period exceeds 8 minutes, the change of the K-distance
figure tends to be stable, and the characteristics of the in-
flection point are more clear, which was shown in Figure 2.
Finally, considering the limitations of computer perfor-
mance, we took the drop-off points data set (5,000–5,400
points in total) of 10 : 00–10 :10 am onWednesday, April 19,
2017, as an example, and its K-distance figure is shown in
Figure 2(d), which showed the K-distance changed signifi-
cantly around 0.00211.)erefore, 0.00211 was selected as the
Eps. )is value will be used in the clustering of one day’s
drop-off points data set to identify the hotspot ODs.

MinPts indicated the density of drop-off points in each
cluster. In this paper, with the given Eps and assuming
MinPts, clustering results of drop-off points can be obtained.
According to the clustering results under different MinPts,
reasonable MinPts can be determined. Under different
MinPts, the clustering results of the drop-off points are
shown in Table 1.

To obtain as many clusters as possible and to ensure each
cluster has a sufficient number of pick-up or drop-off points,
the value of MinPts was set to be 800. )e 594 thousand
drop-off points were clustered into 11 clusters (Table 1).
When the value of MinPts was set to be 800, spatial dis-
tribution of drop-off clusters and number of trips of each
cluster were obtained as shown in Figure 3.

2.3.2. Identification of Hotspot OD. In order to ensure that
the trip between the selected OD pairs is of sufficient
quantity and effectiveness, a hotspot OD identification
method was proposed in this step. It consisted of the fol-
lowing two steps: (1) For each drop-off point in drop-off
clusters shown in Figure 3 (14283 points in total), search the
corresponding pick-up point and trajectory data in between;
(2) Re-cluster the pick-up points. )e DBSCAN algorithm
was used for the re-clustering of pick-up points. )e pick-up
points generated by the 11 drop-off clusters, as shown in
Figure 3, were re-clustered. Eighteen pairs of hotspot ODs
were obtained (Table 2). )e results show that using the
method above only needs to process one day’s data to ensure
that the number of passenger-carrying routes between ODs
is sufficient.

In Table 2, CClustermeans a pick-up hotspot that was re-
clustered. “Cluster 1–CCluster : 245” means there are 245
single passenger-carrying trips between the pick-up point
Cluster1 and the drop-off point CCluster.

3. Analysis Methodology

3.1. Trip Length Classification. To test the hypothesis of
heterogenous route choice behavior for trips with different
lengths, the Akaike information criterion (AIC) was first
used to classify trips into different categories based on their
length.

A few studies on the classification of trips by travel
distance can be found in the literature. In the survey of urban
residents’ travel, the travel distance was subjectively divided
into few distance segments, such as 0∼3 km, 3∼6 km,

Figure 1: Traffic network in Xi’an city.
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6∼9 km, 9∼12 km, and longer than 12 km [33, 34]. For mode
split purpose, only qualitative classification of travel distance
(short distance and long distance) was performed [35, 36]. In
the route choice model, most studies used only one model to
describe all the route choice behaviors [8, 21, 37]. For dif-
ferent types of passenger-carrying routes, the behavior of
travelers was different. As such, currently a theoretical-
sound method for classifying the travel routes is missing.

Based on the OD-Euclidean distance distribution of
passenger-carrying routes, we sought for the eigenvalues
with the travel volume changes significantly. )ese eigen-
values were used as the basis for the preliminary classifi-
cation.)eOD-Euclidean distance distribution of the 14,283
trips in 11 drop-off clusters mentioned in Section 2.3 is
shown in Figure 4. In this section, we use this part of data for
research.
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Figure 2: K-distance graph of GPS data in different time periods: (a) 3min, (b) 5min, (c) 8min, (d) 10min, (e) 11min, and (f) 12min.

Table 1: Clustering results of the pick-up (drop-off) points.

MinPts Cluster of
drop-off points Noise data Proportion

of noise data
Cluster of

pick-up points Noise data Proportion of
noise data (%)

650 35 135277 68.03 34 135137 68.02
700 24 158980 79.95 26 158839 79.95
750 20 174013 87.51 17 173819 87.49
800 11 183478 92.27 11 183316 92.27
850 6 190179 95.64 6 190031 95.65
900 4 191671 96.39 3 191521 96.40
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Figure 3: Spatial distribution of drop-off clusters.

Table 2: Results of hotspot OD matching.

Cluster 1

CCluster

Han cheng road station
Xi’anxi chengxi coach station
Xi’an international university
Zhangbabei station

(1) Cluster 1–CCluster : 245

Cluster 2

CCluster 4

CCluster 5

CCluster 3

CCluster 2Xi’an railway station
Xi’anbei railway station

Xi’an bell tower

Tonghua men station
North street railway station

(2) Cluster 2–CCluster 1 : 262
(3) Cluster 2–CCluster 2 : 458
(4) Cluster 2–CCluster 3 : 289
(5) Cluster 2–CCluster 4 : 274

Cluster 3

CCluster

Xi’an railway station
Tonghua men station

(6) Cluster 3–CCluster : 260

Cluster 4
CCluster

Chang’an university
Nanshaomen railway station

(7) Cluster 4–CCluster :172

Cluster 5

CCluster

Xi’anbei railway station
Xi’an railway station

(8) Cluster 5–CCluster : 297

Cluster 6

CCluster

Xi’an public library railway station
Daming palace shopping center
wanda plaza

(9) Cluster 6–CCluster : 264
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Figure 4 shows that at 3, 7, and 10 km, three peak values
of travel volume can be observed. It is believed that these
three peaks were consistent with the urban structure of
Xi’an:

(1) 3 km radius: within 1–3 km of the Central Business
District (CBD), there were many service facilities.
)ese facilities can serve residents well and residents
can fulfill their daily needs in this region, such as
working, schooling, and shopping.

(2) 7 km radius: as a city with thousands of years of
history, the CBD of Xi’an attracted a large number of
trips. )e CBD of Xi’an is located in the geometric

center of the city, and CBD-centered 6-7 km covered
major urban areas.

(3) 10 km radius: there are many passenger stations,
airports, and tourist areas around the city, and these
important points of interests also attracted a lot of
travel. )is phenomenon explains the occurrence of
the third peak.

According to the above analysis, single passenger-car-
rying route of taxi can be divided into four categories:
0–3 km, 3–7, 7–10 km, and longer than 10 km. It should be
noted that these were OD-Euclidean distances, which rep-
resented the linear distances between pick-up point and

Table 2: Continued.

Cluster 7

CCluster

Xi’anxi chengnan coach station
Sanyao railway station

(10) Cluster 7–CCluster : 327

Cluster 8

CCluster 2
CCluster 1

Fengcheng wulu station
Xinglong garden
greentown langqin bay
Gantang huafu
shirong jiaxuan

(11) Cluster 8–CCluster 1 :137
(12) Cluster 8–CCluster 2 : 267

Cluster 9

CCluster

Xi’an jiao tong univers
Xi’an academy of fine arts
Xi’an shiyou university
Xiao zhai

(13) Cluster 9–CCluster : 109

Cluster 10

CCluster 2

CCluster 1

CCluster 3

Xiao zhai
Xi’an jiao tong university
Xi’an academy of fine arts
Xi’an shiyou university
Shaanxi province people’s hospital
Xi’an medical college
Lagerstroemia garden
Four seasons garden

(14) Cluster 10–CCluster 1 : 306
(15) Cluster 10–CCluster 2 :193
(16) Cluster 10–CCluster 3 :176

Cluster 11
CCluster 1

CCluster 2

Xiao zhai

Shaanxi province people’s hospital
Xi’an medical college
Nanshaomen railway station

(17) Cluster 11–CCluster 1 :137
(18) Cluster 11–CCluster 2 : 204
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Figure 4: OD-Euclidean distance distribution of 11 drop-off clusters.
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drop-off point. It was difficult to reflect the actual length or
travel time of the routes. In order to reflect the actual length
of taxi passenger-carrying route, circuity was selected as
another route classification index. We screened out the data
of 14,283 trips, including the Euclidean distances and cir-
cuity of each OD as shown in Figure 5. )e relationship
between OD-Euclidean distances and average circuity for
different types of passenger-carrying routes was fitted as
follows. )is is a typical regression curve fitting done using
Microsoft Excel, and the results show an R square value of
0.9416, which indicates satisfactory results:

cirrs � −0.00006 · eucl3rs + 0.0045 · eucl2re − 0.1031 · euclrs

+ 2.1352,

(1)

where cirrs is the circuity of passenger-carrying route from
pick-up point r to drop-off point s and was calculated by the
ratio of OD-Euclidean distance to the actual travel distance.
euclrs is theOD-Euclidean distance of passenger-carrying route
from pick-up point r to drop-off point s (unit: kilometer).

)emean values of 0–3km, 3–7 km, and 7–10were 1.5 km,
5 km, and 8.5 km, respectively. Considering that only 13.17% of
OD-Euclidean distances were over 10 km, and 80% of them
were distributed in 10–15km, and 12.5 km was selected as the
representative value. By introducing 1.5 km, 5 km, 8.5 km, and
12.5 km into equation (1), the initial clustering centers of five
schemes can be calculated (1.9905, 1.7247, 1.5471, and 1.4324).
In addition, there have been studies that divide the travel
distance of travelers into 3 categories and above [35, 36].
)erefore, we decided to set the number of clusters to 3 or 4. If
the number of clusters is 3, depending on the cluster center,
there are 4 optional clustering schemes; if the number of
clusters is 4, there is 1 optional clustering scheme. Five clus-
tering schemes are shown in Table 3.

In order to compare the effect of the five clustering
schemes, the AIC criterion, proposed by H. Akaike in in-
formation theory, was introduced to identify the best
scheme.

AIC � −2 · ln L(θ) + 2 · k, (2)

where L(θ) is the maximum likelihood estimation of the
model, and with the increase in the difference among
clusters, the value becomes larger. k is the number of pa-
rameters in the model, and the more classifications the

model consists, the greater the value will be. )e value of
AIC depends on L(θ) and k. )e smaller the k is, the more
concise the model becomes, and the larger the L(θ) is, the
more accurate the model will be. )e AIC therefore con-
sidered both complexity and precision in identifying the best
scheme.

For circuity data sets Xi | i � 1, 2, . . . , K , which con-
tained K circuitries of passenger-carrying routes. )e
number of clusters was N, the final cluster center of each
cluster was Cm | m � 1, 2, . . . , N , sample size of each
cluster was Qm | m � 1, 2, . . . , N , and internal deviation of
each cluster was Dm | m � 1, 2, . . . , N .

Dm �
1

Qm

· 

Qm

j�1
dist Xj, Cm , (3)

where dist(Xj, Cm) is the Euclidean distance between Xj

and Cm, Xj is the circuity of a passenger-carrying route in
cluster m, and Cm is the center of cluster m.

)e density distribution of deviations in each cluster is
shown in equation (4).

f Dm(  �
Qm/K

dmax − dmin( /N
�

N

K
·

Qm

dmax − dmin
, (4)

where dmax � Max(Dm) and dmin � Min(Dm).
According to the principle of logarithmic maximum

likelihood estimation, the logarithmic maximum likelihood
estimation functions of the internal deviations of each
cluster ( Dm | m � 1, 2, . . . , N ) can be obtained as follows:

ln L Dm

 m � 1, 2, . . . , N  � −N · ln
K

N
− 

N

m�1
ln

dmax − dmin

Qm

.

(5)

Plug equation (5) into equation (2), the AIC, which was
the basis of passenger-carrying route classification, can be
calculated as follows:

AIC(N) � 2 
N

m�1
ln

dmax − dmin

Qm

+ 2N 1 + ln
K

N
 . (6)

)e clustering scheme with minimum AIC were selected
as the optimal scheme. Five K-means clustering schemes
were implemented by SPSS, which is a statistical analysis
software package developed by IBM, and the AIC values of
the five schemes, which as shown in Table 3, were 2.885,
2.6137, 2.8041, 3.5233, and 3.0231, respectively. )e AIC
value of scheme 2 was the smallest, which means that this
scheme had the best balance in complexity and precision.

y = –0.00006x3 + 0.0045x2 – 0.1031x + 2.1352
R2 = 0.9416
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Figure 5: OD-Euclidean distances and circuity distribution.

Table 3: Initial clustering centers of five clustering schemes.

Scheme Number of clusters Initial clustering centers
1

3

1.9905 1.7247 1.5471

—2 1.9905 1.7247 1.4324
3 1.9905 1.5471 1.4324
4 1.7247 1.5471 1.4324
5 4 1.9905 1.7247 1.5471 1.4324
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Accordingly, scheme 2 was considered as the optimal
scheme.

In clustering scheme 2, the boundaries of cluster 1 were 1
and 1.489, which corresponded to the passenger-carrying
routes with OD-Euclidean distance longer than 10 km. )e
boundaries of cluster 2 were 1.489 and 1.826, which cor-
responded to the passenger-carrying routes with OD-Eu-
clidean distance between 3 km and 10 km.)e boundaries of
cluster 3 were 1.826 and 2.544, which corresponded to the
passenger-carrying routes with OD-Euclidean distance be-
tween 0 km and 3 km. Accordingly, the classification results
of taxi passenger-carrying routes were 0 km≤D≤ 3 km
(short distance), 3 km≤D≤ 10 km (medium distance), and
10 km D (long distance), where D indicated the OD-Eu-
clidean distance.

With such thresholds for trip lengths clarification, the
Euclidean distance distribution of 18 pairs of hotspot ODs is
shown in Figure 6.

)e hotspot OD from Xiaozhai (Cluster18, pick-up
cluster) to Shaanxi Province People’s Hospital and Xi’an
Medical College (Cluster11, drop-off cluster) was selected as
the research object of short-distance taxi passenger-carrying
route.)e hotspot OD from Lagerstroemia Garden and Four
Seasons Garden (Cluster16, pick-up cluster) to Xiaozhai
(Cluster10, drop-off cluster) was selected as the research
object of medium-distance taxi passenger-carrying route.
)e hotspot OD from Xi’an Bei Railway Station (Cluster2,
pick-up cluster) to Xi’an Railway Station (Cluster2, drop-off
cluster) was selected as the research object of long-distance
taxi passenger-carrying route. )ese three OD pairs are il-
lustrated in Figure 7.

3.2. Route Choice Probability Distribution Analysis.
Figure 8 illustrates the actual probability distribution of
route choice for different passenger-carrying route cate-
gories shown in Figure 7. )e formula for calculating the
fluctuation value of the path choice probability is as follow:

ΔP � max
k

P
rs
ik − min

k
P

rs
ik, (7)

where Prs
ik stands for the probability of driver i choosing

route k taxi from r to s.
It can be observed that the fluctuation of route choice

probability can be summarized as follow: 0.2010 (short
distance)<0.239 (long distance)<0.305 (medium distance).
)e following can be found:

(1) Short-distance passenger-carrying routes had the
smallest fluctuation. A most likely explanation was
that due to the limited scale of the network between
short-distance hotspot OD pair, drivers did not have
enough options to make a detour and utility values of
difference routes were similar.

(2) Medium-distance passenger-carrying routes had the
highest fluctuation. )e scale of network between
medium-distance hotspot OD pair was moderate, as
drivers had more options to make a detour in ac-
ceptable travel time.

(3) )e fluctuation of long-distance passenger-carrying
routes was higher than short-distance routes but
lower than medium-distance routes. It was probably
because that the scale of network between long-
distance hotspot OD pair was large and drivers had
enough options to make a detour. However, the
drivers’ acceptable circuity or delays were small for
long-distance passenger-carrying routes.

3.3. Explanatory Variables. In this study, route choice be-
havior modeling explanatory variables were selected from
three aspects: path factor, road factor, and PS correction
term. We defined the coefficients corresponding to the
explanatory variables in the model as shown in Table 4
below.

In Table 4, the travel time (TT) equals to the difference
between the origin and destination GPS timestamps of a single
passenger-carrying trip, K represents the length of path, D
represents the OD-Euclidean distance, Np is the number of
intersections, Km stands for the length of main road, Ks rep-
resents the length of secondary, Kb represents the length of
branch road, and Kco is the length of congested road, which is
judged by the average travel speed of the road section from GPS
data.

3.4. Path Size Logit Model. )e traditional multinomial logit
model was a discrete choice model based on the theory of
random utility, which can be used to describe the individual’s
choice behavior.)emodel was simple and easy to understand.
However, the IID assumption of utility random item led to the
result that there were IIA characteristics in the model. )e
probability that two routes were selected was only related to the
utility of them and not to other routes. However, according to
Figure 6, we knew that there were many common roadway
segments among different taxi passenger-carrying routes.

)e path size logit model reflected this issue by intro-
ducing a correction term into the utility function. )erefore,
the PS-logit model was adopted to analyze the taxi pas-
senger-carrying route choice behavior in this paper. )e
utility function of PS-logit is shown in equation (8).

U
rs
ik � V

rs
ik + βrs

PS ln PSrs
k(  + εrs

k . (8)

Urs
ik : utility of traveler i choosing route k, from pick-up

point r to drop-off point s.
Vrs

ik : fixed utility of traveler i choosing route k, from
pick-up point r to drop-off point s.
βrs

PS: parameters to be calibrated.
PSrs

k : path-size value of route k, from pick-up point r to
drop-off point s.

PSrs
k � 

a∈Γk

la

L
rs
k

·
1

j∈Krs
μrs

aj

, ∀k ∈ Krs, rs ∈ RS. (9)

Γk: roads set in route k.
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Figure 7: Routes of different passenger-carrying route categories: (a) short-distance passenger-carrying routes, (b) medium-distance
passenger-carrying routes, and (c) long-distance passenger-carrying routes.
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Krs: routes set between r (pick-up point) and s (drop-off
point).
RS: OD set.
la: length of road a.
Lrs

k : length of route k.
μrs

aj: if road a belongs to route j, μrs
aj equals to 1, oth-

erwise μrs
aj equals to 0.

)e PSL model for this study is constructed as follows:

P
rs
ik �

exp 
M
m�1 βm · c

rs
m,ik  + βrs

PS · ln PSrs
k(  

l∈Krs
exp 

M
m�1 βm · c

rs
m,il  + βrs

PS · ln PSrs
l(  

. (10)

Prs
ik : for the taxi passenger-carrying route from r to s, the

probability that driver i chooses route k.
βm: coefficient of explanatory variable m.

crs
m,ik: for the taxi passenger-carrying route from r to s,
when the driver chooses route k, the value of explan-
atory variable m.
M: the number of explanatory variables.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Model Calibration Results. With the help of Biogeme
software package, the parameters of MNL model and PS-
Logit model with different types of passenger-carrying
routes were calibrated, respectively. In addition, we aggre-
gate all routes together as a control group. )e results are
shown in Table 5.

According to Table 5, for different route types, the
t-statistics of explanatory parameters of the two models were
statistically valid. )e coefficient of PS correction term was
positive, which was consistent with the basic principle of the
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Figure 8: Probability distribution of route choice for different route categories: (a) short distance, (b) medium distance, and (c) long
distance.

Table 4: Explanatory variables of taxi passenger-carrying route choice behavior.

Variables Abbreviation Coefficient Unit Equation

Route factors Travel time TT βTT Minute —
Circuity CI βCI — K/D

Road factors

Frequency of intersections PT βPT —/minute Np/TT
Proportion of main road TR βTR % Km/K

Proportion of secondary road SR βSR % Ks/K
Proportion of branch road BR βBR % Kb/K

Left turns L βL — —
Right turns R βR — —

Proportion of congestion CO βCO — Kco/K
Path size Ln(PS) Ln(PS) — —
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PS-logit model. In addition, adjusted likelihood ratio of PS-
Logit model was better than that of the MNL model, which
meant that PS-logit model described drivers’ passenger-
carrying route choice behavior more accurately than the
traditional MNL model. Finally, the adjusted likelihood of
the control group was significantly lower than the other
three groups, which showed that dividing the passenger-
carrying route by distance can optimize the model.
According to Table 5, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

(1) )e coefficients with positive values included βPT,
βTR, and Ln(PS). )e coefficients with negative
values included βTT, βCI, βSR, βBR, βL, βR, and βCO.
)is showed that when drivers chose routes, they
tended to choose roads with high proportion of main
roads, lower circuity, shorter travel time, and less
congestion, regardless of the length of travel
distance.

(2) With the increase of travel distance, the absolute
value of βCI, βPT, βTR, βSR, βBR, and βCO increased
obviously. )is indicated that as travel distance in-
creases, the impacts of circuity, path structure, and
the congestion proportion of the choice of the driver
will also increase.

4.2. Route Choice Preference Analysis. With the level of
consumer satisfaction unchanged, the marginal rate of sub-
stitution (MRS) referred to the scenario that when consumers
increased one unit of a product and needed to abandon
certain number of another product. Many existing research
studies useMRS in the analysis of the calibration results of the
choice model [38, 39]. In this paper, with the utility of
passenger-carrying route kept unchanged, MRS was defined
as the change of basic variable when the other explanatory
variables increased by one unit. It can be calculated as follows:

MRS αi, αj  �
zU/zαi

zU/zαj

. (11)

In this study, the PS-Logit model with a better adjust
likelihood ratio was selected as the analysis object. Travel time
was selected as the basic variable, the MRS between travel
time and other explanatory variables are shown in Table 6.

According to Table 6, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

(1) )e relationship among the MRS of explanatory var-
iables was found to beMRS(βBR, βTT)>MRS(Ln(PS),

βTT)>MRS(βCI, βTT)> MRS (βCO, βTT)>> MRS
(βL, βTT)> MRS (βR, βTT)> MRS (βPT , βTT)> MRS

Table 5: Calibration results of taxi passenger-carrying route choice model.

Variable
Short distance Medium distance Long distance All trips combined

PSL MNL PSL MNL PSL MNL PSL MNL
Coef t-stat Coef t-stat Coef t-stat Coef t-stat Coef t−stat Coef t−stat Coef t-stat Coef t-stat

βTT −0.41 −4.21 −0.61 −5.84 −0.46 −3.34 −0.62 −3.89 −0.55 −2.81 −0.83 −3.28 −0.74 −2.19 −0.86 −3.91
βCI −2.35 −2.62 −3.3 −3.42 −2.45 −2.88 −3.7 −3.92 −3.45 −2.2 −4.76 −3.77 −4.72 −2.71 −4.32 −2.66
βPT 0.02 2.48 0.5 3.41 0.02 2.05 0.55 2.86 0.04 1.97 0.79 2.71 0.13 2.34 −0.12 3.26
βTR 0.02 1.78 0.53 1.91 0.01 1.76 0.52 1.84 0.03 1.96 0.7 2.03 0.03 1.80 0.67 2.04
βSR −0.01 −1.69 −0.02 −1.83 −0.02 −1.88 −0.02 −1.9 −0.02 −1.78 −0.02 −1.7 −0.02 −1.72 −0.08 −2.49
βBR −3.87 −2.01 −5.43 −2.78 −8.29 −1.87 −7.83 −2.91 −22.35 −2.31 −24.37 −3.21 −10.10 −2.77 −7.54 −2.26
βL −0.42 −3.36 −0.53 −4.54 −0.45 −3.7 −0.54 −5.41 −0.58 −5.66 −0.82 −7.16 −0.47 −3.35 −0.19 −1.77
βR −0.17 −2.54 −0.43 −2.69 −0.17 −2.56 −0.45 −2.73 −0.21 −1.76 −0.48 −2.52 −0.38 −1.73 −0.43 −3.21
βCO −1.59 −3.07 −1.61 −3.56 −1.85 −2.29 −1.88 −2.58 −2.38 −3.56 −2.41 −3.17 −2.68 −2.06 −3.22 −2.01
Ln (PS) 3.47 3.2 — — 4.02 3.69 — — 4.71 5.11 — — 3.37 2.12 — —
Num of
observations 204 176 262 642

Likelihood ratio
ρ2 0.272 0.225 0.271 0.223 0.316 0.197 0.219 0.182

Table 6: MRS of explanatory variables.

Factors Symbol
MRS

Short distance Medium distance Long distance
Circuity MRS(βCI, βTT) 5.73170 5.32609 6.27272
Frequency of intersections MRS(βPT, βTT) −0.04878 −0.04348 −0.07273
Proportion of main road MRS(βTR, βTT) −0.04878 −0.02174 −0.05455
Proportion of secondary road MRS(βSR, βTT) 0.02439 0.04348 0.03636
Proportion of branch road MRS(βBR, βTT) 9.43902 18.02174 40.63636
Left turns MRS(βL, βTT) 1.02439 0.97826 1.05454
Right turns MRS(βR, βTT) 0.41463 0.36957 0.38182
Proportion of congestion MRS(βCO, βTT) 3.87805 4.02174 4.32727
Path size MRS(Ln(PS), βTT) −8.46341 −8.73913 −8.56364
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Figure 9: Routes of different passenger-carrying route categories for verification: (a) short-distance passenger-carrying routes, (b) medium-
distance passenger-carrying routes, and (c) long-distance passenger-carrying routes.

Table 7: Short-distance passenger-carrying route choice model verification results.

Route number Actual choice times True choice ratio Calculated choice times Calculated choice ratio Number of errors
Route 1 233 0.524 213 0.479 20
Route 2 79 0.178 90 0.203 11
Route 3 66 0.148 47 0.105 19
Route 4 23 0.052 41 0.092 18
Route 5 16 0.036 23 0.052 7
Route 6 11 0.025 8 0.018 3
Route 7 17 0.038 23 0.052 6
Total 445 1.000 445 1.000 84
Hit ratio 0.81421
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(βTR, βTT)> MRS(βSR, βTT). If the goal was to reduce
travel time, the first and foremost factors to be con-
sidered should be proportion of branch road, path-size
value, circuity, and proportion of congestion. )e
minor factors to be considered should be the number of
left turn, right turn, number of nodes per minute, and
the proportion of main road and secondary road.

(2) As the distance of passenger-carrying route in-
creased, the MRS of circuity and proportion of
branch road and congestion also increased. On the
contrary, the MRS of frequency of intersections
decreased. When the distance of passenger-carrying
route was long, drivers usually avoided routes with
high circuity and proportion of congestion and
preferred to choose the routes with high proportion
of freeway or highway segments.

(3) To maintain the utility of passenger-carrying route
unchanged, if the number of left turn increased by
one, for short-distance, medium-distance, and long-
distance passenger-carrying routes, the travel time
needed to be reduced by 1.02, 0.98, and 1.05min,
respectively. If the number of right turns increased
by one, for short-distance, medium-distance, and
long-distance passenger-carrying routes, the travel
time needed to be reduced by 0.41, 0.37, and
0.38min, respectively. Time cost of left turn was
about 2.6 times as high as that of right turn.

4.3. Verification of Route Choice Model. )e verification of
the path selection model is mainly achieved by comparing
the trial calculation results of the path selection model with
the actual path selection results, and finally the model’s hit

ratio to evaluate the effectiveness of the model is obtained.
)e calculation steps of hit ratio are as follows:

Step 1: assuming that the total number of samples is N,
the total number of alternatives is M, there are K pa-
rameters in the final calibration result of the model, and
the parameter calibration value βk and the corre-
sponding parameter value Ck are brought into the
calibration model to obtain the selection probability Pm

of the corresponding program.
Step 2: assuming that traveler n has the greatest prob-
ability of choosing the route m, then δmn � 1, otherwise
δmn � 0.
Step 3: when the actual selection result δmn of the
traveler is consistent with the predicted result of the
calibration model, set Sn

m � 1, otherwise Sn
m � 0. )en,

the hit rate can be calculated as follows:

HR �
1
N



N

n�1
S

n
m. (12)

In this paper, three different types of OD, as shown in
Table 2, were selected to verify the model: )e hotspot OD
from Tong Hua Men Station (CCluster3, pick-up cluster)
to Xi’an Railway Station (Cluster2, drop-off cluster) was
selected as the verification object of short-distance taxi
passenger-carrying routes; the hotspot OD from Han
Cheng Road Station (CCluster, pick-up cluster) to
Zhangbabei Station (Cluster1, drop-off cluster) was se-
lected as the verification object of medium-distance taxi
passenger-carrying routes; and the hotspot OD from Xi’an
Railway Station (Cluster2, pick-up cluster) to Xi’an Bei

Table 8: Medium-distance passenger-carrying route choice model verification results.

Route number Actual choice times True choice ratio Calculated choice times Calculated choice ratio Number of errors
Route 1 154 0.815 136 0.720 18
Route 2 12 0.063 19 0.101 7
Route 3 9 0.048 5 0.026 4
Route 4 14 0.074 29 0.153 15
Total 189 1.000 189 1.000 44
Hit ratio 0.76720

Table 9: Long-distance passenger-carrying route choice model verification results.

Route number Actual choice times True choice ratio Calculated choice times Calculated choice ratio Number of errors
Route 1 77 0.266 71 0.247 6
Route 2 32 0.111 29 0.100 3
Route 3 35 0.121 38 0.131 3
Route 4 22 0.076 26 0.092 4
Route 5 25 0.087 31 0.104 5
Route 6 57 0.197 53 0.183 4
Route 7 27 0.093 32 0.112 5
Route 8 3 0.010 2 0.008 1
Route 9 7 0.024 5 0.016 2
Route 10 4 0.014 2 0.008 2
Total 289 1.000 289 1.000 35
Hit ratio 0.87889
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Railway Station (CCluster2, drop-off cluster) was selected
as the verification object of long-distance taxi passenger-
carrying routes. After removing abnormal data, these
three ODs have 445, 189, and 289 valid trips and 7, 4, and
10 valid routes, respectively. )e routes between these
three ODs are shown in Figure 9.

According to the route choice model constructed in
Section 4.1, the route choice results of each hotspot OD are
calculated and compared with the actual choice situation.
)e results are shown in Tables 7–9.

)e Tables 7–9 show that the hit ratios of the short-
distance, medium-distance, and long-distance passenger-
carrying route choice models are 0.81421, 0.76720, and
0.87889, respectively, indicating that the three types of route
choice models constructed are effective and can be explained
reasonably the behavior of passenger-carrying route choice.
)e analysis of extra OD pairs requires the substantial
amount of manual work.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

)is manuscript, for the first time, focused on the analysis of
route choice behavior based on the massive amount of real-
world GPS trajectory data collected from the occupied taxi
cabs. Our analysis based on the trajectory data from Xi’an,
China, found that for trips with different lengths, the
characteristics of route choice behavior could be very dif-
ferent. As such, according to the distribution of Euclidean
distance and volume, five route classification schemes for
taxi passenger-carrying routes were proposed based on the
circuity K-means clustering method. )e Akaike informa-
tion criterion (AIC) principle was adopted to identify the
best route classification scheme. After that, taxi passenger-
carrying routes were divided into three categories: short
distance, medium distance, and long distance. Based on the
MNL model, three PS-Logit models were proposed to an-
alyze the route choice behaviors. )e numerical analysis
validated our hypothesis and revealed heterogenous activity
patterns and influencing factors for trips with different
lengths.

According to the study, the following conclusions can be
drawn: (1) taxi passenger-carrying routes can be classified
based on the distribution of Euclidean distance andK-means
clustering of circuities; (2) for different taxi passenger-
carrying routes, the fluctuation of route choice probability
can be summarized as follows: short distance< long dis-
tance<medium distance; (3) for different taxi passenger-
carrying routes, the first and foremost factors to be con-
sidered were proportion of branch road, path-size value,
circuity, and proportion of congestion. )e minor factors to
be considered were the number of left turns, right turns, the
number of nodes per minute, and the proportion of main
road and secondary road; (4) with the increase of travel
distance, drivers usually avoided routes with high circuity
and intersection density but preferred to choose the routes
with high proportion of freeway or highway; and (5) the
effects of circuity, frequency of intersections, path structure,
and congestion degree on utility function were significantly

different among different taxi passenger-carrying route
categories.

Finally, we have selected another OD pair for each
category for validation purpose, and the analysis shows
consistent conclusions. Future research could be focused on
using the data set from other cities to validate the model.)e
works to be improved are as follows: On the one hand, the
variables considered in the model in this paper were easy to
be defined, while some other factors that were difficult to be
defined or computed were not taken into account such as
trip purpose, preference, network familiarity, and influence
of weather and environment. On the other hand, in this
manuscript, only Euclidean distance, travel volume, and
circuity were considered in the taxi passenger-carrying route
classification. If more data types become available, more
factors could be considered such as the network structure
among the hotspot OD. How to identify and select sufficient
factors to improve the route classification results may need
further discussion.
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High-speed railway (HSR) transportation poses a serious challenge to dispatchers, whose job performance plays a critical role for
the safety and efficiency of the transportation system. ,is study examined the relationship between cognitive and mental factors
and job performance among Chinese high-speed railway dispatchers and established a predictive model for the job performance of
dispatchers. Cognitive abilities involved in train dispatching including working memory and multiobject tracking and potential
related mental factors including depression, anxiety, perceived stress, and social support were examined. Job performances were
measured by both subjective and objective indicators, i.e., the overall evaluation by supervisors and the delay time by dispatching
simulator. Stepwise regression results showed that both cognitive abilities and 2 mental factors (depression and perceived stress)
have strong relations with job performance, and tremendous distinction between groups of good and poor performance of HSR
dispatchers is revealed.,e predictive model accounted for 91% of the overall variance in objective performance indicator and has
96% distinguished accuracy of good and poor groups. ,ese findings imply that cognitive and mental factors should be of great
concern to the current practice of Chinese HSR dispatcher selection and management.

1. Introduction

With the share of China accounting for about 2/3 of the
world high-speed railway (HSR) mileage [1], the daily
transportation of China’s high-speed trains is about 1.33
million, which occupies 25.7 percent of the overall passenger
traffic [2]. ,e HSR dispatchers take full efficiency and safety
responsibility in conducting the high-speed trains’ running
in the network. Railway Accident (2011) reports that in the
Yong-wen railway, a severe accident of two trains’ collision
resulted in 40 deaths and 172 injuries partly due to the HSR
dispatcher’s overlook of the malfunctioned signalling

equipment and his failure to deliver the correct movement
authority to the trains [3]. Although aided by many auto-
mated equipment, the safe and efficient dispatching tasks
still heavily rely on theHSR dispatchers’ multiple capabilities
and mental states in emergency situations [4, 5].

Previous research studies on job performance of other
occupations have listed possible impact factors: (1) at the
level of organization, including the work environment, as-
sessment system, incentive mechanism, and corresponding
training [6, 7]; (2) at the individual level, including but not
limited to job-related knowledge, professional skills, capa-
bilities, stress, and emotional state [8, 9]. ,ese impact
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factors have different predictive effects according to the
variety of occupations. As an emerging occupation, HSR
dispatching has its own particularity. Hence, we discussed
the predictive factors of HSR dispatchers’ job performance
from the perspective of work analysis.

As the central nervous system of train operation, HSR
dispatcher is not only responsible for daily adjustment of
train operation, dispatching order issuing, tracking, and
controlling the train route but also needs to dispose all kinds
of emergencies quickly at any time. Highly complex and
important work content, which reduces the prediction of job
performance of ordinary tests concentrated on job-related
knowledge, professional skills, and capabilities [10, 11],
makes the establishment of strict selection and training
system as a must [12–14]. ,e predictive validity of the
cognitive ability depends on the complexity of the job with
the strongest validity coefficients observed for highly
complex jobs [15, 16]. Literature [17, 18] and task analysis of
Chinese HSR dispatchers both reveal that train dispatching
is a highly cognitively demanding task [19]. We first sum-
marized HSR dispatchers’ job responsibilities and the related
cognitive abilities in Table 1.

Among cognitive abilities, working memory and mul-
tiobject tracking caught our considerable attention given
their highly frequent requirements in HSR dispatcher’s job.
Working memory can be defined as a temporary retention of
representations that were just recently experienced (but no
longer exist in the environment) or recalled from long-term
memory [20]. Working memory ability is viewed as one of
the most important psychological constructs extensively
investigated in the cognitive psychology [21–23] and is more
highly correlated with the job performance than others
constructs like the intelligence [24]. Working memory has
been proved to be a better predictor than others, especially
under the similar job cognitive requirements situation of air
traffic control system [25]. N-back task is often employed to
measure the working memory ability [26, 27].

,e multiobject tracking ability is also repeatedly re-
ported to be important in facilitating job efficiency by im-
proving the adequate situational awareness on performance
from monitoring tasks and multitasking activities [28, 29].
,e multiobject tracking ability is viewed as an important
factor for air traffic controllers’ selection and training [30].
,e multiobject tracking (MOT) task is used generally to
examine the multiobject tracking ability of various profes-
sional capabilities [31, 32]. As seen from the job responsi-
bilities of the HSR dispatchers, the multiobject tracking
abilities are also a suitable factor to predict the job per-
formance. Because many tasks such as routing, monitoring,
and managing emergency require searching and tracking
multisource information on the control panel, visual
tracking of dynamic objects is an important component of
the HSR dispatching. In conclusion, we assume that the
multiobject tracking ability should be included into the
cognitive abilities set.

In addition to cognitive abilities, a series of studies
showed that mental health also impacts job performance.
In the field of traffic safety, drivers with mental problems
have much worse driving performance in both simulator

and road tests, for depression and anxiety could slow down
reaction speed and increase accident rates [33–35]. Similar
results have also been found in nurses and operating
workers [36, 37]. ,ough it has been widely confirmed
[33, 36, 38, 39], little is known among HSR dispatchers. ,e
particularities of HSR dispatching make mental factors to
be the validity predictors of job performance. For example,
HSR dispatchers had to work 12 hours in each shift and
their attention and audio-visual perception must to be
always highly alert while working. Moreover, the working
environment is monotonous and the workplace is com-
pletely enclosed.,ese above unique work characters could
easily lead to emotional problems such as depression and
anxiety. Depression is the most prevalent emotional
problem, and there is no debate about its impact on job
performance [40]. Similar to depression, anxiety also plays
its key role. While the absence of positive affect is specific to
depression, the physiological hyperarousal is specific to
anxiety [41]. Anxiety could impair employees’ memory
ability, cause insomnia, and make them more aggressive
when communicating with others [36]. Research investi-
gated that metro dispatchers had worse mental health than
other occupation groups in terms of depression and anxiety
[42].

Besides, highly cognitive demanding and safety re-
sponsibility work also lead to a state of stress. Survey report
from Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) has suggested
that most dispatchers perceived stress in their daily work
[43]. Perceived stress, as an important composition of
mental health, is always associated with negative cognitions
and negative mood on the one hand [44, 45]. On the other
hand, moderate stress is necessary for HSR dispatchers to
keep physiological arousal that helps constant vigilance.
Hence, perceived stress need to be test as a predictor of HSR
dispatchers’ performance. Besides, studies have shown that
social support can regulate negative emotions [46, 47] and
this makes the ability to perceive social support also be a
mental health factor. ,erefore, factors such as depression,
anxiety, perceived stress, and perceived social support were
all under consideration as different dimensions of mental
health in this study to support the predictive model of HSR
dispatcher’s job performance.

Meanwhile, cognitive factors may interact with mental
factors. Previous studies have shown that mental health
affects cognitive ability [48, 49]. Typically, anxiety has a
negative relationship with working memory performance
[50]; depression could alter reaction time of multiple cog-
nitive abilities including working memory and attention
[51]. Vice versa, cognitive ability could also affect mental
factors [52, 53]. Related research found that high cognitive
performance has been associated with better mental health,
e.g., lower risk of psychiatric disorders [54–56]; low working
memory capacity leads to an increased susceptibility to
anxiety [57].

,erefore, cognitive factors including working memory
and multiobject tracking and mental factors such as de-
pression, anxiety, perceived stress, and perceived social
support should be taken into account in the job performance
model that needs holistic monitoring and comprehensive
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disposition, but to what extend these factors can explain the
impact on performance remains unclear. To the authors’ best
knowledge, this research is one of the first studies to explore
the quantifiable relationships between the cognitive and
mental factors and the job performance in the context of
HSR dispatching, especially on the prediction of the job-
related specific cognitive abilities. It would lead to one of the
theoretical and practical bases for the HSR dispatchers’
candidate selection and personnel managing.

,e aim of this article is to get insights into the role of the
cognitive abilities and related mental factors in the HSR
dispatching environment and to offer a theoretical predic-
tion model on the job performance of the HSR dispatchers.
,e remaining part of this article is structured as follows.,e
methodology section explains the sampling techniques, the
methods for measurements, and research procedures. ,e
subsequent section is dedicated to the presentation and
analysis of the results. ,e final section draws conclusions
along with a discussion.

2. Materials and Methods

,e HSR dispatchers were recruited from a branch of China
Railway. Cognitive abilities including the multiobject
tracking (MOT) and the working memory (WM) of these
HSR dispatchers were measured. And mental factors in-
cluding depression, anxiety, perceived stress, and perceived
social support were measured through questionnaire. ,e
conduction of the tests was in a random order across the
subjects to control the carry-out effects. ,eir job perfor-
mances were measured by both subjective indicator and
objective indicator, i.e., the overall evaluation and the delay
time.

2.1. Cognitive Ability Tests. Two E-prime 2.0 programmed
tests were selected to measure working memory and visual
multiobject tracking abilities.

2.1.1. Working Memory: 2-Back Task. One of the most
frequently used methods to measure working memory
ability is the n-back task [26, 27]. ,e 2-back task was
conducted in our study. Specifically, a series of white letters
(font at 48) were presented on the black background; each of

them was shown for 0.5 s and participants were asked to
determine whether it is the same as the letter that was
presented two items back in the series. If the answer is same,
participants were required to press “Enter” key as soon as
possible; otherwise, no button should be pressed (Figure 1).
,e reaction time (RT, ms) and the correct accuracy (ACC)
were recorded as the performance of working memory. Each
participant did 6 practice trials and completed 176 trials in
the formal test.

2.1.2. Multiobject Tracking (MOT) Task. Multiobject
tracking (MOT) paradigms [58] are widely used to study the
capability of tracking multiple moving objects simulta-
neously [59]. In each trial (see Figure 2), 16 squares
(1 ∗ 1 cm) including targets (colored red) and nontargets
(colored green) appear at random locations of a 15 ∗ 15 cm
box. ,e number of targets was randomly determined
ranging from one to seven. In the 5 s phase of attentive
tracking, all targets turned green just identical to the non-
targets first, and all objects started moving. ,en, all objects
stopped moving, and participants were asked to judge
whether one randomly selected object (marked in white
color) was a target or not by pressing buttons. Similar to the
above test, performance was measured by the reaction time
(RT) and the correct accuracy (ACC). Each participant
completed 49 formal trials after they have really understood
the whole task through practice trials (4–8 trials).

2.2. Psychological Questionnaire

2.2.1. ;e Zung Self-Rating Depression/Anxiety Scale (SDS
and SAS). ,e SDS and SAS [60] are two widely used scales
to quantify depression and anxiety symptoms. Each of them
included 20 worded items that rated from 1–4 to assess the
level of depression or anxiety, and higher scores correspond
to more frequent symptoms. Both SDS and SAS have good
reliability and validity [61, 62], and Cronbach’s alpha in the
current study is 0.757 and 0.82, respectively.

2.2.2. ;e Perceived Stress Scale (PSS). ,e PSS [63] is one of
the most commonly used instruments to measure stress
perception. 14 items in PSS were designed to measure the
extent to which one’s life is perceived as “unpredictable,

Table 1: ,e HSR dispatcher’s job responsibilities and the necessary cognitive abilities.

Job responsibilities of
HSR dispatchers Job contents/professional skills Job-related cognitive abilities

Schedule preparation Scheduling the routing and movement of trains with the
consideration of construction and maintenance plans Reasoning, planning, and working memory

Operation monitoring Monitoring train operation, line conditions, and weather
conditions

Working memory, multiobject tracking, and
attention

Information collection Communicating with other railway personnel regarding
train and track information

Working memory, multiobject tracking,
sustained attention, and communication skills

Emergency disposal Managing emergent events to protect the safety of the pubic,
railway employees, and railway property

Working memory, multiobject tracking, and
situation awareness

Data management Maintaining records of train movements, track
assignments, maintenance activities, and other events Working memory and multiobject tracking
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uncontrollable, and overloading.” Each item was rated on a
5-point Likert scale. Cronbach’s alpha is 0.84 in this study.

2.2.3. ;e Perceived Social Support Scale (PSSS). ,e PSSS
[64] is the Chinese version of Zimet’s Multidimensional
Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS) [65] to measure
actually perceived social support. It has 12 items rated on a
7-point Likert scale and is divided into three dimensions:
family support, friend support, and other support. Cron-
bach’s alpha is 0.88 in the current study.

2.3. Evaluationof JobPerformance. ,eHSR dispatcher’s job
performance was measured by both subjective indicator
(overall evaluation) and objective indicator (delay time).,e
overall evaluation was made by their supervisors and the
delay times were calculated by the HSR dispatching
simulator.

2.3.1. Subjective Indicator: Overall Evaluation. ,e partici-
pants’ overall evaluation was given by five supervisors, in-
cluding two dispatching directors (from two different shifts),
a technical training director, a safety director, and an ad-
ministration director from the HSR dispatching station. ,e
overall evaluation was rated on a 9-point Likert scale (1,
completely poor; 2, very poor; 3, poor; 4, rather poor; 5,
neutral; 6, rather good; 7, good; 8, very good; 9, completely
good) through the question “Please give an overall evalu-
ation of the dispatcher’s job performance.” Before the
question, there was a guide paragraph that specified the
scoring criteria which should be rated fromHSR dispatchers’
five job responsibilities including schedule preparation,
operation monitoring, information collection, emergency
disposal, and data management. Similar one-item measure

of overall job performance has been used in previous studies
[66, 67].

To avoid the inaccurate evaluation from the supervisors
who were not familiar with the dispatchers, a 9-point Likert
scale question “How well do you know the dispatcher’s job
performance of all five job responsibilities?” was also asked.
Data from the supervisors with familiarity scores lower than
3 were excluded, which accounted for 3% of all the su-
pervisor-dispatcher pairs. Afterwards, overall evaluation
ratings from the remaining supervisors were averaged for
each dispatcher.

,e Pearson correlation analysis was used to examine the
relations between the familiarity and the job performance
(r� 0, p � 1), which showed that the supervisors’ ratings on
the job performance were not likely to be affected by their
familiarity with the dispatchers. Also, the rWG values of the
job performance ranged from 0.93 to 1 (mean� 0.98;
median� 0.98), reaching the cutoff value of 0.7 generally
recommended for good inter-rater agreement [68].

2.3.2. Objective Indicator: Delay Time. Delay time is an
objective indicator to reflect HSR dispatchers’ job perfor-
mance. In most circumstances, trains could run normal
according to the operation diagram. But they would be
stopped or be slowed down when encountering emergency
scenarios such as equipment failure, natural conditions, or
human causes, which would cause delay for minutes or even
hours. Dispatchers need to ensure trains are running on time
to the greatest extent when they enter the jurisdiction.
Ensuring the running time of trains is an important part of
dispatcher’s daily shift and job performance.

To test this objective indicator while controlling all
uncertain variables, we use a fully simulated dispatching
simulator for data collection. ,e dispatching simulator was
developed by the authors’ team (see Figure 3), which was
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Figure 1: Illustration of the 2-back task.
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Figure 2: Illustration of multiobject tracking (MOT) task.
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entirely designed according to real CTC dispatching system.
It was installed with eight Dell computers (Precision 490,
Dual Core Intel Xeon Processor 5130 2GHz) with a 256MB
PCIe× 16 Nvidia graphic card, Sound Blaster® X-Fi™ sys-
tem, and Dell A225 Stereo System. A 27-inch LCD screen
with 1920×1200 pixel resolution was adopted to display
experimental scenarios. ,e dispatching simulator also has a
Huawei tablet that can communicate with other related HSR
positions such as drivers. ,e tablet could respond auto-
matically when the participant spoke. ,rough this simu-
lator, the dispatcher can conduct emergency dispatching just
the same as their real work. Meanwhile, the simulator will
record the total delay time of trains in the dispatcher’s ju-
risdiction caused by the dispatcher’s operation response and
emergency scenario.

2.4. Participants and Procedure. 70 random selected HSR
dispatchers from a branch of China Railway participated in
this study. All of them were males, which is consistent with
the fact that almost all HSR dispatchers in China are males.
,ey were required to avoid alcohol and caffeine on the day
of experiment as well as to refrain from eating or exercising
two hours before the study. Firstly, participants gave in-
formed consent that participation was voluntary, and it
would neither affect their performance evaluation nor have
any other consequence in the company. Next, a question-
naire collecting demographic information was conducted,
including variables that could be correlated to dispatching
skills or cognitive abilities, such as age (mean� 34.76 and
SD� 3.25 years), HSR dispatching experience ranging from
1 to 9 years (mean� 4.51 and SD� 2.22 years), and education
(82% had a bachelor’s or higher degree), and variables that
could be possibility correlated to mental factors, such as
marriage (89% were married).

,en, all the participants completed 4 mental health tests
(integrated into a long questionnaire test) and 2 cognitive
tests. ,e order in which participants took the mental health
questionnaire and cognitive tests and the order of WM task
and MOT task were all random and counterbalanced. A
short break of about three minutes was provided between
any two tests (see Figure 4).

Next, the simulator experiment was conducted. In this
part, the participants firstly spent several minutes to be
familiar with the simulator until they had mastered the basic
operation. Secondly, participants were informed of the
emergency scenario that needs disposal. ,e emergency
scenario designed by highly experienced HSR dispatcher was
the indicator of one of the rail switches turning into a wrong
status. According the operation and safety regulations, eight
process were included in this situation: (1) an alarm window
was popped up on the control panel and the alarm sound was
broadcasted; (2) the dispatcher identified the failure and
commended the HSR driver to stop the train; (3) the dis-
patcher confirmed the failure and started the emergency
procedure on the control panel; (4) the dispatcher informed
the concerned personnel to make preparation; (5) the dis-
patcher adjusted the train operation plan for safety pro-
tection; (6) the station attendant sent a request for track-

checking to the dispatcher who would issue the related
dispatching order; (7) the dispatcher asked the on-site
personnel about the situation; (8) the train operation was
recovered after the failure was solved. Participants were
asked to operate the simulator in actual situation to deal with
the failure situation. ,ey did the trial twice including a
practice and a formal test. ,e delay time of all the trains in
jurisdiction was obtained from the formal test. Specific
operation steps are illustrated in Figure 5.

Participants operated the simulator about 2 hours that
depended on their dispatching ability. Each dispatcher
participant was given a gift for their participation. At last, 70
questionnaires and simulator data were validated, giving a
validity rate of 100%.

3. Results

On basis of the qualitative analysis, this section would ex-
plore the analytical relationship between the job perfor-
mance and the possible variables from a quantitative
perspective. As shown in Figure 6, firstly, we divided the
dispatchers into the good performance group (Good) and
the poor performance group (Poor) and established the
threshold for them. ,en, in order to establish a predictive
model of the dispatcher’s job performance, the stepwise
regression method was adopted into model of the relation
between the HSR dispatchers’ job performance and the
possible variables. Finally, according to the threshold and the
predicted delay time, the dispatchers were identified as Good
and Poor. ,e validity and accuracy of the model would be
tested by the comparison between the predicted group and
the original group. Specific data analysis procedures are
shown in Figure 6.

3.1. Descriptive Statistics of All Variables. In the previous
section, the job performance of HSR dispatchers was
measured by the subjective and the objective indicators, i.e.,
the overall evaluation and the delay time. Four demographic
variables (age, dispatching experience, education, and
marriage), four cognitive variables (ACC of MOT, RT of
MOT, ACC of WM, and RT of WM), and four mental
variables (anxiety, depression, perceived stress, and social
support) were the possible variables to predict the job
performance. ,e mean and standard deviations of these
variables are shown in Table 2. Among these demographic
variables, “education” and “marriage” were not included in
the following statistics for three reasons: (1) these two are
dichotomous variables; (2) most of the answers are in one
category (82% had a bachelor’s or higher degree and 89%

Figure 3: ,e dispatching simulator.
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were married); (3) independent t-test showed that they did
not affect other variables (ps> 0.05).

3.2. Group Division and ;reshold Determination. ,e
overall evaluation was a comprehensive evaluation based on
the dispatcher’s aggregate performance which was suscep-
tible to the personal preferences of the supervisors. ,ere-
fore, the overall evaluation had certain subjectivity and
arbitrariness. Additionally, the delay times indicated the
dispatching ability of the participants to deal with emer-
gency event by operating the simulator, which had certain
volatility. As a result, the subjective indicator and the ob-
jective indicator were combined into the classification of the
dispatchers and the threshold was jointly determined.

Firstly, the overall evaluation was used to stratify the
groups. In order to make a large dispersion between groups,
the dispatchers were stratified into three groups: Good (7–9
scores), General (general performance) (4–6 scores), and
Poor (1–3 scores). In particular, 24 (34%) were Good, 20
(29%) were General, and 26 (37%) were Poor, respectively.
,e General group was a transition part between the Good
and the Poor ones, with the possibility to interfere or to
misjudge the results. In this case, the General group was
removed from the groups.

,e participants were stratified by the overall evaluation
into two groups and they were sorted according to the delay
time from small to large. Since the subjective indicator had
certain subjectivity and arbitrariness, the delay time was
used to examine the group consistent with overall evalua-
tion. ,e top 34% of the delay time was stratified into the
Good group, and the bottom 37%was stratified into the Poor
group.,e participant would be removed when the group of
delay time was inconsistent with the group of overall
evaluation. In this case, a total of 2 (4%) participants were
removed, indicating that the subjective indicator and the
objective indicator are of practical unanimity (r� −0.957,
p< 0.01). In the end, the final sample of 48 dispatchers was
obtained from 70 valid data, including 23 Good and 25 Poor
ones.

Finally, to make clear the predicted values obtained by
the stepwise model in Section 3.4 belong to the Good or Poor

group, it was necessary to determine the threshold. Given the
groups had been consistently confirmed by overall evalua-
tion and delay time, the maximum delay time (229 min) in
the Good was adopted as the threshold. When the predicted
value was 229min or less, the participant was part of the
Good group. In other words, when the predicted value was
greater than 229min, the participant was classified into the
Poor group.

After grouping, the results of the difference in the de-
mographic variables and the cognitive variables between
Good and Poor are presented in Table 3. Two demographic
variables, four cognitive variables, and four mental variables
were significant differences between Good and Poor
(ps< 0.05).

3.3. Correlation ofVariables. Two-tailed Pearson correlation
analysis was performed to examine the relationship among
independent variables (including demographic variables,
cognitive variables, and mental variables) and dependent
variables (both subjective and objective indicators). As
shown in Table 4, the correlation between all independent
variables and dependent variables was significant with ab-
solute correlation coefficients ranging from 0.35 to 0.91
(ps< 0.05), which provided basis for establishing regression
model for next step. And significant correlations were found
between most independent variables. ,is indicated a
multicollinearity relationship between these variables, and
this provided basis for stepwise regression. ,ere was a
strong correlation between overall evaluation and delay time
(r� −0.95, p< 0.01); therefore, we only used the delay time
(objective indicator) as dependent variable in the predictive
model.

3.4. Stepwise Regression Model. In this study, the stepwise
regression model was established to identify the variables
contributing to the delay time. Eleven variables were entered
in the process of stepwise and a total of five regression
models were established. ,e model with the best fitting
effect which is presented in Table 5 contained five variables:
ACC of WM (β� −0.33, p< 0.01), RT of WM (β� 0.27,

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of all variables (n� 70).

Scale Mean SD Cronbach’s alphas Category 1 (%) Category 2 (%)
Age (years) 34.76 3.25 —
Dispatching experience 4.51 2.22 —
Education — — — 82 18
Marriage — — — 89 11
ACC of MOT 0.61 0.15 —
RT of MOT (ms) 1288.04 280.18 —
ACC of WM 0.67 0.22 —
RT of WM (ms) 743.39 200.29 —
Depression 42.75 11.57 0.757
Anxiety 42.84 11.95 0.82
Perceived stress 18.7 7.51 0.84
Social support 55.56 16.91 0.88
Overall evaluation 5.33 2.31 —
Delay time (min) 243.31 55.87 —
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p< 0.01), RT of MOT (β� 0.17, p< 0.05), depression
(β� 0.41, p< 0.01), and perceived stress (β� −0.18, p< 0.01),
accounting for 91% of the total variance of the delay time.
,e result also showed the quadratic sum of regression and
the residual.

In addition, Table 5 revealed that lower ACC of WM
(β� −0.33, p< 0.01), longer RT of WM (β� 0.27, p< 0.01),
longer RT of MOT (β� 0.17, p< 0.05), higher depression
(β� 0.41, p< 0.01), and lower perceived stress(β� −0.18,
p< 0.01) were significantly correlated with longer delay time

which indicates worse job performance. According to the
stepwise regressions results, we use a statistical model that
estimates the relationship between cognitive abilities, mental
health, and job performance:

Y � 128.722 + 0.036X4 − 89.825X5 + 0.085X6

+ 2.169X7 − 1.501X9,
(1)

where 128.722 denotes the constant. ,e vector X4 is RT of
MOT, X5 is ACC of WM, X6 is RTof WM, X7 is depression,
and X9 is perceived stress.

3.5. Model Test. In order to test the model of cognitive
abilities, mental factors, and job performance on stepwise
regression, five independent variables (ACC of WM, RT of
WM, ACC of MOT, depression, and perceived stress) were
considered back into the regression model. ,erefore, each
participant got a new predicted value of delay time. As shown
in Figure 7, the threshold value (229min) and the delay time
including the original value and the predicted value were
presented. In Figure 7, we observed the predicted value
wandered around original value, suggesting that there was no
significant difference between them. Moreover, there was a
significant jump of value in 229min between Good and Poor.

In fact, there might be a misclassification of Good and
Poor. For example, there were two types of statistical errors:

Table 3: Comparison of demographic variables and cognitive variables between two groups (n� 48).

Measures Group (mean and standard deviation) Statistics P value
Good (N� 23) Poor (N� 25)

Age 36.35± 4.31 33.84± 2.01 2.55a 0.02∗
Dispatching experience 5.61± 1.99 2.52± 0.92 6.80a 0.00∗∗
ACC of MOT 0.730± 0.09 0.53± 0.14 5.65a 0.00∗∗
RT of MOT (ms) 1070.91± 183.02 1522.46± 237.96 −7.32a 0.00∗∗
ACC of WM 0.92± 0.12 0.47± 0.06 15.66a 0.00∗∗
RT of WM (ms) 595.09± 152.0 948.14± 32.86 −10.91a 0.00∗∗
Depression 31.70± 6.28 52.20± 7.42 −10.29a 0.00∗∗
Anxiety 34.02± 8.30 51.65± 10.96 −6.24a 0.00∗∗
Perceived stress 13.65± 5.80 22.04± 7.20 −4.42a 0.00∗∗
Social support 64.22± 11.62 52.40± 18.20 2.70a 0.01∗
aT test.

Table 4: Correlation between variables.

Variable X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 Y1 Y2

X1 —
X2 0.37∗ —
X3 0.43∗∗ 0.44∗∗ —
X4 −0.36∗ −0.53∗∗ −0.51∗∗ —
X5 0.31∗ 0.74∗∗ 0.58∗∗ −0.72∗∗ —
X6 −0.18 −0.67∗∗ −0.57∗∗ 0.59∗∗ −0.78∗∗ —
X7 −0.21 −0.66∗∗ −0.61∗∗ 0.66∗∗ −0.84∗∗ 0.73∗∗ —
X8 −0.04 −0.34∗ −0.40∗∗ 0.44∗∗ −0.67∗∗ 0.61∗∗ 0.77∗∗ —
X9 −0.06 −0.29∗ −0.43∗∗ 0.50∗∗ −0.56∗∗ 0.53∗∗ 0.73∗∗ 0.70∗∗ —
X10 0.10 0.31∗ 0.28 −0.47∗∗ 0.33∗∗ −0.38∗∗ −0.41∗∗ −0.41∗∗ −0.44∗∗ —
Y1 0.37∗∗ 0.71∗∗ 0.66∗∗ −0.75∗∗ 0.90∗∗ −0.85∗∗ −0.81∗∗ −0.64∗∗ −0.53∗∗ 0.42∗∗
Y2 −0.35∗ −0.77∗∗ −0.65∗∗ 0.75∗∗ −0.91∗∗ 0.84∗∗ 0.87∗∗ 0.67∗∗ 0.53∗∗ −0.36∗ −0.95∗∗ —
X1: age; X2: dispatching experience; X3: ACC of MOT; X4: RTof MOT; X5: ACC of WM; X6: RTof WM; X7: depression; X8: anxiety; X9: perceived stress; X10:
social support; Y1: overall evaluation; Y2: delay time; ∗p< 0.05; ∗∗p< 0.01.

Table 5: Stepwise regression coefficients (beta weights) for the
prediction of delay time.

Model Constant β P value Adjusted R2

Constant 128.722 0.00

0.91

ACC of WM −89.825 −0.33 0.00
RT of WM 0.085 0.27 0.00
RT of MOT 0.036 0.17 0.01
Depression 2.169 0.41 0.00
Perceived stress −1.501 −0.18 0.00
Model SS DF MS F
Regression 184884.57 5 36976.91

96.83∗∗Residual 16038.41 42 381.87
Total 200922.98 47
∗p< 0.05; ∗∗p< 0.01.
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the RWTerrors and type B error, which are common errors.
In order to get a more detailed understanding of the ac-
curacy of the stepwise regression model for the division of
Good or Poor, the predicted value of the participant was
grouped according to the threshold value. As shown in
Table 6, 96% of the Good were correctly predicted, while
100% accurate for the Poor.

From Figure 7 and Table 6, it was apparent that the
number 21 was misclassified. In order to visually present the
results of difference in participant no: 21 and groups between
demographic variables, cognitive variables, and mental
variables, the radar map was considered. Given the disunity
of scale for all variables, the min-max normalization was
conducted to solve the problem by the following formula:

xij �
xij − mini xij 

maxi xij  − mini xij 
, (2)

where i� 1, 2, 3, . . ., 48, j� 1, 2, . . ., 10. By this formula, all
variables were unified from 0 to 1. Figure 8 presents the
results of mean of each variable after unified scale of Good
and Poor in full line and the number 21 in imaginary line.
,e features of number 21 were more consistent with Good.
However, compared with the mean of Good, the partici-
pant’s ACC ofWM, RTofWM, RTof MOT, depression, and
perceived stress were obviously different. ,e five indicators
were used to predict the job performance. ,erefore, the
participant was misclassified.

4. Discussion

,e goal of the current study is to examine the relationship
between the cognitive abilities, mental factors, and the job
performance of the Chinese HSR dispatchers. Findings
showed that the multiobject ability, the working memory
ability, and 2 mental factors have strong relations with the
job performance (indicated by delay time), and tremendous
distinctions between groups of good and poor performance
of the HSR dispatchers were revealed. In addition, the

stepwise regression modelling is employed to construct the
regression equation, in which the demographic data, the
accuracy and the reaction time of working memory, the
reaction time of multiobject ability, the depression, and the
perceived stress appeared as the independent variables and
the job performance appeared as the dependent variable.,e
current research findings can offer indicators and models in
future HSR dispatchers’ selection.

Consistent with existing studies [24, 69], the positive
relationship between cognitive abilities and dispatchers’ job
performance is supported in the current study. Working
memory, which included both short-term storage and
central executive control [29], is exactly what the dis-
patcher’s job requires according to task analysis (Table 1). It
is expected and understandable that working memory can
significantly predict HSR dispatcher’s key performance, just
as workingmemory has demonstrated to be a good predictor
for shooting behavior [70], school grades [71], and other
performance [72]. HSR dispatchers should also dynamically
monitor the operational status of multiple trains as well as
the conditions of signals, stations, switchers, and weather,
which involves dynamic visual tracking of multiobjects [73].
,at leads to the ability of multiobject tracking, becoming an
important predictor of job performance just as the similar
job of air traffic controllers [30].

,e result that mental factors were also predictors of the
job performance of HSR dispatchers in this study is ex-
pected, which is consistent with results of other related
occupations in previous studies [33, 34, 74]. Depression, as
the most concerned mental health symptom, is associated
with low self-esteem, reduced work motivation, and slower
cognitive processing [33, 75]. For HSR dispatchers, de-
pression could directly affect their subjective and objective
performance indicators on the one hand. On the other hand,
it could damage cognitive abilities including both WM and
MOT, indirectly affecting the job performance. Although
overload pressure may always accompany with fatigue, in-
somnia, neurological disorders, and other symptoms that
cause worse performance [76], moderate pressure could also
promote work motivation which leads to even better per-
formance [74]. In the current study, perceived stress was
measured.,e results of more perceived stress are associated
with less delay time which means better job performance. It
was most probably because of the particularities of HSR
dispatching work that need continuous vigilance or the
relatively moderate perceived stress score (mean� 18.02 and
SD� 7.76). Inconsistent to other studies, anxiety and per-
ceived social support did not enter into the predictive model
of job performance [77, 78]. ,is could be understandable
from aspect of job analysis. In actual work, there are not
many cases which require emergency dispatching though

Original value
Predicted value
Threshold value

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

7 13 19 25 31 37 43 491

Figure 7: Comparison of the difference in delay time between the
original and the predicted values.

Table 6: Prediction rate of regression model between the two
groups.

Predicted type Good (%) Poor (%)Original type
Good (%) 96 4
Poor (%) 0 100
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constant vigilance is needed, while anxiety is mainly related
to emergency situations or unmanageable events. Besides,
the perceived social support scores obtained in this study
were relatively concentrated in high section, while the ceiling
effect makes this variable could not distinguish between the
Good and Poor groups.

To summarize, the current study establishes a predic-
tion model for the job performance of Chinese HSR dis-
patchers. ,e quantitative relationship between cognitive
abilities, mental factors, and the job performance, to the
best knowledge of the authors, has rarely been examined in
previous study. It confirms that cognitive abilities in-
cluding multiobject tracking and working memory and
mental factors are important for the job performance
among the existing qualified HSR dispatchers. ,e pre-
dictive variables including the ACC of WM, the RTof WM,
the ACC of MOT, depression, and perceived stress
explained an additional of 91% of the variance in the job
performance. Moreover, the job performance model gets
the accuracy up to 96%. ,ese findings suggest that tests of
the 2 cognitive abilities and 2 mental factors may be useful
tools complementary to the current practice of HSR dis-
patcher selection and assessment.

Although the traditional selection and assessment can
investigate the dispatcher’s dispatching knowledge and
professional skills to a certain extent, the operational
adaptability and mental factors might be more accurate
potential indicators which have not yet been considered in
terms of affecting the dispatcher’s operational behavior
safety especially in emergency scenario. Taking an emer-
gency scenario of the dispatcher encountered an abnormal
train noise, for example. However, in order to maximize the
train operation, dispatchers should perform multiple tasks
and organize railway personnel with different responsibili-
ties quickly (even in seconds) and accurately. ,is makes
dispatchers’ basic cognitive abilities mainly working
memory and multiobject tracking become the key factor of
impacting their job performance. Regarding mental factors,

the state of depression might lead to slower or less accurate
reaction that would produce irreversible consequence, while
perceived moderate stress would help to maintain alertness
and promote more validity operation. Only when more
comprehensive impact factors are included in actual HSR
dispatcher’s selection and assessment, our daily trans-
portation will be safer. ,erefore, building the prediction
model taking both cognitive and mental factors into account
is not only of theoretical significance but also of practical
significance.

A limitation of the current study is that the HSR dis-
patchers were all from one group, China Railway Chengdu
Group. Future studies are needed to examine the predictive
model among other dispatcher populations such as other
geographical regions in China Railway and other countries.
In addition to mental factors such as depression and per-
ceived stress, other psychological factors such as personality
and motivation may also be good predictors of job per-
formance [79]. Future studies are needed to examine these
additional factors and their joint influence on the HSR
dispatchers’ job performance.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, both cognitive factors specifically multiobject
visual tracking and working memory and mental factors
such as depression and perceived stress are significant
predictors of the HSR dispatchers’ job performance. ,e
results from the current study provide a theoretical basis for
the training of HSR dispatchers and can support future work
towards establishing standardized methods and criteria for
dispatcher selection and management. Additionally, the
subjective and objective indicators have a high degree of
consistency, which also provides a theoretical basis for the
selection tools. In the next step, we will try other methods
(data mining, artificial intelligence, etc.) to explore the re-
lationship among these cognitive abilities and much more
psychological factors.
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Figure 8: ,e results of mean of each variable of Good and Poor and the number 21.
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